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Improved
RAIL SERVICE
Over-night Sleeping Car

Leave Rockland 6.10 p. m.
Except Saturday

Car May Be Occupied
at Boston until 6.30 a. m.

Consult Agent for Full Details

Maine Central Railroad
. BWH

Ivers & Pond
Pianos
UPRIGHTS GRANDS PLAYERS
We have been granted the franchise for Knox«

Lincoln and Waldo Counties and are now authorized
dealers in New England’s best known piano—the

Ivers and Pond.
Ask for information, prices and terms.

JUSlCVj
.US
1C
Rocklknd, Me.
79-80

LAKEWOOD
$

5 Miles North of Skowhegan
Telephone Skowhegan 434
Mail—Skowhegan
“Bringing Broadway to Maine”

THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
Performances at 8.00 P. M. Standard Time
TONIGHT A ALU THIS WEEK
NEXT WEEK
The Knockout Comedy Hit
The Sensational Melodrama

“IS ZAT SO” “WHITE CARGO”
The laughing success which kept The authentic story of tho Afri
New York in an uproar for 500 can Gold Coast told in thrilling
detail !
performances.
LAKEWOOD INN Op,n
7 A. M. to 11 P. M.
Daily

DINE

DANCE

LAKEWOOD COUNTRY CLUB

TED ZAHN and His ORCHESTRA, Exclusively
•

79-81

First Lien

Gold Bonds

Due May 1, 1953

'

Price 100 and interest, to yield 5.50%

The subsidiaries of this company operate, without
competition, telephone systems in well settled and pros
perous parts of Kansas and Missouri.
There are over 21,900 statiohs connected with
exchanges in 58 cities and towns and 1756 miles of toll
lines. Interconnection with the Bell System provides
long distance service throughout North America.
These bonds will be secured by deposit of all the
bonds and stock (other than directors’ qualifying shares)
of the present subsidiaries.
These bands will be outstanding to the extent of
less than 45% of the appraisal value of the securing
properties, less depreciation.

Net earnings for the year 1927 were over twice the
annual interest charges on this issue.

ARTHUR PERRY &. CO.
Masonic Temple, Portland, Me.
WORCESTER

Telephone Forest 9230
HARTFORD
BOSTON

C. J. STOCKMAN, Rcprcscnforlvs

PROVIDBNCB

new postal rates

THREE CENTS A COPY

SIZZLING GAMES, SIZZLING DAY

Volume 83.................. Number 80.

SIXTY-FIVE YEARS AS BUILDERS

Domestic Postage Prices Now
~
«,,.j
n ,
In Effect__ Post Cards One Maine Coast League Saw Hot Stuff On the Holiday—Rock Reviewing the Career of a Prosperous Rockland Firm and
the Building Trade Congress.
land Did, Through a Telescope.
Cent.
First Class

(Paper Read. Before the Rotary Club by Edward F. Glover)
land had the kind of support that
meant victory.
This paper has to do witli tlie 65 tions as they existed, or if not so,
Rockland produced a new man
they kept the matter to themselves.
1 named' Bober, a southpaw, who guc- years of tlie W. H. Glover Company’s
In 1917, after the death of both my
ceeded in holding Camden to a tie existence as lumber dealers and uncle and father, my brother Wil
until that disastrous fifth when Mas- contractors in this city. If I become liam A. Glover and I took over the
—M
Second Class
terman’s men found him for a total too reminiscent, and if too much of business, and have managed to keep
The League Standing
Newspapers, Magazines and other
of eight bases, besides being pre
•••
It Is well to learn from the misfort- •••
the personal equation appears in it going up to the present time. The
The holiday games boosted Bel sented with a pass. After that inn
••• unes of others what should be avoided. ••• periodicals when mailed by the pub
depletion of the Maine forests has
••• —Byrus.
••• lic, 1 cent for each 2 ounces or frac fast’s percentage, with the result that ing Camden had no more flrecrack-! "’hat Is to follow, it is because tlie entirely changed the lumber business
•«.
••• tion regardless of wgt. or distance.
| history of this firm might easily be in this section. A large proportion
it is now only one game behind Gam- ers. but it didnt need any.
.».
a*. .». .«• .«■
den. Rockland is away down in the
Rockland looked quite business- that of a hundred others, in the of tlie lumber now in use comes
Third Class
Circulars and other miscellaneous coolest part of the cellar, but even at I like at times, but as in the other- small cities of New England, and it* from the South and West; white
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
printed matter and merchandise that is slightly better off than it wasiganies this season lacked' the punch. | successes and failures, its problems cedar shingles and spruce lumber
For President
weighing eight ounces or less, l%c at this time last year, so the fans The outstanding star was Charlie and their solutions might be those j coming from Aroostook county and
should not lose hope. There will Wotton who followed an unassisted of many other dealers and builders, Canada; yellow pine, cypress and
for ea6h 2 ounces or fraction.
HERBERT C. HOOVER
hardwoods from Mississippi, Ala
Books (including catalogs) of 24 probably the a consultation of doc double play with a most marvelous engaged in a similar business.
In tlie year 1815 m.v grand fat tier, bama,, Louisiana and Arkansas.
of California
pages or more, seeds, cuttings, bulbs, tors before another week begins. The one-hand stop of Loftus’ grounder.
Nanigan uuite redeemed himself. Charles Glover, at the age of 20 Some white pine comes from the
roots, scions and plants, 1 cent for standing:
came from 'Pembroke, Mass., to local mills within 50 miles of us, but
Won Lost P.G. The score:
each
2
ounces.
For Vice President
South Thomaston, bringing with him nearly all of this latter commodity
Camden ......................... 5
2
.714
Camden
Fourth Class
bis kit of tools and his carpent- is had from Idaho and California.
Belfast ........................... 3
2
.600
CHARLES CURTIS
ab r bh th po a e l er’s trade. Marrying soon afterward Redwood, Douglas fir and red cedar
Merchandise, Books, Printed Mat Rockland ...................... 1
5
.166
of Kansas
Cole, s« ............. 5 2
ter, and all other mailable matter not
he raised a family of twelve chil come from Oregon, California and
Small, 3b ............. 2 1
in first or second class, weighing over
dren, and clothed and fed them on Vancouver.
A great quantity of
For United StateR Senator
Camden 3, Belfast 2
Nanigan, 2b ..... 2 2
8 ounces.
' his wages of $1.25 per day. He often framing lumber is brought from the
FREDERICK HALE
Additional
These teams played another ll-|Mackley, ef ....... 3
began his 12-hour day’s labor with West Coast in large steamers,
Of Portland
3
Zones
1st Pound
Pounds inning game at Camden Tuesday , Masterman, lb
I a four mile walk to his work, and throug li the Panama Canal, often
Local
7c
lc ea.
night, and victory went to the home , Loftus, p ......... 4
ended it at night with a stroll of carrying from seven to eight million
For Representative to Congress
1 and 2
7c
lc ea.
team in spite of the fact that it Ogier, If ............. 4
boardfeet of lumber, and landing at
the same length.
WALLACE H. WHITE, JR.
3
8c
2c ea.
registered only five hits against Bel- Hamilton, c ..... 4
It was the custom of that time, various ports along the North Atlan
of Lewiston
4
8c
4c ea.
fast’s 13. dn spite of the small score Taylor, p ......... 4
when planning to build a house in tic coast, from Philadelphia to Port
5
9c
6c ea.
the spring, for the builder to go land. This lumber can be landed
it was a free hitting contest, each
For State Auditor
6
10c
6c ea.
31 7 10 12 27 10 3 into the woods in the winter, there here at a lower price, than the
pitcher having but one strikeout. In
ELBERT D. HAYFORD
7
10c ea.
12c
to select the trees and fell them, then spruce from Northern Maine and
the eighth inning Belfast filled the
Rockland
of Farmingdale
8
13c
12c ea.
bases on successive hits, but1 with
ab r bh tb po a e to hew the timber, plane tlie boards, Canada can be sold in Eastern mar
make the clapboards and shingles, kets.
On parcels collected on rural routes nohe down was unable to score. In Conway, 2b
For State Senator
• • ♦ ♦
the windows, doors, etc., that the
the
rates
are
2
cents
less
than
shown
the
first
inning
the
visitors
had
also
j
^Vai-sh"
3b
”
4
ZELMA M. DWINAL
The Western * mills are equipped
house might h*^ ready to erect in the
in
the
above
table
when
for
delivery
filled
the
bases
on
successive
hits,
p
eters
^
n
ss
5
of Camden
spring. There was almost no ma with the finest machinery for sawing
anywhere within the first three zones, but on that occasion there were al- p prench €f
3
chinery; the boards came rough from and dressing tlie lumber, and it is
and
1
cent
less
when
for
delivery
In
ready
two
down.
For Judge of Probate
! Bober, p ........... 4
the saw and all planing was done put on the market in better condi
any
other
zone.
All
three
of
Camdens
scores
were
MELZER T. CRAWFORD
1 14 0 0 by hand.
Wotton, lb ....... 4
1 can remember my tion than that manufactured in the
due
to
muffed
flies.
Ip
justice
t°ij
o
y
CP
of Camden
1 1 0 0 father telling me of planing all fin East, consequently finding a readier
SPECIAL DELIVERY
rf
Kunitz who dropped the fly which jjigginsc
4
1 1 ishing lumber, floor hoards and clap sale. Most of the white pine is
First Class
cost Belfast the game it should be ])avi(json if "”"
For Clerk of Courts
0 0 boards by hand, even in his young brought by rail, the Idaho pine being
Weighing
2
lbs.
or
less
.................
10c
explained
that
he
was
playing
with
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
er days. Very few nails were used. almost a duplicate of the old-growth
Over 2 lbs. and not over 10 lbs........20c a very bad ankle and had to make .
of Rockland
36 4 8 10 24 12 2 The hand-hewn house frames were Maine pine. The California variety
More than 10 lbs........ .........................25c
a
runCamden ....... .. 1 0 (115 0 0 0 x~7 mortised, tenoned and pinned togeth Is harder and in some cases re
(In addition to regular postage).
Belfast’s 'first score was made on HoC^ian(j
For Sheriff
..10 10 0 2 0 0 0—4 er, a method very little used at sembles tiie short-leaf Southern pine.
Other
Than
First
Class
Kunitz’s double
and Thurston’s
Three-base hits, Small, French. present.
FRANK F. HARDING
It is used principally for a good fin
single,
and
its
second
run
was
on
a
Qn
ba)|g
)(ff LoftU!( , off B„llPr
of Rockland
Not more than 2 lbs........................... 15c
is,1 in house-interiors.
„ouhle
Over 2 lbs. and not over 10 lbs..........26c pass, a single and Murphy's sacrifice 3 struck ou, by Ijoftus
Our laths come principally from
At that time carpenters were also
For County Attorney
More (ban 10 lbs................................. 20c fly.
play, Wotton, unassisted. Umpires,
the West Coast and are of clear fir.
called
upon
to
do
what
was
known
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL
Cogau and Nanigan did some fine MeDonough an<1 Martln.
(In addition to regular postage).
Scorer,
as the joiner's work on vessels. It As most of tlie laths sold in this sec
of Rockland
work in the infield and Mackley and ^Vinslow
tion are used for lobster traps, they
Special Handling
consisted of building the cabins and
Kunitz starred in the outfield. The
are very popular with tlie fishermen,
Matter
of
the
fourth-class
will
re

deck
houses
of
the
vessels,
and
For County Commissioner
the quality being superior to the old
ceive the same expeditious handling
Belfast 5, Rockland 0
served for occupation in tiie seasons
MARY PERRY RICH
spruce laths. Red cedar shingles
Camden
transportation
and
delivery
accorded
when
house
building
was
scarce*
A big crowd greeted the teams at
of Rockport
from Vancouver are largely taking
to mail matter of the first class, on
ab r bh tb po a ° 'Community Park in the late after- Tliis work was even continued in my
the place of the Eastern white cedar,
.... 5 1112 1 6 noon, but the Rockland portion of it father’s day, and J myself have a
For Representatives to Legislature payment of the following fees in ad Cole, ss...............
although they have not been uspd
dition to the regular postage:
dim
recollection
of
some
of
it.
4
Small, 3b ........... 5 12 2
1 didn't get much chance to shout. One
Rockland—Tleorge L. St. Clair.
long enough in the East to know
Not more than 2 lbs............................10c Nanigan, 2b ..... 4 0 11
The
labor
problem
did
not
trouble
2
0 of the big reasons was Hale, the
definitely how long they will last.
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston,
my
grand
father.
He
taught
his
6 Belfast pitcher. It is a great Hale
They are cut from large logs and
Friendship, Cushing and Owl's Head Over 2 lbs. and not over 10 lbs...... 15c Mackley, ef ....... 5 0 0 0 6
trade
to
his
sons
and
they
worked
More than 10 lbs..................................20c Masterman, lb .. 3 0 0 0 11
6 year, you know, and pitcher Hale
are free from sap, which should
—Bdwin S. Vose of Cushing.
0 swept everything before him. Bober for him at a wage of from 50 cents mean a long life, and are edge-grain
The words “Special Handling" must Loftus, rf ......... 4 0 0 0 2
Rockport. Warren. Union
and
to
$1
per
day.
Four
of
these
sons
0 was the only man to make a bona
which prevents warping and twist
Washington—Fred E. Burkett of appear on all fourth class matter Ogier, If ............. 3 1 1 1 4
mailed under these rates. These rates Hamilton, c ..... 4 0 0 0 2
6 fide hit off him, French being credit- followed in his footsteps, and adopt ing. This red cedar also makes ex
Union.
ed
his
trade
as
a
livelihood
for
a
!
6 ed with a “scratch’’ because he beat
cellent molding and finish.
Camden. Hope and Appleton— do not provide for special delivery at Klosek, p ......... 4 0 0 0 0
office of address.
,
out a throw. The one bad inning jinx part of their lives. Many of the
At the Western mills they have
George E. Allen of Camden.
houses
which
my
grandfather
built
37 3 5 5 33 14
again bobbed up, Saulter being found
Vinalhaven, North Haven,
St.
Registry
are still standing in tlie town of enormous dry kilns, where the lum
for four hlts^and two passes in the South Thomaston and its vicinity, ber is thoroughly dried, then made
George. Isle au Haut and Matinicus—
Effective July 1st. 1928. indemnity ,»
Belfast _________
third.
into finish and doors. These doors,
Granville Bui-helder of St. George.
will be paid for losses in registered
but the only building in Rockland,
ab r bh tb po a e
Conway gave a splendid exhibition of which I am absolutely sure, is tlie l iinclpaliy of fir, ate sliippei •. j bo
mail in amounts up to, and including Cogan, ss ............ 5 0 115 4 1
HOPE TO /HAVE HOOVER
$1,000 on payment of the fees charge Murphy, rf .......... 4 0 0 0 1 0 1 of infield work, Wotton again tickled Crescent street schoolhouse, which l est in carina Is and delivered :o the
retailers at pre.'s which cannot be
the crowd, and Joyce’s running catch he built in Ills later years.
able therefor, in addition to the reg Kunitz, If ______
5 13 4 5 0 1
met by the Eastern manufacturers..
Republican State Committee Will ular postage. These rates may be
was a feature. The score:
in
1863
my
uncle
William
and
father
Clancy, ef ............ 5 0 2 2 4 0 0
' ney are then solo to the consumers
Consider Campaign Plans Tuesday
Belfast
obtained on inquiry at the registry Thurston, lb ..... * 5 0 3 3 11 1 0
E. Kent Glover established the firm
at about one-.uiif the price of doors
window.
tb r bh tb po a e of W. H. Glover & Co., combining manufactured in the East. For this
Paiement, 3b .... 5 0 1110 0
Chairman Daniel F. Field has
Edward R. Veazie.
the
sale
of
lumber
and
builders
’
sup

1 1 4 0
Breslin, 2b .......... 4 1112 3 1 Cogan, ss ......... 3
reason, probably two-thirds of the
called a meeting of the Republican
Postmaster.
2 2 0 0 plies witli the business of contract doors, used in New England are of
Curran, c .............. 5 0 112 0 0 | Murphy , cf ..... 5
ing.
Their
first
office
building
stood
State committee to he held at the
1 8 0 0
Sterling, p .......... 5 0 110 3 0 j Kunitz, c ........... 4
fir. Tlie freight on the dry-finishel
MEANS BIG REVENUE
Augusta House at 4 p. m. Tuesday.
— Clancy, If ......... 5
3 0 0 0 in what is now our lumber yard. This product, which comes principally by
building
was
afterwards
.moved
to
1 12 0 0
43 2 13 14 31 11 4 [ Thurston, lb ..... 5
William T>idor Gardiner, Republi State Likely To Receive Three Mil
rail to New England, is about $20 per
0 0 3 0 tlie corner of Beech and Lincoln thousand; the freight on laths and
Camden .... 0 9 2 0 0(10 0 0 0 1—3 Paiement, 3b
can nominee for Governor Frederick
lion Dollars From Gasoline Tax.
streets,
on
land
which
is
now
a
part
2 1
Belfast ..... 001 1000000 0—2 j Breslin, 2b .......
the coarser grades of lumber, which
Hale, candidate for the U. S. Senate
0 0 of Fred R. Spear’s lawn, and wa come through the Panama Canal, is
Two-base hit, Kunitz. Basses on Curran, rf .».... y.
State Auditor Hayford said Tues
and Mrs. Guy P. Gannett member of
then
occupied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Simon
3 0
from $12 to $11 per thousand. This
the executive committee of the re day that he believed that the State balls, off Klosek 3, off Sterling 2. Hale» P
Trueworthy and little Myra—a fam
kind of lumber is unseasoned and
publican National committee, will would receive during the present Struck out, by Klosek 1, by Sterling
ily
who
bore
an
active
part
in
the
35 5 10 11 27 12
the freight by rail would be prohiattend the meeting and plans for year in excess of $3,000,000 from the 1. Sacrifice hits, Nanigan, IMurphy,
horse-play of my school-days.
tive’ on account of its weight.
Rockland
tax on gasoline at the rate of foMr Sterling. Double play, Cogan and
the campaign will be formulated.
During this period, the humble
Were it not for the VVestern imports,
Thurston. Umpires, McDonough and
Members of the committee expect cents per gallon.
ab r bh tb po a
story and a half dwelling of my
the price of lumber as a building ma
Figures given out at the auditor’s Martin. Scorer, Winslow.
the Democrats this year to make the
Conway, 2b ..... 4 0 0 0 4 4
grandfather’s time was supplanted
teria, would today be prohibitive in
••« *
most active campaign they have con office show that during the month of
Walsh, 3b ....... 3 0 0 0 1 1
by the Mansard-roofed edifice and
tiiis section.
ducted in years. The party is al May of this year the sum of $301,185
Peterson, ss ..... 3 0 0 0 0 2
tlie Queen Anne cottage of the 70’s
» • » ♦
The Holiday Games
ready organizing for that purpose. was received from the gasoline tax
French, cf ....... 3 0 112 0
and 80’s.
Cupolas, bay windows
Another material entering exten
Camden made four runs in the first Bober, rf ........... 2 0 110 0
There is some hope that Mr. Hoov at the rate of four cent$ per gallon
towers and other ornaments were
sively into the construction of build
er can be Induced to make one speech while for the corresponding period inning at Belfast in the morning Wotton, lb ....... 3 0 0 0 10 0
added to the square-framed houses
ings, for the last twenty years, is
in Maine, and if this hope is realized last year the sum of $207,998 was game, and in the remainder of that Joyce, if ........... 3 0 0 0 3 0
of an earlier day. It became neces
a big meeting will be held at some received at the rate of three cents weird performance didn’t make much Higgins, c ......... 3 0 0 0 7 0 0 sary to add to the firm’s equipment Portland cement. In my early days,
central place, that will be accessible per gallon. From January first to else but errors—nine large, fat, juicy Saulter. p........... 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 a mill, to turn out the scroll-work this was imported from Europe and
used only for tlie best grade of work.
June first of this year the sum of ones, all told. It was a “morning
to all of the voters of the State.
which was used in embellishing the
That used in ordinary work was Ro
$793,917.08 was received Ifrom the after’’ exhibition that was anything
27 0 2 2 27 10 2 houses of that time.
sendale cement made on the Hudson
gasoline tax while for the corres but pleasing to the holiday crowd.
Belfast ............. 00401000 0—5
river. This was brought here from
ponding period last year the sum of
Eleven runs had been accumulated
Rockland ......... 00000000 0—0
The lumber then was almost en Rondont-on-the-Hudson by Rock
$498,053 was received.
off Taylor before he was withdrawn
Two-base
hit,
Clancy.
Bases
on
tirely white pine, spruce and hem land schooners, as back freight, after
The heaviest tax was paid during at the end1 of the fourth inning. May
the present year by the Standard Oil hew, the Camden High (School boy balls, off iSaulter 4. Struck out, by lock, shipped here from Bangor in they had discharged their cargo of
Hale
7,
by
ISaulter
5.
Sacrifice
hits,
small schooners. There were several lime in New York. Tiiis was never
Company of New York with the Gulf who succeeded him, made a fine show
Double sawmills in that city and in Brewer used, however, to tiie extent in which
Refining Company second, the Texas ing until the last inning. Milliken Breslin. Curran, Bober.
plays,
Cogan.
Breslin
and
Thurston;
where the logs were brought down Portland cement is used today.
Oil Company third and the Little and was a mystery to Camden except in
Peterson, Conway and Wotton. Um over the dam to be sawed. I can
Concrete, which is notv used so ex
Coffin Company of Portland fourth. two innings. The score:
pires, McDonough and Martin. -Scorer recall when tiie shores of tlie Pe tensively, was then in its infancy,
SECOND HAND
Belfast
Winslow.
nobscot, from tlie Brewer bridge to and many other new building mate
Herbert Hoover’s journey to Cali
tlie Water Works dam. were lined rials have been introduced in my
ab r bh tb po a e
FURNITURE
fornia to receive < fficial notification
5
POTTIA RANDII KENNEDY
2
with rafts of lumber. As these were day, tiie principal of which is wallof his nomination as the Republican Cogan, ss
sold, they were floated down the board of various kinds. These are
1
candidate for President promises to Murphy, ef ........ 4
Bought and Sold
become virtually a transcontinental ! Kunitz, If ......... 4
1
0 0 An Interesting Discovery Made By river, to tiie side of tlie waiting ves extensively used in place of laths
Naturalist at Wooden Ball Island
sels, where they were loaded and and plaster, and wood sheathing.
0 0
stumping trip without the usual po- Hale, Il . ............. 2
1
carried to their destination. At the They are made of wood pulp, plas
litical oratory. Cities all along his Clancy, rf ......... 4
3
When on the Wooden Ball, one of present time there are no sawmills ter covered with paper, and asbestos
prospective route are besieging Mr. Thurston, lb .... 3
1
ROCKLAND
61 PARK ST.
Hoover with appeals to have his train Paiement. 3b .... 4
the Matinicus Islands, Aug. 24. 1905, in either Brewer or Bangor, and combined with Portland cement.
2
Phone 1286
Phons I1M
stopped and appear on the observa- Breslin, 2b ........ 5
2 2
we noticed a patch of sod under the in fact only three large mills in the Within the last few years, several
entire State.
new wall boards have come on the
tion platform long enough to wave to I Curran, c .......... 4
1 2
56-tf
shore, green with moss. The situa
It was during these years that tlie market, which are used for insulation
the crowds that are eager to greet Milliken, p ........ 5
tion
was
above
the
range
of
tii.e
heap
Dix Island boom took place. Thou against heat and cold and also for
him.
I
—
tides, though covered by sea water sands of granite workers were em the deadening of sound. The best
4(1 19 13 16 27 10
on the higher runs of tides. A moss ployed throughout the county, which known and pioneer of these is CeloCamden
growing in such an unusual situation made trie building business particu tex, which is made of sugar cane
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
e
There Are Few Persons Who At
seemed Interesting, and an examina larly good in this section. The gran ground and formed into large sheets
Cole, ss ......
2 3
tion showed a little to be fruitful. ite workers built many homes for about one-half an inch thick. CeloSome Time or Other Do Not
Small. 31) .......... 5
1 1
A gathering of this was made and themselves and their families, not tex may be used as a plaster base
Need Financial Assistance
Nanigan, 2b ..... 5
2 3
banded to the late Edward B. Cham only in Rockland, but in many of instead of laths, or applied without
Mackley, cf ........ 4
1 1
berlain, who later reported it as the tiie outlying towns. It was at this
Sometimes It May Be As Important To
(Continued On Page Eight/
Masterman, l.b .. 4
0 0
then little known Pottia Randii Ken time that tlie Court House and Post
Borrow Money As It Is To Save Money. No
| Loftus, rf .......... 3
1 2 0 0
nedy, which is now referred to Des- Office were built, which not only
One Ought To Sacrifloe His Own Health,
Ogier, If .............. 3
1 1 1 0
matadon cernuus (Huhen) by Prof. gave employment to many men, hut YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Neglect His Family's Welfare, Ignore An
1 1 4 2
Holzinger by whom it is regarded as contributed to the beauty of our
Opportunity, Fail To Improve the Value Hamilton, c ...... 4
Taylor,
p
............
2
0 0 0 0 3
Poetry Is the greatest literature, and pleas
a depauperate form with undevel city.
of a Home, or Limit a Child's Education
Mayhew,
p
........
2
In the “gay 9O’s“ summer visitors ure In poetry Is the greatest of literary pleas
0 0 0 0 1
oped peristome.
For Lack of Heady Cash. A Sound Loan
ures.
—Viscount Grey of Falloden.
A very small specimen of this began discovering Maine, and in
May Be Just the Thing That Will save
36 7 9 11 24 14 9 gathering is in the collection of the Isiesboro, Castine, Mt. Desert and on
.SOLITUDE
the Day.
Belfast ........... 0 1 1 3 3 0 0 5 x—19 Portland Society of Natural History. the coast from Kittery to Sorrento, Laugh, and the world laughs with you;
Weep, and you weep alone.
Camden ......... 40000201 0—7 With this find in mind, when on the cottages and summer hotels began to
the sad old earth must borrow its mirth,
Two-base hits, Cogan, Curran, Ball again a few years later wp rise. This was a busy period in the ForBut
lias trouble enough of its own.
Cole, Nanigan, Loftus Three-base made further search for the plant building trade, but as competition Sing, and the hilts will answer;
Sigh, tt Is lost on the air.
hit, Clancy. Bases on balls, off Milli but without success. The spot was was keen, not a particularly lucra
The echoes bound to a joyful sound,
ken 3, off Taylor 4, off -Mayhew 4. on the west side of the island a short tive one.
But shrink from voicing care.
Forty years ago the retail price of
distance north of Woodbury Abbott’s
Struck
out,
by
Milliken
6,
by
Taylor
Manufacturer of
1. by Mayhew 3. Double play, Bres landing and camp.—-Arthur H. Nor framing lumber and boards was from Rejoice, and men will seek you :
Grieve, and they turn and go.
$10 to $12 per thousand: today i
lin, Cogan and Thurston. Umpires, ton In the Maine Naturalist.
CEMETERY WORK
want full measure of alt your pleasure,
is about four times that price. Wages They
McDonough and -Martin.
Scorer,
But they do not need your woe.
Herbert Hoover wdll make clear ids then ran from $1.50 to $1.75 for la Be glad, and your friends are many;
And Doaler in.
Winslow.
Be sad. and you lose them all,—
position on prohibition as the Repub borers; carpenters and painters had
• ♦ ♦ •
are none to decline your nectarod wine,
NATIVE AND SCOTCH
lican nominee for President in his first from $1.75 to $2.50; masons $3 per There
But alone you must drink life’s gall.
Camden 7, Rockland 4
campaign speech, to be delivered day. This explains the rise in the
GRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES,
Camdens system had apparently when he is officially notified of his cost of building as compared with Feast, and your halts are crowded;
Fast, and the world goes by.
been purged by Its experience in the nomination early in August. It will those days Ten hours then consti Succeed
ETC.
and give, and it helps you live.
morning game at Belfast, and the be a militant pronouncement in favor tuted a day’s labor, and almost all
But no man can help yoft die.
LOANS PRIVATELY MADE
exhibition which it gave in the early of vigorous law enforcement, probably holidays were omitted from the There is room in tlie halls of pleasure
2—OFFICE—2
OFFICE HOURS
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
a long a lordly train.
afternoon game with Rockland was with specific reference to the Eigh workman’s calendar. The union was ButForone
9.00 A. M.. TO 5.30 P. M.
by one we must all file on
quite another matter. Loftus pitched teenth Amendment and the Volstead still unheard-of, the men being ap
TEL. 911-M
ROCKLAND
Through the narrow aisles of pain.
LAWFUL RATE OF INTEREST
parently fairly contented witli eondi—Kila Wheeler Wilcox,
73-tf
steadilv, kept tlie hits well scattered. net.

Studley Furniture Co.

The United Telephone
and Telegraph Company
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Thursday
Issue

SIMON K. HART

Letters and all written and sealed
matter, 2 cts. for each oz. or fraction
thereof.
Govt. Postal Cards and Private,
Mailing Cards, 1 cent each.
•'

Coming Games
Tonight—Belfast at Rockland.
Friday—Camden at Rockland.
Saturday—Rockland at Belfast.

Every-Other-Day
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NEWBERT

AND RICHARDSON

MORAN’S PLATFORM

‘^l,a>‘m>'nts at Augusta. It has to
be done by tlie legislature. We advocate
a thorough investigation of
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
As V lewed and Analyzed By the subject of duplication in service.
CUMULATION AFFIDAVIT
Carried Off the Honors In Yesterday’s Rases At Rockland Editor Arthur G. Staples. But tlie moment one attempts (and
Rockland. Me.. July 5. 1«M.
this has lieen done several times) to
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle who
Trotting Park—Big Crowd There.
consolidate two departments and dis
on oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
The platform principles recently poses one of the salary-holders from
DEPARTMENT STORE
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
promulgated by candidate Moran a job. up springs his friend to tight
Issue of this paper of July 3, 1928, there
410-12
MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
was printed a total of 6,260 elppes.
More than 2500 turf fans crowded ■ Varro were good enough to win the furnish the basis of an extended edi and lie combines with the others and
Before me,
FRANK K. MILLER.
their
friends
arise
and
the
result
Notary Public.
their way into the remodelled Rock- other two races. The summary:
torial by Arthur G. Staples of the
may be one or two added depart
Hand Hrotting Park yesterday and
2.21 Class Purse $200
Lewiston Journal, who indulges in ments. It needs a survey by com
I am the way, the truth and the life, were rewarded, not only by seeing Walter Moore, A. M. Newbert
the following frank and friendly petent business engineers; a new
—John 11:6.
n
.
South Weymouth ..................... Ill
form of administration and a per
criticism.
three fine races, but by the opportu „ ,
,.
t’
ta
i
*
Braden D., M. F. Donahue,
sistent educative treatment of the
♦ • * ♦
nity to see what a devoted band of Rockland ........................................ 2 2 3
voter. If you tried for instance to
The presidential campaign is like workers is doing toward the upbuild- Ashwood. J. Brown, Camden .... 3 3 2
We also have a Democratic nom combine the sjtate librarian witli
inee
for
Governor
of
Maine
—
Edward
ly to lack no elements of liveliness; ing of one of the finest trotting parks King Krino, J. Wincapaw,
Another shipment just
tlie commissioner of education, or the
In the
the .State
'
Friendship
4dr C. Moran of Rockland, a gentleman labor department with insurance or
it may even present some features of In
tate.
Tjme , ,9^...................................
2.24,
whom we never sow and of whom insurance with hanking, you would
THCJMAfSNUf Of WOTH.THCjnCNOOR OfKOYAOV
the picturesque. The sounded note of
Deputy Sheriff C. Earle I.udwick
we have not chanced to hear much see that State-house full of eager
in, of
2.24 Class—Purse $150
Maine’s September election is per who acted as starter, was called upon „ ,
. ,,. ,
until lately. .
voters lighting tooth and nail to save
Bob Braden. A. Hlehaideon, Jr„
If you want zeal sportin' hose—
He has a decidedly interesting pro a friend.
haps this year to be freighted with to make many announcements, and (Waterville
111
Organdie, Batiste and
long onea, strong onca, never-goWe do hope that Mr. Moran wilf
more than its usual significance. We certainly whetted the crowd's curl- i .Major Ward, J.Brown, Camden 2 2 3 pram as a platform4— although it is
wrong ones, try Style 30 Humming
not different from that of the Re not consider tills a criticisifi of iiis
shall look forward with confidence oslty as to the big show which is to Plattsburg Peter, F. Knight,
publican nominee to any great ex platform—for it is not. There i
Bird Tull Fashioned Service Ho
Dimities
................. 3 3 2 tent.
to such a manifestation of 'Republi come to the Rockland Trotting Park ., R^klaml ...
siery. Specially spun thread silk,
nothing
in
it.
that
we
would
not
one
month
hence.
And
the
spectators.
Ea
>e
’
Ha
’
I,alnari
"
It
is
stated
in
five
paragraphs:
can strength as shall convey to the
extra long, invisiblyreinforced feet,
wish to see brought about—and not
as usual, were mightily pleased at „SC0,ta ...... •••■•.................................... 4 4
(1) Reorganization of our State a thing in it. tha^ we do not want to
and a hem that stops garter tuna.
country in no uncertain fashion the the manner in which Earle handled Stevie t,u>Carleton, Rockgovernment on a business basis.
Specially Priced at
see agitated and If possible brought
faith of our people in the past the races. With hint in the modern- . po!t
Delightful mid-s
"""•............... ........ ;..... 18 6
(2) An
immediate
permanent te bear. There is nothing in it
-n
F- Donahue, I.ockand white.
achievements of the party and their ized judges'stand were A. E. Boggs of ' arr*eroad-building program.
that Mr. Gardiner would oppose. We
''"l "'..... ............... .............. 5 5a
(3) A “Boom Maine” program.
belief in the continuance of its na Waldoboro and Fred E. Burkett of
^5?
believe that he would quite fully en
I'nion us judges, and X McDonald
lme' --I'1.<4)
“
An
honest
effort
to
solve
the
dorse it; and consider that lie him
tional rule. The activity developed
Fred Simmons and George Tomlinson
2.27 Class—Purse $150
farm problem.”
self had already said about (he same
in the recent State primaries may be
There were no split hat races yes- Varro. A. Richardson, Jir.,
(5) Retention of the Fernald law things.
taken as a measure of the interest terday but the contest for second poWuterville ................................. 1 l l with investigation of power and light
We do not approve of use of these
rates.
in political affairs which the aver sition were brisk in each instance. Gaiety McGregor, A. M. Newnotions in a political way. as appeal
F. I. SIMONTON CO.
The
honors
were
carried
off
by
A.
M.
i
bert
..................................................
4
2
These
are
familiar
—
all
depending
to class or party. They are either
age voter this year entertains. In
on the executive. Mr. Gardiner has practical or not. They amount to a
Newbert of South Weymouth, Mass.. Tramp Jolla, F. M. Blacking.
Cclcnel Gardiner the party presents who captured the long end of the
ton. Rockland ............................ 3 2 4 also adopted similar policies. Mr. statement of things we would like—
a candidate for governor whose quiet purse in 2.21 class, with Walter Bertha Volo, R. Hall, Damariauthoritative sources to cause them MUSIC LESSONS FOR KANSAS
Moran thinks that we might combine and the Democratic party can not
BOND OF HARMONY
RURAL SCHOOLS
to postpone for the present the dismethods of campaigning have proved Moore; and "Buster” Richardson of! scorta ........................................... 4 3 3 many departments and save money. do them any better than the Republi
Maine has 46 departments of govern can party can do them and the DeniI
1 j posal of the Vits-Ekern contest. If
2.19%.
In 17 rural schools of Lynn Coun
him to be a most effective winner of Wlatervllle whose Bob Braden and1 Time, 2.2016. 2.21
ment; Virginia has twelve. In New viatic party would not do them any Republican Factions, Includ- Senator La FolLette come out with ty. Kan., music lessons are given reg
votes, a quality which we may con
.
i
I t •. •
' Senators Rye, Borah. McNary and
York 186 departments were consol better than the Republican party can
weekly or bi-weekly, by coun
ing Insurgents, Uniting Johnson in support of the Hoover- ularly.
fidently expect will receive even
idated into 20: but while this sounds do them.
GEN. BERRY
ty supervisors of music. The cost
well we do not know how much i It is a matter of good citizenship—
Under Hoover Banner.
c«rtia ticket the main props will i f 24 lessons in a school of 23 pupils
more potent demonstration in the
; have been kicked from under th is less than $3 for each child. In a
gain was made in administration. so far as there is anything novel in
general election. No announcement
w
,
i
Wisconsin regulars’ claims, and Mr. school having only 10 pupils the cost
Mr. Gardiner has said about the them—of which there is not a great
1 nder the leadership of Herbert
. ... ,
,
of the campaign is yet made, but But Rockland Tub Was First To Cross Kennebec Bridge
..
j.
.
,
Ekern probably will he seated.
same thing, without detail—and it deal, in our opinion, although it is all ..
is I. .nut $12 tier child. Tlie service
Hoover the Republican party prom- ,
we assume that its active phase??
offers to him the same problem. wholesome and good and most com ises to present a united front to the
Massasoit’s Good Stunt.
The elder Senator La toilette is not confined to school children and
Every governor from Mr. Curtis mendable to Mr. Moran.
will not be entered upon for at least
foe in this election. Harbingers of i openly bolted tlie Republican party in one community weekly lessons are
down through to Brewster has en
another month. With the party al
peace from the restless Northwest in 1924 to head a third ticket against given to a group of adults wlfo meet
deavored to consolidate departments,
brought fresh news to Washingtop President Coolidge. With him went ! at the church for instruction. Jn
Changing the name of the Bock- cotta, which threw a stream 208 feet.
ready organized in every county, a
Gov. Brewster’s analysis of this
indicating that the ;La Foliette or tlie Wisconsin organization, which Greeley County. Kan., the supervisor
11
inches.
Leander
Linscott.
78
nd
hand-tub
from
lAlbert
R.
Hasharp, intensive campaign of brief
would be interesting.
ganization in Wisconsin, stronghold carried the state and exerted tre- 1 ot music visits the schools regularly.
?ner to Gen. Berry .apparently did years of age was at the nozzle. The
duration should prove far more
« * • •
A
oL insurgent strength, is preparing to mendous influence in horde/ing following a definite schedule.
other plays:
ot change its rick. but the local
effective than a program spread over
turn regular and get behind the Northwestern states—From tlie Her j county music contest is planned for
Androscoggin of Topsham 204 feet.
Mi
Moran believes in cement
ald Tribune's Washington Bur au. I this spring.
Hoover-Curtis ticket.
machine succeeded in drawing down 3 inches. Tiger of Hallowell. 162 feet roads—he would, coming from Rock
an extended period.
third money at •Bath’s big muster 10^4 inches. R. H. Counce of Thom land. But so also does the High
In fart, tills probability Is so strong
STRAND THEATRE
esterday.
aston, 194 feet.
way department. Mr. Moran says:
Conrad Nagel, who played the de that the Republican National Com-!
The consolidation of the Hamilton
niittee has suspended Judgment for
First class results; Vixen of Ber
The muster was conducted by the
theological seminary and the Roch wick, 224 feet, 11V* inches, Triumph Maine State Hand and Engine Let us arrange a series of ten year bonair doctor opposite Marion Davies the time being in the contest tiled by
programs, and every year put behind in “Quality Street” veers to the ultra
ester theological seminary, forming of Berwick, 217 feet, SV» inches, League. The judges on paper were
some ‘concrete miles. Every mile modern and plays a wronged husband regular Republicans in Wisconsin,
eneral Berry of 'Rockland. 214 feet, Secretary Charles W. Berry* of of concrete we built releases «the in a domestic triangle in “Diamond seeking to oust Herman R. Ekern,
an institution with approximately
1 inches. Sagadahock of Bath. 211 Brunswick. Second Vice President tremendous maintenance charges re Handcuffs,” now showing at the who was put over by the LaFollette
$4,000,000 endowment, which has
organization in the last primary, as
feet, 1% inches. Niagara of Bruns Dean R. Butler of Berwick. Charles quired for other types of roads. The Strand Theatre.
been voted by the Baptist Education wick, 201 feet, 9 inches. Saccarappa M. Lawry of Rockland and Chester
program will be self-accelerative.
The old-fashioned mother, who the National Committeeman for Wis
Society of New York, is a practical of Westbrook, 189 feet, 6% inches. H. McCabe of Bath.
Every year will find us with more placed her children and her hqme be consin. 'If events of the next few
The General Berry had the distinc and more permanent highways and fore everything, is fast disappearing, weeks turn out as expected. Mr.
move in the right direction. Would Kennebec of Bath, 178 feet, 7Vi in
ches.
tion of being the first handtub ti still more maintenance charges re and to bring attention to the virtues Kkern will be welcomed and the La
that there might be more of such
In the second class first money was cross the new bridge since it was leased for still further new construc ol’ these little old ladies who have Collette followers will become regu
consolidations among the country’s won by theMassasoit of Damaris- first opened for traffic.
tion. We will find our road money made the world go round for so many lar for the first time since 1908.
In such a circumstance Senator
smaller religious institutions, the
producing new cement roads for us centuries Beatrice Burton, according
multiplicity of which makes for fi
instead of being used so largely to to her own statement, wrote “The Lit George W. Norris, insurgent leader
of Nebraska, will be left to swim
COLUMBUS’ BONES
repair old roads that will need the tle Yellow House,” a story of a flap
nancial weakness, even if it goes no
same repair cost every year in the per and her old-fashioned mother. alone, or at least with Senator Lynn
POSTOFFICE CHAT
farther. The (average citizen cannot
J. Frazier, of North Dakota, as his
future.”
The screen version of this will be
Mobody Seems To Know
ole companion. Without the sup
get away from the impression that
Maybe Mr. Moran does not know shown Friday and Saturday. It is a
port of their comrades of the famous
Where Remains of the
to grow one such institution of rec
that this is exactly the present pol poignant drama of the home and the
Senate insurgent bloc, which tripped
A casual glance at the postoffice
icy of the State of Maine, as we un efforts of a gallant old lady to make
ognized strength where two have led
the Administration time after time in
lawns and shrubbery will reveal no
Discoverer Lie.
derstand it. We may not however a home out of an old dwelling smoth
a starving existence is the better
the last session, these two bitter-end
ticeable improvement since they have
refuse to maintain gravel-roads, or ered in the grime of modern indus
ers of the so-called progressive wing
A memorial lighthouse is being been manicured by the Rockport flor
part of wisdom. Inasmuch as it is
third-class roads or State-aid roads. trialism. A flapper daughter, a wise
are not expected to give the Repub
the average citizen who has to sup planned in the harbor of Santo Do ist. Mr. TIeistad.
No one was more stoutly in favor cracking son. and a dissolute husband
Owing to the heavy travel just be of cement, than Mr. Sargent. He got add to her already great burden of lican party any serious worries in
ply the money for maintenarfce, and mingo to honor Christopher Colum
|
fore the holiday the trains are running a lot of abuse largely from our Dem jwverty and worry. The added feature the coming election battle.
who has annually to be ferreted ou bus.
Senator Norris himself has aban
late and the schedules are more or ocratic critics, but he persisted. They is "The Fighting Redhead” with Buzz
When
in
Santo
Domingo,
recently,
doned tlie idea of a third party this
to care for the regular deficits, his
less irregular.
aid that Paul Sargent has “sold, Barton.—adv.
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh placed a
year. While he has given no sign
opinion is entitled at least to re
wreath on the tomb which Domini-, Postmaster Veazie has made ar out” to the cement-trust. We ar^
of making peace w itji the regular Re
WITHIN the next few days
Hoover Service Car direct
cans assert covers the bones of rangements for two stamp windows to building cemint roads from Kittery
spectful consideration.
publican leaders, he does not want to
PARK THEATRE
Christopher Columbus.
. • be opened each day 10.30 a. m. to 12.30 in toward the centre of the State,
from
the
Hoover
factory
will
he
in this vicinity. These
Back to vaudeville this week Thurs see a third party emanate from the
Were Col. Lindbergh to fly to the I P m- and later if needed during the and that is the proper program day w’ith five sta • ac'ts from the Republican ranks. For the present
According to a New York despatch
service
ni
’
ii
are
factory
trained
experts
in repairing and
There are no finer roads in America
summer season.
Keith office; Perry Corvan Four, ar Ite contents himself with taking oc
"H. Gordon Duval, president of the several places in the world which
*
are said to harbor, or to have har
The Civil Service Commission has than the cement stretches from Cape tistic steppers from the South; Ca casional pot shots at President Cool
adjusting Hoover Cleaners.
Park Avenue Association and so bored, the remains of the great dis announced the annual Clerk-Carrier Neddiek on to Portsmouth.
nary Opero Belmont’s singing ca idge for vetoing the JJc.Nary-Haugen
cially prominent, was instantly killed coverer, he would make a longer , examination to be held at the Federal
naries; Keane and White, magic and farm relief and Muscle Shoals bills,
IF you have had your cleaner for some time •md feel that
flight
than
on
his
famous
trip
across
j
Building.
Room
1
Aug.
18.
Applica
when he mistook the door of the
Mr. Moran's promises to lift tax- piano; Stanley ana Dail, in "Half and criticising the Federal judiciary
it needs adjusting, oiling, cleaning or a thorough over
the
Atlantic,
”
says
a
bulletin
from
I
tions
close
15
days
prior
to
the
exami
private elevator to his apartment for
burdens from the farmer will be There” and Carcinetti and Miller. Th< generally. Thus far he has not
the Washington, D. C. headquarters nation.
turned his literary artillery on Mr.
feature
picture
will
be
Claire
Windsor
hauling,
now is a splendid time to have it done.
heard
often
in
the
coming
campaign.
the door of the bathroom and fell of the National Geographic Society.
jmiard W. Hart, who passed the
in “The Opening Night” with John Hoover.
thirteen floors. The elevator, bath •The body has supposedly been clerk.(arriar examination last Au- We wish he might do it. But we Bowers. There will be two shows a
Tlie insurgents' well laid plans to
We suggest that you phone our local electric shop and
wish also that it might be lifted
room and bedroom doors in the buried five separate times, and both gust with high ,.Jtlk has qualllled from Vhe textile industry, from the 2 and 7.30. The double feature pro wield tlie same dominating influence
make your reservations now
Spain
and
Santo
Domingo
now
claim
wlth
the
CJv
„
service
Commission
>f
the
late
Republic
in
National
Con

apartment are closs together and
urban householder. The tax on our gram for Friday and Saturday is Jack
possession of tlie bones.
and j,as peen recommended as a sub home in Auburn has advanced from Holt in "The Warning” and “The vention and the coming election cam
•
The charges, if any, will be
identical in appearance.” An archi
“Columbus died. )>oor and broken- clerk for [he ,oea] offlcp
$100 to about $450 in ten years. It Chorus Kid” witli Virginia Faire.—ad. paign that they held suspended over
very reasonable
tect who designs the elevator, bath hearted, in Valladolid, Spain in 15')#.
the bewildered regular Republican
is
the
same
outfit
—
only
ten
years
Harrison
P.
McAlman.
rural
carrier
room and bedroom doors of a house and was buried in that inland town, No. 1 is on military leave and will re older. The way to lift the tax-bur INDUSTRIAL INSTRUCTION IN Senators apparently have collapsed.
far from the sea that he conquered.
so identical in appearance as that a Later the body was moved to Seville port at Fort Williams for the annual den is to spend less money—yet we ' REFORMATORY INSTITUTIONS Tlie much-advertised farm revolt,
which was ballyhooed from one end
member of the family can mistaken and buried with that of his famous period of military instruction Sub want roads, schools, police of all
of the country to tlie other, has dis
kinds,
courts,
and
the
salaries
are
stitute
John
Flanagan,
Jr.
will
handle
Classes in 17 small industries are integrated and never again will rise
ly stray into an unfenced elevator son, Diego. This was a more fitting
the route during the absence of th gaining and everybody wants more maintained in the new’ National In
in this campaign te haunt tlie party,
well and plunge thirteen stories to burial place; for Seville was one regular carrier.
cash.
This
is
a
fine
period
for
dis

dustrial School located at San .Sal in the opinion of Republican leaders
of the seats of Ferdinand and Isa
death, is an architect who ought to bella. and had seen his triumphs
cussing
figures
which
mean
nothing.
vador, capital of the Republic of
The newest venture of the local
in Washington.
have his license taken away from when he returned from the discovery , postoffice is 'the direct pouch to Bos The question is—are we as people of Salvador. *Most of the industries
• « • •
Maine
as
well
off
as
we
were
twelve
are specially adapted to the country
& Maine
of America in 1493.
ton via the Boston boat. This service
Never since tlie balmy days before
him.
RocJUand,
years
ago?
Is
any
one
class
worse
and to the people and require little the Bull Moose rampage has the Re
But Columbus’ bones became as1 is maintained daily except Sunday
off
by
comparison
with
others?
If
or no expensive equipment. In ad
Dr. Brush, inventor of the arc restless as his body had been. In i and closes at the postoffice at 7.30 p. we set up a co-operative marketing dition, instruction in the industries publican party been united In such a
1540 the remains of the great Ad- m.
bond of harmony. The enthusiasm
light, has established a half million
department
whaL
will
it
cost
and
will be given in Central Penitentiary that greeted the nominations of Her
miral again crossed the Atlantic over
The Money Order division has lately
with
what
can
it
be
combined
to
in order that prisoners, when re bert Hoover and Senator Charles
dollar fund, the income of which is much the same route thaj he < installed the latest model electric
saving of expenses? If as a State leased, may have a remunerative Curtis has exceeded the expectations
to be used for the “betterment of had blazed In 1492.
He had ' Dalton adding machine, with special
we go into any measure to extend trade. The industries to be taught of the Commerce Secretary’s most
expressed the wish that his body attachment for listing money orders,
human stock and regulating the in
electricity to the farmer, in remote include beekeeping,, silkworm rais optimistic friends. Men who never
crease of population.” The doctor might lie in Santo Domingo City; , The new arrivals at Crescent Beac
places, what will it cost; who will ing, the making of wicker furniture, were counted upon as likely to get
and there it was taken with the body summer colony are much pleased wit
believes that unless this increase is of Diego, who had ruled regally in j their new Star Route mail service pay; will it save the farm any weaving of soft straw’ hats, and out and fight for the ticket clam
baskets,, preservation of’fruits, artifi bered voluntarily on the bandwagon.
MRS. HOUSEWIFE:
somehow curbed it will inevitabl
that first city of the New World ' which gives them two deliveries each money?
Mr. Moran asks why may a per cial flower making, the manufacture
One hundred and fifty-two
years ago our forefathers made a
Senator Hiram Johnson of Cali
founded by Europeans.
day right at their d. or.
lead to a shortage of food, grave eco
son having an income of $10,000 from of soap, dye, shoe polish, and grease fornia. who was bitterly opposed to
declaration of independence; now why not emulate them by declar
"For two and a half centuries
The business district is now sup securities “escape taxation by living for machinery, mirror making, elec
nomic crise^ war and famine that there was no thought of moving the
ing yourself independent of the cook stove—buy from us. ^Forget
Mr. Hoover, has volunteered his ser
plied with two business deliveries in a rented house?” ‘Why does the trochemistry. dressmaking, millinery,
would threaten civilization. It
your prejudice aggjhst a bake shop. We are using as good and in
relics of Columbus; but in 1795 Spain
vices as a campaigner in tlie election
daily. This service is maintained by person having the $10,000 income on liand and machine embroidery, ham
some cases better Materials than the housewife. Some of you buy
battle. So has Senator Charles L.
had to give way to France in Santo
indeed a problem. We shall be curi
special carrier and relieves the resi securities escape taxation on his in mered metals, burnt wood and Iron McNary, eo-author of the McNaryour Breads some our Pies, and some our Cake; ail of you declare the
ous to see what solution for it the Domingo. Before the transfer of dential carriers of the work thereby tangibles?”
work.
article you.buy is real Home Made and many express surprise; now
Haugen bill.
Senator William E
sovereignty in 17&5 the Spanish au
giving the residential section early de
doctor’s fund is able to seek out.
We did not know that this was
try everything and buy your goods from us exclusively—Taste the
Borah of Idaho, for the first time in
thorities dug up what they thought
liveries and insuring prompt delivery exactly the case. The person who
Home Taste.
his national political career, is eager
were the bodies of Christopher and
for
tlie
merchants.
lives in a rented house pays the tax.
In these days of congested traffic, Diego Columbus, and moved them to
SPECIAL SATURDAY—CHOCOLATE CAKE 15 CENTS
to take the stump for the regular
Tlie landlord does not pay it. N
children on bicycles should be kept the Cathedral in Havana, Cuba.
ticket.
HOME METHODS KITCHEN
body would own a house for rent and
Senator Gerald P. Nye, who sits
"Once more revolution and war in
off Main street. With all the other
consider that the rent was outside
beside
the
youth
I.a
Foliette
In
tlie
tervened. When Cuba became inde
MICK1E SAYSforty miles of city streets at the dis
of the tax. The tax is right there
Senate and heretofore has traveled
pendent as a result of the Spanishin the rent.
posal of youth for their enjoyment American War, tlie supposed remains
Jovially with the insurgents, has an
r
nounced that lie will support the
there seems no need of complicating of Columbus were taken back across
ODMUIU5 a kjewspaper
Hoover-Curtis ticket.
the Atlantic and deposited in the
with their wobbly little wheels th
IS
QUITE
A
JOB
sex
BOSS.
The person with an incon\e of
Republican leaders confirmed re
Cathedral at Seville.
problems of the chief business thor
$10,000 on intangibles does not es
"you CAM PLEASE SOME. OF
ports from the West that a move
"The Dominicans do not believe
cape taxation as a rule, unless he i;
TW' PEOPLE ALL OF TH’ TIME,
oughfare, adding to the difficulties of that the body of Columbus was ever
ment is on in Wisconsin now to bring
very clever. If he owns govern
AWO ALL OF TH* PEOPLE SOME
the La Foliette regime back into tjie
the motor drivers and imperilling emoved from the Cathedral in Santo
ment bonds, he gets about 2 per
Domingo City where it was placed in
OF TH' TIME, BUT WO ECMTOR.
fold.
the life of the youthful cyclist.
cent less interest than money earns—
In Wisconsin tin national commit
1540: They assert that those de
EVER. PLEASED ALL OF TH'
or at least 1 percent to one and a
teemen are elected by popular vote in
tailed to exhume the body made a
PEOPLE ALL OF TH’ TIME • "
The confidence in financial circles, mistake and took, instead of the
half. If he has a great many taxthe party primary. Several year
SO TH’ BOSS DOES THE
exempt bonds he pays his surtax, on
as indicated by the continued rise great explorer, the body of his son
ago the regulars snatched control of
BEST HE KIM AMD LETS IT
top of his lessened income by rea
the organization from the La Folin the market price of sound securi or his brother. The error, it is ex
GO AT THAT
son of higher prices paid for his
lette faction and elected George Vlt
ties, suggests that the country has plained in Santo Domingo, was not
securities and his low rate of into tlie Republican National Commit
known until 1877, when in making
terest. The industry, or utility pays j
sized up the situation and believes repairs in the Cathedral, workmen
tee. He was promptly given otficla
taxes at the source; tlie stock-com
control of the national party organ
Domestic
that in the hands of Herbert Hoover found another vault containing a
pany in which h'» invests pays local
ization.
the sound business policies of the casket. On the latter were inscrip
taxes, capital taxes to tlie -State,
In tlie primary this spring, how
Coolidge administration are to be tions which have led many investi
income taxes to the extent of 13 per- J
ever', Senator La FoHette regained
gators to accept the view that the
ontinued for another four years.
cent on profits; and finally pays a
the organization and control of Wis
bones of Columbus still rest in the
We Have Installed the Very
consin’s delegation to the Kansas
surtax on personal income tax—if
New World.'”
Latest Thing in
City convention.
Mr. Kkern was
the person arrives at the point of
'o business gained from roadside
elected to represent Wisconsin on the
surtaxes.
Gov. Smith’s ideas about the cam 
a<l\» "Using that mars the scenery
national committee, with ,La Fol
It does not seem as though the
HOFFMANN
cai
set the general damage done paign he will wage for the Presidency
lette backing. Tlie regulars called
person paying an income tax. could
this fall have taken shape in his own
to
ation land, observes a shrewd mind with a definiteness that will
their case up to the committee itself
STEAM PRESS
ever get away from that pitiless,
and demanded that Mr. Vits be con
merciless yet just inquisition into
obavive a truth that will find pop brook no disagreement from his nomi- I
And
can
deliver
a
V^ry
Superior
tinued in oliice, ami Mr. Kkern i
every detail of income. We may
ular
L-. in the breasts of the pres nal (ampaign manager or any other!
nored, They based their demand on
add taxes to a fair amount* of in
Brand of Work Promptly
ent summ r tourists through New of his political advisers. He intends,
tlie ground that the La Follett- or
tangibles probably, but it has hap
it became known, to make probably
England.
ganization should not be recognized
pened that when we have had taxWork Called For and Delivered
not more than 15 speeches, distributed
as part of the Republican party and
revisions and have considered them
three or four days apart during the j
that it would not support the Re
pitilessly and honestly, the amount
Hoover at .5 and Smith at 56 seven or eight weeks preceding the
publican ticket.
of revenue, that can be secured, has
guarantees tlie .untry a chief exec election, and delivered in pivotal cities
Since then the party leaders liav
not seemed so great.
utive who should be at the height in New England, the East, the near
received news from Wisconsin which
We do not believe either that any
South and the Middle West, with pos
At The Brook
Tel. 494-R
contradicts
these claims. It has bten
of his physical and intellectual sibly one foray into the Northwest and
Governor, unaided can obliteiate any
79*80
presented to them from sufficiently
great number of official heads of
powers.
to the Pacific Coast.
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WAS THIRD

M2flE£

A NEW SERVICE for

Owners of Hoover Cleaners

Central Maine Power Company

SNAPPY
SUMMER
SERVICE

CHOICE of THOUSANDS
Imported

H .50

a.°°

MARVELOUS

I. L CROSS

PEP

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 20 Joint meeting of 15th and 16th
district Odd Fellows In Rockland.
July 12 State Field Day of D.A.R. In Scarboro.
■ July 14 Annual reunion of 56th Pioneer
Infantry at farm of Col. Wm. Tudor Gardiner
In Woolwich.

July 25—Thomaston—celebration of Gen.

Knox birthday.
Aug. 1—Thomaston, annual sale on the Mall.
Aug. 7—<Knox County Field Day Associa
tion, Gleneove Grange hall.
Aug. 8- Rockport Baptist Fair.
Aug. 1U Annual Muster of Maine State
Hand Engine League at Knox Trotting Park.
Aug. 23-24— Maine State Amateur Golf
Championship Tournament In Bangor.
Sept. 10—State election.
Nov. 6—^Presidential election.

Butler i^rsoli has gone to Dark
Attention is again directed to the
Harbor where he has employment for meeting which will be held on the
•Walter J. Rich estate at 2 o’clock to
the summer.
morrow’ afternoon, when an organiza
The Perri brothers tare making tion will he formed for the purpose of
ring the new bringing about a much needed Knox
rapid progress in preparl
location o£^£apital Lunch at The County airport. Signs conspicuously
placed will direct their attention of
Brook.
those unfamjiar with the location of
The Rock1 ind & Rockp;rl Lime the Rich (or Winsqr) estate. The
Corporation is to conduct a "no acci meeting Is bound to be an interesting
dent campaign in September, with 450 as well as an important one. The
public is invited.
men involved.1*

Elmer Rising will pitch for Rock
land in tonight’s game with Belfast
at Community Park
There will be
new fielder, and perhaps a big sur
prise.

Class 26 of the Methodist church
will meet with Mrs. Austin Smith
Thursday evening.

Eighty-twp girls bound for the Al
ford Lake Camps had breakfast at tlie
Copper Kettle Wednesday, making
The highway department expended the 16th season that this custom ha3
$3,836 last month, streets drawing been observed.
two-thirds of that amount.

»

The city's disbursements last month
amounted to $68,460. The balance in
tlie till at the end of the month was
$8,232.
/

Austin P. Day is substituting for
Deputy Marshal FernJfld who i?
having his annual vacation, add will
also substitute for other officers dur- I
ing the vacation season.

Golf flourished at the Rockland |
T:/x Collector Collins had the 1928
commitment only a short time in Gountry Club yesterday. Homer E.
July, but his collections amounted Robinson’s 86 was low gross and H.
to$22,214.
W. Eifleld was low net with 72. A. C.
McLoon’s low net was 73.
There were eight arrests last month
A firecracker smouldering or. the
four of them being for drunkenness.
The receipts of the police department roof of Harold L. Karl’s home at 11
Granite street yesterday afternoon
were $71.50.
brought Engine 2 hustling to the res
The Brook is brighter than ever at cue. Small damage resulted.

night, thanks to the new illuminated
Tlie U. S. destroyers Sands, Reu
sign over the entrance to Sheldon's
ben James and. Bainbridge arrive
drug store.
in Rockland tomorrow and will be ir
port over the weekend. The public
The Oakland Park dances were v?r> is cordially invited to inspect them.
well patronized July 3 and 4 with "The
Georgians” eight piece band making a
The cooling system of Strand The
real hit.
atre has been put into operation
again to the satisfaction of the pa
Edwin I.ibby Belief Corps holds its trons. The constant circulation of
last meeting of the season tonight. cool fresh air is much of an asset to
There will he initiation work and im a good picture.
portant business to be brought before
the members.
Jesse W. Smith wiio has had a long
stay at Knox Hospital foilowing a
John J. Perry who has been making severe case of appendicitis is at his
an extendd visit in Canton, Ohio, home 14 Br&ad street, where he is con
strained a ligament in one of his knees valescing satisfactorily, and very
recerttly and his return home has been glad to receive callers.
delayed in consequence.
Mrs. May belle Pratt Strong is pre
senting her piano pupils In recital this
evening /t the Universalist Church at
7.30. An invitation is extended to
anyone interested to attend.

ATTENTION BALL FANS!

Belfast and Rockland play a
postponed game at Community
Park this afternoon at 5 o’clock.
Fans will be interested to know
that Elmer Rising will be in the
box for Rockland; that there will
be a new fielder, and that a happy
surprise is in store.

"Joe” Peterson, a former Rockland
drug clerk, now located in Boston,
was looking up old friends in this
city Tuesday, while on a motor trip
to Bar Harbor. He was accompanied
Camden and Rockport dw’cllers,
by Howard E. Smith of Boston.
with probably some from Rockland
enjoyed me
enjoyeu
the nne
fine eexhibition of fireThe knights and ladies of the works at ttye ^legu
^legunticook Golf Club
night. The caddies
K.K.K. will hold a Joint installation of in Rockport last ni
usual ice cream treat.
officers following the circle supper at were given $l»eir usi
their home 22 Brewster street Friday
Mrs. A. C. McLoon, David Hodg
night. Last week was observed the
annual memorial service which was kins and Mrs. Orville Haytes of Dama
carried out in a very impressive man riscotta bought Oldsmobile sedans of
Munsey Motor Co. Inst week. The
ner.
company is installing a N’uway oil
A remarkable view of Rockland's burner in the Thomaston home of
fine harbor can be had from the Pub Charles C. McDonald.
lic Landing. At the end of the pier
Park Theatre will again present five
there are seats for a quiet after-sup
per smoke and the panorama of the acts of big time vaudeville today. The
sea and the sunset is truly beautiful. acts are: Canary Opera, "Belmont’s
Go down to the landing and see Rock Singing Ca/.aries;” Keane and White,
n agic and piano: Stanley Dail, "Half
land's beautiful harbor.
There;” Perry Corvan Four, Artistic
Three Rockland students who be Steppers” Garcinetti and Miller. The
long to the class of 1930, Bowdoin Col feature picture is "Open All Night"
lege luul the distinction of being on the with Claire Windsor
dean's list which was published Mon
The Knox County Coast Artillery
day. They are Arthur K. Orne. Her
bert L. Prescott and Norman S. \Yktl- units commanded by Capt. Harrison
dron. This gives students the privi P. MacAIman, Capt. Russell Gray of
lege of being absent from recitations Thomaston and Capt. R. Francis Satfnd lectures at their discretion. To ville of Camden, leave Saturday by
be on the Dean’s list juniors and sen special train for Portland where
iors have to secure grades of B or bet they will spend 15 days at the annual
Major
Ralph
W.
ter in all their courses, while sopho encampment.
mores have to secure a grade of A Brown, at the head of the battalion
will have charge of the* train.
in all courses.

Word has been received by Rock
land relatives of the death of Mrs.
Frederick Penning (Beatrice Arey)' at
her home in Rockville Center, L. I.,
Tuesday morning, aged 24 years. Mrs.
Benning was the daughter of Capt.
and Mrs. Sidney Arey formerly of this
city. She is survived by her parents,
her husband and son Frederick, Jr.
The body is being brought to Rock
land for interment, funeral services 'to
be held Friday at 3 p. m. from the
Burpee parlors. The loss is a partic
ularly sad one, as it follows the death
The Courier-Gazotte extends its of here sister, Miss Helen Arey, less
congratulations to Frank B. Nichols’ than six months ago.
paper, the Bath Daily Times, on ac
count of its dedication edition which
The 1927 class of Rockland High
it issued June 30 in connection with School held a banquet and get-to
the formal acceptance of tlie Carl gether Friday evening at the Ito.-kton Bridge. That enterprising news land Hotel attended by 43 members of
paper kept its readers fully informed the\lass, and Mayor James F. Carver,
of the bridge progress while the con Miss Anna Coughlin and Supt. E. L.
struction work w as on, and there did Toner as guests of honor. Mr. Toner
not seem much else to say, but the acted as toastmaster in a happy man
special edition of last Saturday is ner. Mayor Carver and Miss Cough
quite the finest thing of the kind that lin were called upon for speeches, and
Maine journalism Jias attempted in several members of the class w’ere also
years.
/ heard from. Chorus singing w’as in
dulged in, and when tlie tables were
Came an afternoon telephone call cleared, dancing to the latest dance
to Munsey Motor Co. from Pleasant hits from an Orthophonic victrola,
Beach. "John MoLoon’s fine cabin kindly loaned by Mr. Fickett of the
cruiser is piled up on the rocks, bad I Maine Music Co., rounded out a de
position.” Brother-in-law Everett lightful evening.
Munsey noted high water near mid
night. and then,in the rush of business
•Well wishes from Labrador were
forgot the episode. About 12 o’clock
extended to th> Forty Club at its
he was awakened by a howling wind
weekly session Monday in a radio
and into his mind flashed a picture of
gram from Donald B. McMillan. Tinthe cruiser working adrift to total
message was directed to the club's
loss and in less time than it takes to
president, Dr. Neil A. Fogg, who is a
tell it Mr. and Mrs. Munsey were
nephew’ of tlie explorer, and read
screeching over the roads to the res
thus: "Please give my kindest regards
cue. Arriving at Pleasant Beach they
to all members of the Forty Club. 1
climbed over acres of rain swept, kelp
read of the mock ‘.rial with much in
covered rocks and finally located the
terest In a paper which came by dog
boat which was secured by many lines
teams.
What they do attracts
and much labor. Their feeling of com
the attention of the world. VVV
placency was rudely shattered later
even hear all about it here in Labra
by John Mc’s laconic "’S’been there a
dor. Will try to call at Rockland on
week.” The Munsey comments were
my return." The MacMillan expedition
more verbose.
is expected back in Maine waters
about Sept. 8. In a message to Dr
A preliminary meeting of the com Fogg MacMillan said he had just re
mittee in charge of celebrating Gen. turned from a 200-mile motor boat
Knox’s birthday at Thomaston July trip and found birds and eggs every
25 was held Tuesday night. The pro where.
gram is gradually being perfected.
The celebration this year is to be feat
SOUTH CHINA
ured by the present of Major General
John A. Lejeune commandant of the
South China Inn opened for the
U. S. Marine Corps: and 450 officers season last Saturday.
and men from the US.S. Utah, which
Mrs. Frank Nary has returned
has been especially detailed to Rock from Boston accompanied by Mas
land for the occasion. It is quite ter Richard .Lake who will remain
likely that there will be a parade on for the summer vacation.
street before the Utah detachment
Mrs. Elizabeth Thurston son Fred
goes to Thomaston. The celebration
and granddaughter Annie were Sun
committee comprises Mrs. C. A
day visitors at the home of her
Creighton of Thomaston, chairman;
daughter Mrs. Fred Crossman.
Mrs. Katherine C. Derry J. C. Perry,
Mr: and Mrs. Horace Thomas and
Arthur J. Elliot, Judge E. K. Gould,
Mayor Carver, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. family and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hall
Fuller, Mrs. C. F. Snow, Capt. John of Augusta visited at Herbert Hall’s
Brown, Mrs. Effie J. Seavey (regent Friday.
Miss Helen iWebber spent a few
of Gen. Knox Chapter) Mrs. Kenneth
P. Lord. H. C. Moody, Judge Frank B. days last week with relatives in
Miller, Mrs. Emily Stevens and Law Vassalboro.
Sunday visitors at Herbert Hall’s
rence Dunn.
included Mr. and Mrs. Coney Mal
More than 300 New’ England libra colm and family of Hallowell and
rians attended the opening dinner of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pierce and fam
the recent New’ England Library Con ily of Deer Hill.
Mrs. Sarah Mosher and daughter
ference in Portland. Henry E. Dunnack, State librarian and president of Beatrice and Miss Irma Buzzell went
the National Association of State 'Li to Squirrel Island Saturday to re
braries, in a talk on the needs of the main during the summer.
Dr. Rufus Jones’ cottage is nearing
modern public library, stressed the
necessity for trained librarians, pub completion.
Sunday
visitors
at
Herbefl
licity, and books for adult education,
whereby business men and others may Esancy’s were Charles Esancy and
keep abreast of the rapid develop Mrs. Carrie Curtis, South Liberty,
ments in their various fields of en Arthur Esancy and sons Arlin and
deavor. The speakers were H. J. Earland of Libert and daughtei
Carlson ol' Boston, Charles B. Shaw, Mrs. Elmer Davis, North Searslibrarian at Swarthmore College, mont. Other recent visitors included
Paul AV. Fuller of the Workers’ Edu John Berry and daughters Freda'
cation Bureau of America, Mrs. Eleanor and Ruth Hisler of Week’s
Maude How Elliott of Newport, R. I., Mills and Morrell Campbell of Cali
Mrs. Edith Berry Sherwood of West- fornia; Wertdall and Kenneth Austin
port, Conn., and Wilbert Snow’, asso and Principal and Mrs. L. C. Tatham
ciate professor of English at Wes and children Pauline and Lewis.
Simon George returning from Ban
leyan University, the last named giv
ing a reading fyom his poems. gor with a big load of dry goods
The Koeklapd Public Library was made his first trip down the Pond
represented at the conference by staff Road Monday, calling at Esancy’s.
members Mrs. Stella McRae, Miss
Ruth Rogers. Miss Hazel Marshall
QLENMERE
and Miss Ruth Scarlett.
Mrs J. Hurtloy Keen. of Allshin,
Mass., and Mrs. Nellie Martin of
Portland were dinner guests of Mr:
Frank A. Wiley last week.
Miss Edith Harris spent last week
in Thomaston, guest of her sister,
Mrs. Norman Simmons.
Hollis Gilchrest of Thomaston wai
In this place last Thursday.
Key. Frank Pratt supplied the pul
pit at the church on the Ridge las
Sunday.
Frank Wiley is building a chlmnc]
and fireplace in a cottage at Por
Clyde.
The summer people are arriving
now.
Winslow Watts has bought s
automobile and is building a garag

STONINGTON
day.

We Pride Ourselves On Carrying

Mrs. Z. Conley and children go
Rockport, Mass., next week to li
Mr. Conley will go later.
Norntan Gray who is employed
tlie First National Bank in Boston
Is spending his vacation at ills home
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thuriow u
Somerville, Mass., have been visit
ing his mother Mrs. W. S. Thurlou
Miss Albina Scarci who has Inc..
teaching in Rumford is at home.
Mrs. Alton Thompson and daugliter of Somerville, Mass., came Fri
day to visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wood Libbey.

NORTH APPLETON

ONLY THE BEST
IN ANY LINE AND EVERY LINE

Look At Our Window—See the Splendid New Line of
Canned and Package Goods—All the Newest High Grade

Bottled Goods aqd Cordials
FULL AND PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE

Quality

Values of the Week

DR.LINWOOP T. ROGERS

396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M
79-tt

A

Senter Crane’s

at

We are clearing our stock of Coats at big markdowns. Come early if inter
ested.

Every Spring Coat goes.

One lot of Silk Dresses marked down for immediate sale.

Some slightly

mussed, some older dresses that must go to make room for others.

New shipments of Summer Apparel include Ensembles consisting of Coat
and Sleeveless Dress.

These come in printed linen, printed pique and printed

Pamico at $5.98 and up.

$8.50.

Sleeveless f lannel Dresses in Pastel shades, $5.98 and

Short Black Velvet Coats $4.75.

Long Colored Velvet Coats $12.50.

White and Colored Flannel Coats, basket and plain weave $10.75 up to $55.00.
•

Your Hosiery is important—we are offering a Pure Silk Full Fashioned 42
gauge Hose which* measures 31 inches long at $1.19.

Boys and girls Golf Hose

50c value at 39c.
Bathing Suits for July and August.

Every Suit All Wool.

Good styles,

wide stripes, etc., $2.98 and up.
Bathing Shoes 49c Special.

Caps 10c, 25c, 50c.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
A TIMELY HINT

WORTH WHILE SALADS

And Certain Rules Which Plant Some Supplementary
Crop For Green Feed.
Must Be Observed To Ob
tain Them.
With the severe winter killing of
There are certain rules that must
be observed if a worthwhile salad is
to be prepared. A salad must be ice I
cold, the greens in it crisp and dry, j
the ingredients in the dressing ,
carefully proportioned and blended I
so that it shall be neither oily nor
acid, and the whole well mixed.
An old Spanish proverb says: "To
make tv perfect salad there should be
a miser for oil, a spendthrift for vin
egar, a wise man for salt, and a
madcap to stir the ingredients ami
mix them well.”
• * * *
Here is a good list for salad com
binations, prepared by Dr. Martha
Manning, home refrigeration expert:
Chopped chicken witli celery.
Shrimp with cucumbers.
Salmon with cucumbers and hardboiled eggs.
Tuna with apple, celery and I
pickles.
Lobster with celery, tomatoes and
shredded lettuce.
Cooked lima beans, onions, celery
and pimento.
Creamed cheese halls with pine- '
apple.
Potatoes with hard-boiled eggs,
pickles and lettuce.
Eggs stuffed on slice of tomato.
Cabbage, cocoanut and marshmal
low.
Tomatoes with cheese balls and
water cress.
Vegetables in separate groups—
peas, diced beets, carrots, diced po
tatoes, string beans, shredded cab
bage and cauliflower.
Apples, celery and cocoanut.
Bananas rolled in roasted peanuts:
Bananas, raisins and chopped nuts.
Tomatoes stuffed with pineapple
and nuts.
Orange
sections,
strawberries,
cherries or cheese balls rolled in
nuts.
Grapefruit, celery and green pep
pers.
Grapefruit with orange sections
and date strips served in star shape.

clover and alfalfa in many fields in
Maine this year, it will be well for
poultrymen to plant some supple
mentary crop for green feed, accord
ing to Oscar M. Wilbur, extension
poultry specialist, of the college of
agriculture. Plenty of good green
feed is positively essential to the pro
duction of well developed pullets
that are free from disease anj ma
ture sufficiently early to lay eggs
when prices are high.
During the early part of the sum
mer usually there Is plenty of «green
feed for the growing stock, hut to
wards tlie latter part of July, Aug
ust and September very frequently
ranges become somewhat bare and
fail to furnish the proper amount of
green food. This will be more true •
this summer than -heretofore, be
cause clover and alfalfa grow much
more rapidly than do the grasses
commonly’ grown. Another factor
which should be considered this year
is the high cost of grain. An abund
ance of green feed will reduce the
cost of growing pullets.
Such supplementary crops as rape,
spinach, swtss chard and corn have
been found very satisfactory. Chick
ens seem especially partial to rape,
(he dwarf essex variety being parti
cularly recommended. One valuable
feature of corn aside from its sup
plying green food is the shade which
it furnishes the chicks during the
late summer.
More detailed Information •con
cerning Die amount of feed which is
required may be secured either
from county agents or from the poul
try specialist, college of agriculture,
Orono.

AV'e are probably all familiar tvilh
the crack that tin- Holy Roman Em
pire was not holy, was not Roman
and was not an Empire, lull at Frank
furt tlie other day. I came across a lot
of it which is worth recording. In tlie
Rathuus is the electoral chamber
where these emperors were elected.
Turn up your Sth and 9th century his
tory hooks if you want to learn how
the Germans became holy Homan em
perors. At .Frankfurt tlie dignity was
consummated, and when there it is
worth while to visit the old coronation
room witli its beautiful inlaid celling.
Here, its I have noted elsewhere in
Germany. Sweden and in tlie lialtle
Republics, you are supplied witli a
pair of huge felt c'ippers to slip on
over your hoots, not because tlie
ground on which you stand is holy
ground, hut lo enable you to walk,
slide or skate over tlie polished Hours
without leaving behind you any of
Longfellow’s ’footprints" for per
sonal immortality's sake. Here you
may study in the nidus in tlie walls,
the faces of the tail blonde majes
ties who amid torchlight pageantry
and regalia, once ruled from tlie
Howery orchards of France to tlie
sunny vino ciad hills of Italy.

«n.|f

Osteopathic Physician

NOT HOW CHEAP—BUT HOW GOOD

“We Serve—Therefore We Grow”

Wallace iSmitti of Minneapolis,
Minn., was a weekend guest at It. T
Keepe'e.
Mrs. Hilda Kepmton of Cambridge^
Mr. and Mrs. Early Gilley of • ugusta and Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Huntley and children of Camden are
guests of their father, Charles
Towle.
Mrs. Ormond Keene and daughter
Vivian were in Rockland on a slip
ping trip Saturday.
Misses Ruth and Dora Wadsworth
Youth is like cordite, quite innocu
have gone to South Bristol where ous in free air but highly explosive in
they have employment.
confinement.—A. Say well.
Miss Shirley Keene has employ
ment at Port Clyde for the summer.
To be happy you must overlook
some things entirely, among which
FOR SALE standing grass. Telephone is the cost of running an automobile.
1W2-W. «. I,. ANIDEIISOX.

Service

&

A BIT OF THE HOLY ROMAN EM
PIRE

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Weston of
Madison visited friends here Tue

At Knowlton’s Market

Page Three

Aren’t you often ashamed, when ntj
the end of a hard day’s work, you look !
back and see how little you have ar- I
complished?

"How’s your garden coming along,
old man?”
"We had it for dinner last night.”—
Pathfinder.

AYER’S
Well, the Fourth is over, and now conies vacation season. We
have just the goods you will need to make it a perfect vacation.
FOR BOYS—

FOR MEN—

Sport Sweaters .... $2.00, $3.00, $5. Sport Sweaters ........... $1, $2, $3
Linen Knickers ....... $2.50, $3.00 Li neb Knickers 98c, $1.50, $1.98
Golf Pants .................. $5.00, 6.00 Golf Pante .... $2.00, $2.50, $3.00

Golf Stockings $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 Golf Stockings ........... 50c, £1.00

Bathing Suits $1.00, $2.50, $3, $5 Bathing Suits $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
Khaki Pants ................. 1.69, $2.00 Khaki Pants, Blouses or

Sport Shirts ........... $1.00, $2.00

Shirts .................................. $1.03

Dress ShirU .... $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 Sport Shirts or Blouses .... $1.03
Union Suits ........ 75c, 1.00, $1.50 Union Suits ........... 50c, 75o, $1.03

The Ladies’ Silk Stockings—the Pigeon Brand—have been reduced in price and we pass it along to you. I’ll bet that
hurts your feelings—only ........................................................... $1.86

WILLIS AYER

Crab Meat
GEISHA or THREE DIAMONDS
can

BORN
Boggs 'Waldoboro, June 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Boggs, a son.

MARRIED

The Solution of All Problems

Hopkins-Vinal—North Haven. July 2, by
IliY. II. F Huse, Smith B. Hopkins und Miss
Mildren II. Vinal. both of Vinalhaven.
MeConaugh.v-Wentworth — West Newton,
Mass.. June 27 Hr Janies Mei'onaughy T
Philadelphia and .Miss Mary Melvina Went
worth, formerly of Rockland.

—In the Word of God, and the practical application
of the teachings of Jesus Christ in the Sermon on the
Mount, is found the only solution for the social unrest
and kindred evils which are now tormenting the world

DIED
Ludwig Bridgeport, Conn., June 29. Jesie
Ludwig, son of Ix-mucl and Lucy Alin Ludwig
of Tenant's Harbor, aged 6G years, 6 months, 9
days. Burial in Bridgeport.
(fiegory Gleneove, July 4, Edgar Leslie
Gregory, aged (19 years. 3 months, 18 days.
Funeral Frlduy at 2 o'clock from lute resi
dence.

FOR ICE
Tel. 527R
J. F. WHALEN
ASH POINT, MAINE

40-tf

B. B. ANNIS,
D. C.

•
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The OBJECT of the

Back
theBible
<-- --- - to
BUBLAU
-- - —-- '
S to secure the co-operation of editors in sowing the
Gospel seed through the press. The work is free
of commercialism, undenominational and non-sectarian

I

The Bureau furnishes the press with helpful
Bible selections and plates of headings, gratis,
the Press makes the publication free, thus

One Gent a Pay Gives a Bible
Message Daily to Over 4,000
Today the Bureau is serving 2,038 publications with a
combir-d circulation of 14,233,254, but only the fringe
of the work has been touched which could and should
be done, if the funds were provided.

7 GRANITE ST.

PHONE 1163
72-tf

Seed Sown Here

HOW SUPPORTED ?—The Bureau is supported
entirely by vduntary contributions. Will you not make
a daily subscription, however small it may bt—which
enables you to give each day a helpful Bible message
to literally thousands who would not get it otherwise f

Detach and Mail to

Back to theBible
1 222 W. 4th, Cincinnati. O.
e
• BUREAU *----- ------

Falls In Fertile

To continue and to extend the work of the BACK TO THE BIBLE* Boreau

Soil, Insuring a

m. 4.,’. wtia.)
................... ............... . ......... .................... Dale.....

Bountiful Harvest

3 ibrrby t^nbarrilv..............................
(I nnm th. rifkl

• <**7. unt3 otfcerwiie notified.

r«OTl iti. Mbaiptba m

T*. O. addmi In full.......................................................
Fill In name of fAit publication..........................................
Chach not encloiad on account of abaae eabecrlpHon foe

Every-Other-Day
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HOPE

Shredded
Wheat 5

The Rev. Mr. Bitler and family of
Somerville, Mass., have arrived and
are again occupying the B. H.
Nichols cottage at Head-of-the-Lake
for the season.
Wallace Blake inspector of the ce
ment bridge work is boarding at
Tyleston Noyes.'
Miss Ellen Thurlow is attending
school in Farmington.
Misses Katherine and Pauline
True attended the birthday party
given Miss Pauline Freytag of High
street Camden last Saturday.
Mrs. Cora Taylor has returned to
her home at Head-of-ute-Lake after
a week's stay with Mrs. T. B. Noyes.
Work has begun on the new bridge
over tiie State road and when com
pleted will safeguard another of the
curves which make the Hope-Cam
den drive so attractive.
The service at the church next
Sunday will be conducted by Rev.
Dr. Robbins of Lawrence, Mass., and
will commence at 10.30.
The L. A. Weaver store has joined
the 'Nation Wide chain and is pre
pared to sell at their popular re
duced prices.

3S

Whenever a customer whose trade I
don’t want to lose asks me w hich is the
best malt to buy, I say: "Budweiser.”

Of course, I can’t give any premiums
with Bud or any cans free for a few labels.
There’s too much real quality in the prod
uct for that. BUT ...

Every can that goes out of my store makes
a real friend for me r r and friends come
back to buy again.
Budweiser Malt Syrup adds a delicious
flavor to bread, cakes, cookies, etc. r r

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, Si. Louis

ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.
Rockland, Maine

Budweiser
Real Quality Malt Syrup
BM-72

1

Shredded Wheat is some
thing more than a mere
health food. It supplies the
elements for growing children
—mineral salts for teeth and
bones, carbohydrates for heat
and energy, proteins for mus
cular tissue, vitamines for nor
mal growth and the preven
tion of diseases of childhood.
Shredded Wheat contains no
condiments or “teasers” to
stimulate an unnatural appe
tite. It is 100 per cent whole
wheat, nothing added, noth
ing taken away. It is salt-free
and sugar-free—you season it
to suit your taste.
Every package con
tains 12 large fullsize biscuits (l 2
ounces) thoroughly
baked, crisp and
brown. Readycooked, readyto-eat.
Made by The Shredded Wheat Company

2. His world-wide prestige brought him offers of
great business positions, but he refused them.

1. Back in private life, after the war. Hoover
returned to California and built a house.

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counsellor at
Law
Telephones—Office 46S; House 693-R
431 Main Rtrsst
_
Recklpnd

Z

By NELLIE MAXWELL

H-H-i-i i i- i i 11111111 i i r i -i-i-i-

Conviction brings a silent.
Indefinable beauty Into faces
made of the commonest hu
man clay; the devout worship
er at any shrine reflects some
thing of Its golden glow,
even as the glory of a noble
love shines like a sort of
light from a woman’s face.—
Balzac.
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(ff). 1928. Western Newspaper Union.)

WOULD REMOVE BUTLER
A resolution asking the removal
from office of Dr. Nicholas Murray
Butler, president of Columtda Uni
versity, because of Ids "attitude to
ward the 18th amendment and pro
hibition" was adopted Tuesday by the
Bradford County I.aw Enforcement
.League In Pennsylvania.
The resolution in the form of a pe
tition, will be circulated throughout
New York and Pennsylvania by
.branches of file W.C.T.U.. it was said.
The resolution declared Dr. Butler
was "unfit for the high and dignified
office" which lie holds.
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HORIZONTAL (Cont)
44-A fine muslin made
from banana
leafstalk-fiber
45- ldlers
47-Peat-boga
49- Manner
50- A common flower of
autumn
51- N. W. State (abbr.)
52- Pertalnlng to a node
53- Named
VERTICAL
1-The Greek letter K
2- An ending of nouns
3- What Austrian
botanist discovered
an Important law
of heredity In
plants?
4-A measure of length

(PL)
6-A great quantity or
amount
6-Aselstance
7- Effaces
8-Speck
9- Removed seeds
from
12-Of fullest cadence,
as a tone
15-A mountain range
In N. E. Utah
17-One of the
continents (abbr.)

VERTICAL (Cont)
19-G1rl'a name (short)
21-Greater In
importance
22- Belng without
starlight
24- Conquered
25-An evil spirit
27-A type measure
(Pl.)
31-What French
novelist wrote
“The Three
Musketeers”?
32-What river supplies
the Dead Sea,
Palestine, with
water?
33-An object of
derision
35- Ever (poet.)
36-To deliver or
redeem
38-Xenophon (abbr.)
41-Llghtened
43-A narrow pass
between hills
(Scot.)
44-What Is a high wave
caused by the rust
of flood-tide up a
river?
46- Short name of
Brazil's capital
47- Collided with
48- Prior to, In tim,

---------------- *

KAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
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A Battle Creek physician says,
“Constipation is responsible for more
misery than any other cause.’’
But immediate relief has been found.
A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has
been discovered. This tablet attracts
water from the system into the lazy,
dry, evacuating bowel called the colon.
The water loosens the dry food waste
and causes a gentle, thorough, natural
movement without forming a habit
or ever increasing the dose.
Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night.
Next day bright. Get 24 for 25c to
day at the nearest Rexall Drug Store.
—«<lVv

Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
Middle Street, opposite Fern
Main Street at Rankin Block
Knox County General Hospital
North Main Street, Cor. Warren
Camden and Front Streeta
Head of Cedar Street
West Meadow Road
53 Camden Street, near F. B. Church
54 Maverick, Cor. Sprues
62 Militia Call '
75 Veteran Firemen's Association
85 Out-of-town call
22 Chiefs Call
5
Repeated, No School
1-1 Two single strokes Are all out

Connections at Boston for direct
steamer to New York through Cape
Cod Canal.
Reduced rates for automobiles ac
companied by passengers.

For tickets and reservations
apply Local Agent

EASTERN
steamship lines
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Trains Leave Rockland

for

TH| lATlffNATlOMAL • VK&ICATfc

Vinalhavtn, North Haven. Stonington and
Swan's Island
Bummer Arrangement
(Subject to Cbage Without Notice)
In Effect June 2fl, 1928
Daily, Sundays Excepted
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except Sun
day at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriving Rock8.15 A. M. and 2.15 P. M. Returning, leaves
Rockland at 9.30 A. M. direct for Vinalhaven.
arriving at 10.45 A. M. Leave Rockland (Till
son’s Wharf) at 3.30 1’. M. for North Havec
and Vinalhaven.

Stonington and Swan's Island Line

(Seal)
STATE OF MAINE
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
KNOX. SS.
Clerk’s Office. Supreme Judicial Court,
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatb)
in Vacation.
Rockland. June 27. A. D.. 1928.
Osteopathic Physician
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered. That the
Libellant give notice to said Arthur W. Brewer
By Appointment Only—Tel. 136
to appear before Supreme Judicial Court, to be
of Knox, on the second Tuesday of September 35 Limerock St.
Rockland
holden at Rockland, within and for the County
Graduate of American School of
A. D.. 1928, bv publishing an attested copy of
Osteopathy
said Libel, and this order thereon, three weeks
successively in The Courier Gazette, a news
paper printed in Rockland, In our County of
DR. E. B. HOWARD
Knox, the last publication to be thirty days
at least prior to said second Tuesday of Sep
Dentist
tember next, that he may there and then In our
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
said court appear and show cause, If any he
have why the prayer of said Libellant should
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 6
not he granted.
•
OPEN EVENING8
GUY H «TTRGfS.
BY APPOINTMENT
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Tsl. 1020
Court thereon.
407 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
(Seal)
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN.
Clerk.
E. W. HODGKINS. M. D.

STATE OF MAINE

If

County of Knox, SS.. Supreme. Judicial Court.
To the Honorable Justice of said Court, next Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 3 P.
to be holden at Rockland, witl^n and for said
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
Countv on the second Tuesday of September,
1328.
Appointment. Telephone 186
Respectfully represents Menr L. Brewer of
said Rockland, that her maiden name was
THOMASTON. ME.
Mary L. French: that she Was married to
Arthur W. Brewer of Bootlibay Harbor In
our County of Lincoln, at said Rockland on
the twenty-sixth day of Match. 1917; that
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
subsequent to said marriage the parties hereto
redded at said Rockland until the fourth day
Dentist
of April. 1925: that your libelant has been
true to her marriage vows and obligations, but 600 Main St.
Rockland
that her said husband, at said Rockland, on
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tai. 339-M
said fourth day of April, 1025, utterly deserted
your libelant and she avers that such deser
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to 6
tion has continued for three cwisecutlve years
Evenings by Appointment
ne.t prior to the filing of this libel. Your
libelant further avers that her said husband,
by means of his labor. Is able to provide for
her comfortable support but has grossly or
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
wantonly and cruelly refusedjpr neglected to
provide suitable maintenace Mr her.
Wherefore she prays that*, the bonds of
PLUMBING, HEATING
matrimony now existing between her and her
said husband may be dissolved by divorce and
that the custody of Dorothy L.., age eight and
106 Pleasant St.
Rockland
Arthur F., age five, minor <&ildren of said
Telephone 264-W
marriage, may be awarded tot her under such
terms and conditions touching weir support as
to the Court may seem reasonable and just.
Your libelant further avers that the present
whereabouts of her said husband Is unknown
to her and cannot be ascertained by reasonable Payson Manufacturing Co.
diligence.
Manufacturers of

Dated June 27. 1928.
I
Then personally appeared ’Mary L. Brewer
State of Maine. County of Knox, SS..
and made oath to the truth of the foregoing,
by her subscribed.
Before me.
(L. S.)
CHARLES T. SMALLEY.
77-Th-83
Notary Public.

NORTH WASHINGTON
Donald Cunningham is at Wake
field, Mass., where he is employed in
a garage.
Hoy Lenfest and family of Liberty
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
M. W. Lenfest.
•Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Morang of
Bucksport were guests of his sister
Mrs. ^Hllon Cunningham over the
weekend.
Mrs. F. W. Cunningham arrived
Coo*ria*t 1921 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate
home from Massachusetts Friday.
Miss Bertha Lenfest of South Lib
No Invention was ever hold enough erty visited her grandparents Mr.
o .'.i.ii i .!■ tomorrow.—Ellen Glasgow. and Mrs, M. W, Lenfest last week.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
STATE OF MAINE
Sundays at 5.30 A. M.. Stonington 6.30, North
Office of Board of State Assessors,
Haven 7.30; due at Rockland about 8.40 A. M.
Augusta, June 28, 1928.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Notice Is hereby glvon that the Board of North Haven 2.30, Stonington at 3.40 ; due to
State Assessors will he In session at the Court arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 p. M.
House In Rockland on Wednesday, the 11th
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
day of July, at 8.36 o’clock, A. 'M.. A. D., 1928,
In the County of Knox, to secure Information
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
to enable them to make a just equalization of
the taxable property In said County, and to
investigate charges of concealment of property Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. U.
from taxation, of undervaluation and of fail
Sundays By Appointment
ure to assess property liable to taxation.
C. S. STETSON.
Nurse in Attendance
A. G. IMERRlTr.
L. O TEB BOTTS.
Electric Treatment Given
Board of State Assessors.
F. H STERLING. Clerk.
80 81
400 Main Street
Tel. 166

MARYkL. BREWER.

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION

Steamer leaves Rockland daily at 8 P.
M. Standard Time for Boston. Return
ing, leaves Boston daily at 6 P. M.
Daylight Time.

Augusta, t7.45 a. m., fl.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. in.
Bangor, |7.45 a. m., tl.55 p. m., Ic4.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. m.
Boston, f7.45 a. m., tl.55 p. m., k4.45 p. tn.,
J6.10 p. m.
Main Street, Corner Limerock
Brunswick, |7.45 a. m., |1.55 p. tn., k4.45 p. m.,
J6.10
p. tn.
Pacific and Mechanic atreeta,
Lewiston, |7.45 a. m., fl.55 p. tn.
near Snow's Store
New York, k4 45 p. m , t6*10 p. in.
Cor. South Main and Mechanic Philadelphia. C6*10 p. tn.
Portland, t7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. tn.,
Tillson Avenue
16.10 p. in.
Washington, C6*10 p. tn.
Co.'. Suffolk and Fulton Streets Waterville, t7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. tn., k4.45 p. m.,
|6.10 p. m.
Main Street, Corner North
t Daily, except. Sunday J Daily, except Saturday.
Pleasant Street, Corner Orange * Pullman passengers only, except coach between
Rockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
Main Street, Corner Park
C Daily, except Saturday, to July 2, inc., and
Broad Street, Corner Grace
Aug. 21 to Sept. 16, inc. Tues., Thurs. and Sun.
Rankin Street, Corner Broadway July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Sun., July 1.
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HORIZONTAL
t-What German liquor
Is flavored with
aniseed?
6-Attenda to
10- Exlst
11- What Is the longest
river In France?
13-A small deer of
Europe
f4—What is the syllable
next to the last in
a word?
16-A salt of olelo acid
16-Who was the Roman
equivalent of the
Greek Pluto?
19- A constellation. The
wolf
20- 8o be It
22-An Inhabitant of a
country
23-A network
25-What Is vertical
elevation?
28-Soggy; said of
bread (Prov.)
29- A nurse maid
(India)
80-Finlsh
32-Employment
34-Stress of any kind
37-An African antelope
39-To give leave to
40- Manufactured
42-What German
composer wrote the
-» opera “Der
Frelsehutz?"
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Hints on Curing Meats
N LOCALITIES where snow and
continued dry cold weather are
prevalent, meat may be frozen and
kept all winter. This Is true of
fish as well.
Take a large clean box, cover the
bottom with clean snow, and when
the meat is frozen solid pack it into
the snow, so that no two pieces
touch. Cover with snow and con
tinue to pack until all the meat is
placed. Put the box where sudden
changes of temperature will not af
fect It. When packing the meat re
member to have the pieces in such
sizes as will be convenient to use,
as such meat when once thawed
should be used, not frozen again.
In some places where sausage Is
made in abundance, it is partly
cooked and packed In jars, then cov
ered with hot lard. This will keep
Into warm weather, making a very
convenient dish of meat to serve in
a hurry. The sausage is made into
small cakes and well seared over
with heat.
Pork chops are good
packed in this manner.
Small pork roasts may he partly
cooked, then placed in a large jar
and covered with hot lard.
This
makes a perfect seal. The fat may
be used In various ways. In small
families glass mason jars may be
packed with cooked sausages and
filled with hot fat. The convenience
of these is that only small portions
or amounts for a meal or two are
opened, and thus th?re Is no dan
ger of spoiling.
Meat for salting should never he
prepared until the animal heat Is
out The meat should be cool, but
not frozen. A barrel which Is
tight and clean Is the best recep
tacle for quantities of meat; for
small amounts use a large firkin or
stone jar.
It is best to avoid the patent
preparations which are on the mar
ket for curing meat. Salt, sugar,
molasses, are safe and wholesome.
Saltpeter is used to give the bright
color and is also a preservative;
It Is considered harmful, though It
Is used almost universally in small
quantities.
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On Your Wat/ To

Eastern Standard Time

ROCKLAND
FIRE
ALARM

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

DAWCE

Music to listen to—to dance tot
There is an excellent orchestra
and a smooth, shining floor...
This is but one of many attrac
tions that make the water route
Bluehill Fair, Bluehtll, Sept. 1-5.
so
pleasant. A good night's rest.
South Kennebec Fair, South Wind
Dinner and breakfast in a lei
sor, Sept. 3-5.
Maine State Fair, Lewiston, Sept. surely manner ... Sea breezes
3-6..
that invigorate. And the cost is
Unity Bark Fair, Unity, Sept. 6-5.
Northern Maine Fair, Presque Isle, moderate.
Sept. 4-6.
Kennebec County Fair, Readfield,
Sept. 11-12.
IWaldo and Penobscot Agricultural,
Monroe, Sept. 11-12.
Saint Georges Agricultural, Montvllle. Sept. 18-20.
Franklin County Agricultural, Far
mington. Sept. 18-20.
Washington County Agricultural,
Machias. Sept. 18-20.
Cherryfield Fair, Cherryfield, Sept.
25-27.
No-rth Knox Fair. Union, Sept. 25-27
Lincoln County Fair. Damariscotta,
Oct. 2-4.
Tranquility Grange Agricultural,
Lincolnville, Oct. 3.
Sagadahoc Agricultural, Topsham,
Oct. 9-11.
Maine State Bornological, Nov.
20-22.
Maine State Poultry, Portland,
Dec. 11-14.

4. But Hoover crowned his work for children
by organizing May Day as Child Health Day.

3. Enthusiastic friends tried to capitalize his
*'opularity by urging him into politics.

NORTH HOPE
Mrs. Ellen Conant of Rockland is
visiting her daughter Mrs. J. D. Pease
and family.
Miss Olive Pease who has been
home for a short time has returned to
Camden where she is employed at
Green Gables.
A. I. Perry and family are enjoying
a new Chevrolet coach.
Allie Wellman has been planting at
the Daniel Wentworth farm, North
Appleton.
The recent rains and following
warm weather and sunshine are push
ing the grass, gardens and all crops,
even weeds—which are a problem in
some instances through the wet
weather.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry with Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Pease attended the Re
bekah meeting at Appleton Wednes
day evening and enjoyed the work of
the visiting members from Miriam
Lodge of Rockland who conferred the
degree in an able and pleasing man
ner.
Several families of the Hilltop
group enjoyed a picnic at Cushing
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose and family
of Belmont were all-day guests Sun
<lay at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. I.
Perry.
David Nash helped some of the
neighbors on the hill dynamite rocks
last week.
Tiie Hilltop ladies met June 21 at
the home of Mrs. A. I. Perry where the
third of a series of quilt tacking bees
was in progress. Two quilts were
completed while merry chatter pre
vailed. Refreshments were served.
The next meeting will be at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie )Jall, Appleton
Thursday afternoon.
.Junior, young son of Mr. and Mrs.
Loren Bennett suffered a cut on his
head Sunday as the result of a blow
from the heels of the horse which he
ran up behind to drive out of the
grass. Several stitches had to be
taken hut the wound is not considered
dangerous.
It is pleasant to learn of the suc
cess of one of this town's youngsters,
James, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Pease, who attended Rockland Com
mercial College last winter, completed
his course in less than the regular
time and winning a three months
scholarship besides. He is now book
keeping for a Rockland firm.
Mr. and Mrs. Damon 'Hall arrived
Saturday at the home of his parent
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hall. They plan to
return to their home in South Port
land Wednesday. Mr. Hall's sister
Mrs. Jennie Phillips and daughter
F.tirlyn will return with them for a
visit.

Complete List In Which Lo
cal Folks Are Interested—
Preserve It.
This list fines not include the
Southern Maine Fair to be held at
Rockland Trotting Park Aug. 6-11,
which will be the real leader of the
procession:
Tiie roster of fairs for 1928 giving
the name of the fair, the place of hold
ing it, and the dates includes the fol
lowing:
Somerset Agricultural, Showhegan,
August 14-18.
Eastern Maine Slate Fair, Ban
gor, Aug. 20-23.
Hancock County Fair. Ellsworth,
August 28-30.
Houlton
Agricultural,
Houlton,
August 28-30.
Central Maine Fair. Waterville,
Augusta 28-31.
New Belfast Fair, Belfast, Sept.
3-4.

Rev. Dr. Guy C. Robbins of Law
rence, Mass, will hold services at the
I’niversallst Church during July and
August beginning next Sunday at 2
p. m.
W. L. Taylor has bought a new
Whippet sedan.
C. B. Fish of Camden was in this
place Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett of Som
erville. Mass., were recent visitors
here.
Mrs Fred Merrifield and children
have been visiting relatives in Rock
land.
Frank Stahl has a new Nash sedan.
Mrs. Chloe Mills is having a new
garage built.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse of
Portland have been at C. L. Dunbar's
the past two weeks.
Mrs. I>aura Cihtord Mrs. Gladys
Ervine and Misses Clara and Nora
Fiske of Damariscotta attended the
funeral of the late Janice Dunbar.
Eugene, two year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. L. Dunbar who has been se
riously ill for the past two weeks is
considered slightly improved.
Mrs. Nina Taylor has had the
house she recently bought of the Mrs.
Leila Payson estate wired for elec
tricity and it will be occupied for
the season by Mr. and Mrs. Whitney
of Winthrop while he Is overseeing
the construction of the State highway.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard C. Dart and
family of Providence. R. I. have again
rented the W. A. Mink homestead for
the summer.
The community was saddened by
the death June 26, of Janice M., four
year o'.d daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles L. Dunbar. Being attacked
by the prevailing distemper which de
veloped into pneumonia and appendi
citis medical skill and tender loving
care availed not. An especially ac
tive and brilliant child she had en
deared herself to the whole commu
nity Vhere she was a veritable little
fairy flitting around and she will be
sadty missed by old and young. Sym
pathy goes out to the sorrowing fam
ily and near relatives. Among the
numerous and beautiful floral trib
utes was an attractive piece from the
State highway commission and all
were tokens of love.
There will be services at the Vniversalist church for the months of
July and August. The first service
being July 8, pastor Rev. C. Guy
Robbins of Lawrence, Mass. He has
been here the past three summers.

—regardless!

More than a
“health food”

By Satterfield

SOUTH HOPE

I’ll match this malt
against ’em all . . .

Distributors

THE BIG FAIRS

No. 15

PICTORIAL LIFE OF HERBERT HOOVER

Our Advertising
Columns Are
the
Merchant’s
Show Windows

DOORS, WINDOWS AND FRAMES
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
HOUSE FINISH

SOUTH HOPE, MAINE
Tel. Union 11-7
W-M

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm hat
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night 7S1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Othcr-Day

1

When Haying
Time Comes
Be Prepared!
Send To Us Now For Descriptive
Folders and Price Quotations On

MOWERS—
RAKES—

SIDE DELIVERYRAKES—
HAY LOADERS—
TEDDERS—

FARM EQUIPMENT TO
MEET EVERY NEED!

Kendall & Whitney
70 Years a Seed Store

Portland

Maine

Cute in aBabyAwful at Three
-and it's Dangerousby Tiuth Brittain.

Thumb surking does look sweet in
a baby, but it is disgusting in the
three-year old and sometimes it hangs
on until fifteen or sixteen! The habit
may cause an ill-forined mouth or in
duce adenoids; and it always inter
feres with digestion. Pinning the
sleeve over the hand; attaching mit
tens. or putting on cardljoard cuffs.
i which prevent bending the arms at
the ellmws, are some of the ways to
stop the habit.
Another bad habit—irregularity in
! bowel action—is responsible for weak
. bowels and constipation in babies.
J Give the tiny bowels an opportunity
’ to act at regular periods each day.
lf they don’t act at first, a little
Fletcher’s Castoria will soon regu
late them. Every mother should keep
a bottle of it handy to use in ease of
colic, cholera, diarrhea, gas on stom
ach and bowels, constipation, loss of
sleep, or when baby is cross and
feverish. Its gentle influence over
baby’s system enables him to get full
M nourishment from his food, helps him
gain, strengthens his bowels.
Castoria is purely vegetable and
harmless—the recipe is on the wrap
per. Physicians have prescribed it
for over 30 years. With each package,
vou get a valuable book on Mother
hood. Look for Chas. H. Fletcher’s
signature on the wrapper so you'll
get the genuine.

I

Live Fowl-Broilers
Chickens wanted, also dressed
Ipoultry.
Prices high; excellent
demand. We offer shippers the
benefit of experience and outlets
gained through 20 years In selling
poultry. Safety-Servlce-Satlsfactlon. Hennery Eggs also wanted.
Ref. Federal National Bank. Im
mediate returns.
W. F. WYMAN A CO.
4 Fsneuil Hall Mkt. Boston, Mast.
SS-tf

UNION

RAZORVILLE

Gertrude Robbins has pone to
Portland where she has employment
for the summer. ,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hilt has a new
Chevrolet coach.
Miss Jessie Alexander of Augusta
recently visited Mrs. Ada Lucas.
Earle Lermond of Lynn has re
turned home after visiting his par
ents, Mr. and Mr«. Charles Lermond.
Miss Ida Hughes left Monday for
Chicago where she will be the guest
of her aunt Mrs. Harold Willard dur
ing the summer.
Several members of the Eastern
Star attended the meeting at Wash
ington Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Webb spent
the weekend in Unity.
Mrs. John Creighton is visiting
relatives in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. > Edward Matthews
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farris
were at the Matthews cottage, Swan
Lake over the weekend.
Grace Gleason of Jefferson visited
Mrs. Fred Lucas Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fossett arc
spending the week ip Boston.
Clarence Danforth of Castine was
in town Sunday
Miss Helen Grinnell is working at
Jones’ Sanitarium while Miss Helen
Perry is having a two weeks’ va
cation.
Robert McKinley has returned
from Presque Isle.
Harry Thorndike of Michigan
visiting his sister Bessie Thorndike.
Louise Grinnell of Boston recently
visited her mother Mrs. Frank Grin
nell.

Mrs. L. P. Jones returned Sunday
from Augusta hospital where she was
operated on for appendicitis.
Fon-du-lac Chapter, O.E.S., con
ferred degrees on two candidates
Wednesday evening and entertained
visitors from Waldoboro, Warren,
Union and Somerville, Mass. Union
responded with 59 members.
Mrs. Pansy Hibbert is working at
Camp Wetona for the season.
Perley Jones visited Sunday with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Jones.
Mrs. Winfield Savage returned
Sunday from Livermore Falls.
Mrs. Annie Kilgore, Mrs. Edith
Overlock and Dr. S. B. Overlock vis
ited friends at Union Thursday.
L. P. Jones is building a piazza on
Leland Johnston’s house.
Mrs. Addie McMullen is visiting her
daughters In Rockland.
Charles Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., is
visiting his uncle John Esancy.
Mrs. Alice Lenfest visited at Eva
Black’s recently.
Miss Lillian Russell is spending he in
vocation with her mother here.
Merle Marr was at Mr. Waterman's
Sunday.
Miss Edna Jones who has been with
her aunt Mnj. Alberta Leigher is
home again.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Burnes of Vassalboro were in town Sunday and at
tended church with their sister Mrs.
Abbie Cramer.
Dr. S. B. Overlock who has been
spending his vacation in Maine left
Monday for his home in Pomfret,
Conn.
Ida Jones went to Rockland Satur
day to visit her mother Mrs. Susie
Esancy who is at the hospital receiv
ing treatment.
Mrs. Edith Overlock visited her
cousin Mrs. A. E. Johnston last week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Finley of To
gus were at their home here for a few
days recently.
Owing to the storm June 24 serv
ice at the church was omitted but
July 1st the Masons and O.E.S. at
tended in a body.

EAST UNION
C. M. Lothrop of Lynn. Mass., is
spending a vacation of two weeks
with his sister Mj:s. A. R. Davis of
this place.
Mrs. Albert Mank is the guest of
her daughter Mrs. Fred Foster at
Tenants Harbor. She is accompan
ied by Mrs. George Mank.
Misses Clara and Nora Fiske of
Damariscotta have been spending a
few days with relatives in this place
and South Hope.
Pioneer Grange observed Childdren’s Day at its last meeting with
the following appropriate program
by the children: A greeting song.
Alice Lovejoy and Geraldine Gould;
Welcome, Alfreda Young; "Daisy
Girls,” Martha Gould and Shirley
Morton; singing, ‘‘Little Sunbeams,’’
four girls; “My Place,” Hazel Young;
recitation, “Too B^g,” William Kearly; patriotic exercises, John Dornan,
Geraldine Gould, Dorothy Morton,
Marjorie Davis, Woodrow Gould and
Shirley Morton; vacation song, pu
pils of the school; piano duet. Win
ona Gould and Ella Livingstone:
tableau, Mildred Davis, recitation.
Alice Lovejoy; song, Ella Living
stone and Winona Gould; Our Greet
ing. Ethel Davis, Dorothy Morton,
Alice Lovejoy and. Geraldine Gould;
flag ceremony, with singing of the
Red, White and Blue; dialogue, Mr.
and Mrs. George Davis. The chil
dren are deserving of much praise
for the excellent manner in which
they acquitted themselves. Ice cream
and cake were served.

EAST WALDOBORO

ALWAYS KEEPS
IT ON HAND

Rev. Frank Pratt of Kennebunk
port occupied the pulpit of the Bap
tist church Sunday morning and
gave an interesting sermon.
Mr.
Pratt and his family are passing a
few’ weeks at their Lands End cot
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable tage.
Compound Helps Her So Much
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hupper with
Mrs. S. T. Lowe and daughter ClarlPittsburgh, Pa.—“I was just com
bel spent the w’eekend at Deer Isle.
pletely run-down. I had tired, heavy,
Mrs. Paul Hanneman and son
sluggish feelings
Roger with guests from Bangor have
and I could nob
eat. I was losing been for a week at the Leonard Cot
tage.
in weight. I read
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dwyer of
so much about
Lydia E. Pink- Hebron have opened their cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Deane and Mrs. Lan
ham’s Vegetable
Compound
and ders of Waltham and Mrs. Henry
Clark
are at the Wayside.
what a good med
Mrs. Charles Hupper has opened
icine it is, that I
started taking it. her home after having spent the win
I have taken ter with her daughter in Melrose,
eight bottles of Mass.
Judge Veeder, wife and daughter
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and about Margaret of New York were recent
the same in tablet form. This is one guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hup
medicine a woman should have in per.
Eugene Allen of Atlantic City, N.
the house all the time. I am improv
ing every day and I sure am able to J., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. M. J.
Harris.
eat. I am willing to answer any let
Several former residents were ii
ters asking about the Vegetable Com
town Thursday to attend the wed
pound.”—Mrs. Ella Richards, 21
Chautauqua St., N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa. ding of Miss Margaret Harris among
whom were Dr. and Mrs. T. H. Stev
ens of Boothbay Harbor, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Davis and family of
VINALHAVEN
Thomaston and Mrs. Willis Hooper
Relatives at the home of Mr. and
and daughters of Rockland.
Mrs. (Wilbur Coombs are Mr. and Mrs.
Gen. H. M. Lord and family are
Maynard Coombs and son Wilbur of
at the Sentinels.
Taos, New Mexico, Mrs. Arthur Hurd
• * ♦ *
of South Lincoln and Mrs. Francis
Simmons- Harris
Chalmers of Manset
They were
called here by the serious illness of
A very pretty w’edding took place
Mr. Coombs. Mrs. Annie Williams of June 28 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Brooks was also here the past week. William Harris when their daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Thad C. Carver of Margaret Leomessa was married to
Pratt, Kansas, arrived Tuesday for William Adelbert Simmons by Rev.
the summer months.
S.. 'E Packard, the double ring serv
Miss Harriet Calderwood is here for ice being used. There were about
200 guests present. The maid of
summer vacation.
'William Glidden was reminded of honor was Jean Chilles and the best
his birthday this week by the gift of man William Tracy, the bridesmaids
a handsome cake which was decorated and flower girls, Marion Hodgkins
of Farmington, Muriel Hooper of
with 80 candles.
Rockland. Ella Fayle of Brewer and
Donavan Jenkins of New York is a Sally Dyer of Bangor The ribbon
guest of his parents Rev. and Mrs. E. bearers were Geraldine Watts and
C. Jenkins.
Lillian Hooper.
Master William
Hudson Conway has returned to Saunders of Quebec was the ring
West Medford, Mass., after visiting bearer. Mrs. Lester Spencer (Eve
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert lyn Hooper) very effectively rendered
Conway. Miss Lucie Conway who the song “I Love You.”
has spent the past year in New York
To the strains of Lohengrin’s wed
arrived home Saturday.
ding march played by Mrs. Harold
Miss Eugenia Carver who has been Drewett, a cousin of the bride, the
teaching at Somerville, Mass., is home bridal party entered and stood be
neath an arch made of evergreens
for the summer months.
Kneeland Sawyer is home from De and white flowers from which was
suspended the wedding bell. The
troit, Mich., for a vacation.
decorations were arranged by Miss
Emery Wiooster of North Haven Lena Harris, the color scheme
was the guest of his grandparents throughout being green and white.
over Sunday.
A reception followed the ceremony
The children’s Day program ren after which ice cream and cake were
dered Sunday evening at Union church served. The bride was attractively
by pupils of the primary department gowned in a white flat canton crepe
was under the supervision of Mrs. dress and wore a veil of w’hite silk
Ralph Brown and Mrs. E. C. Jenkins, illusion net with orange blossoms
assisted by other teachers. Mrs. Cora and carried a bouquet of white roses
'Peterson led the singing and Mrs. and blue forget-me-nots. She is a
May Tolman was at the piano. The highly popular young person, a grad
program:
uate of Coburn Classical Institute
Singing-—How Do You Do ................... School and of Farmington Normal School
Recitation—Welcome .... .......... Frank Peterson and has been a successful teacher in
The Flower’s Part .... Elizabeth Hopkins
Singing—’Welcome Baby Band ........... School the town schools here. The bride
Recitation—Children’s Day Greeting ................ groom is a graduate of St. George
................................................ Norman Johnson High School and has also taken a
Duet—I Love to Come to Sunday School .......
............................ Leslie Dyer, Louise Burgess general electric course in Lynn,
Recitation—The Little Bird .. Miriam Greenleaf Mass.
A Boy’s Opinion of Children’s Day ....
The wedding presents were many,
...................................................... Mont Roberts
Our Children’s Day ................................ i including sums of money, silver, glass
..................... Dorothy Conway, Ruth Lyford and chinaware, linen and English
Kinging—Jesus Bids L’s Shine ........... School W’ool blankets, besides other gifts.
Vocal Solo ............................... Martha Beckman
The happy couple made a fine get-,
Recitation—What I Have For Jesus ................
............................................ Herbert Peterson away and outwitted their friends*
I Think So Too ............... Betty Brown who had designs on them. After a
A Boy’s Idea .......................John Chilles
Rose Exercise .......................................... 15 Girls ! motor trip to Nova Scotia returnSinging—I’ll Be a Sunbeam ............... School 1 ing by Mooaehead Lake and the
Recitation—Little Children .... Rose Mathieson I White Mountains they will begin
What I can Do —............. Burton Dyer
What I’d Like ....................... Leslie Dyer ' housekeeping in the Mary Gardner
Selected ......................................... Alice Burgess home which they have furnished for

Unusual
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Uneeda
Biscuit

Page Five

MARTINSVILLE.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hitchcock
and Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Hitchcock
of Fort Fairfield have been recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott.
Mrs. Roswell Winchenbach of South
Waldoboro is visiting her daughter
Mrs. Wendell Studley.
Miss Adelle Feyler of Warren was
a guest Wednesday of Mrs. Esther
Starrett.
Mrs. Ernest Burns of South Waldo
boro and Mrs. Dan Giroux and daugh
ter Jacqueline of Waterville were at
Mrs. Percy Miller’s Thursday.
Miss Leona Rines of Portland was
a recent guest at John Rines’.
Mr< and Mrs. Arthur Scott and chil
dren of Bath were at Ivan Scott’s re
cently.
Mrs. D. M. Jones, Lincoln Jones and
Miss Cora Jones of Unity were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Gardner
Mank.
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler is visiting her
granddaughter Mrs Burleigh Mank.
Holden Turner of Portland was at I.
Scott’s over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenwood Reever and
sons Carl and Gerald of Beverly,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. N. S. Reever.
Herbert Thomas. Mrs. Bertha Frost
WASHINGTON
of Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs.
Sukeforth Brothers have had as Charles Butler of Spruce Head were
guests the past week at their camps at James Mank’s Sunday.
Mrs. F. L. Baker and Mr. and Mrs.
Cyrus M. Newbert and son Harold
William 'Baker, daughters Edythe of Gardiner were at J. W. (Waltz's
and Dorothy of Bloomfield, N. .1. Mr. Sunday enroute for Camden.
and Mrs. A. E. I^dorscliake of Me
Milton Masters has returned to his
tuchen, N*. J.. Mr* and Mrs. II. S.' home in Round Pond. He was accom
Brown of Easton, Penn.
panied by his cousin Stanton Hanna.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Stevens and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Witham and
Mrs. Ida Hatch were in Rockland son Frank were at Mrs. Laura Orff’s
Monday.
Friday.
Dr. and Mrs. Lightle and son Ed
Mrs. Daniel Munro and son Ernest
ward of North Berwick were week of Rockland visited Saturday at Fred
end guests at Will Hatch’s.
N. Mank’s.
Vocal Solo ........ .............. Carolyn Calderwood
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Pierpont and
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Johnson and Recitation—Smiles Are Blossoms ....................
children of Cambridge. Mass., are Mrs. Nellie Reever motored to Au
.................................................. Louise Burgess
For a Boy ..................... Stanley Conway
guests for 10 days at his old homo gusta Sunday.
WEST WALDOBORO
Do Vou Suppose? .... Charlotte Webster
here.
Mrs. Laura Brackett who has been
Telling the Truth ......... Eugene Burgess
in Warren the past winter has re Benediction .................. Primary Sunday School
John Roy spent the weekend at
turned to her home here.
home from Portland.
ORFF'S CORNER
Fred Simmons of Waldoboro was a
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Addie Achorn has arrived
CUSHING
P. C. Simmons was at home from visitor here Sunday.
home for the summer. She was ac-,Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dyer of
MTs. Susie Holder hat| ifeturned Massachusetts for the holiday.
companied by Mr. afrd Mrs. Cecil Lud
Brunswick were recent guests of Mrs.
home from a week's visit with rela
wig who will spend the month here.
Russell S. Greenwood was in ! Dyer’s mother Mrs. Jennie B. Stahl.
Mrs. Meda Ralph, Willis Ralph. tives in East Boston, Mass.
Portland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Hilton. Mrs. El
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holder were
Madelyn and Ethelyn Ralph and
Rev. Henry O. Megert, Fred W. roy Gross and Miss Marjorie Gross
Monte Schaffner of Lynn. Mass., in town last week visiting his par Scott and Mrs. Eudora Miller were
were in Togus, Augusta and vicinity
were weekend guests at A. H. Brown’s. ents before leaving for their future in Rockland to attend an Institute of
Sunday returning home via Wiscas
Calvin Elwell is in Elmore the home in Illinois.
Evangelism held at the Methodist set.
Mrs. Emily Mitlon and daughter church there.
guest of his grandparents, Mr. and
Frank Soule, A. N. Newbert and
Mil’led of Dorchester Mass., have
Mrs. James Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Boggs are re Mrs. Leverna Orff of Waldoboro were
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Porter and been in town.
ceiving congratulations on the birth recent visitors here.
•
daughter Geraldine recently spent a
Mrs. Hattie Hills of Warren has
John Creamer was lr. New Harbor
few days in Portland/
been the guest of Mrs. Annie Rivers of a son, June 27.
Miss Hunneman of Roxbury. Mass, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Grty Bessey of Au and other friends the past week.
George Soule is having his barn en
gusta were overnight guests Friday
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Pay- is the guest of Mrs. Frederick A.
larged. Chester and Dewey Winchenof Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
son are much pleased to learn they Brummitt.
Miss Bessie Reed is with her 1 bach 4re doing the work.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Petrie of Rock are both improving in health.
J Harold Flanders and A. N. Newland were in this place Thursday.
Miss Lizzie E. Young who has been mother, Mrs. Lillian Reed for the
i bert of Wlaldoboro were in this place
at O. H. Woodcock’s for some time summer vacation.
Col. and Mrs. Harry SmiUi of last W’eek.
has gone to her home at Pleasant
Clifford (Winchenbach has just
Bangor spent the weekend in town
Point.
George Mank and mother of completed another large motorboat,
Mrs. Hilda Bedell entertained the
Ladies Aid at her pleasant home last Springfield. Mass., are at the Kaler the second he has built this season.
Wednesday.
Mrs. Bedell cordially homestead.
Mrs. Mary Elkins has returned
we.corned the 14 ladies and proved
TENANT’S HARBOR
herself a charming hostess giving from Portland.
From a Bridgeport (Conn.) paper
Mrs. Grace Perry is in Portland.
much pleasure to her guests. Refresh
Miss Emma Boggs is in Gorham of June 30 the following is taken:
ments were served and much enjoyed.
"Jessie Ludwig, father of traffic
Those present were Mrs. Hattie Orff. where she will attend summer
Poli'-eman Roderick Ludwig, died
Mrs. Gladys Orff Carrie Wallace, Inez school.
Miss Carrie B. Stahl and Miss yesterday at the home of his daugh
Fogerty, Mina A. Woodcock, Annie
ter Mrs. William ISteehrman, 130
Rivers. Mrs. Hattie Hills of Whrren, Mary Band of Portland are guests
Ann street in his 67th year. He is
Mrs. Cora Killeran, Lana Killeran, at Capt. A. F. Stahl’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Dresser of survived by his daughter Mrs.
Maude Young. Susie Holder and Mrs.
Steehrman, two sons Roderick Lud
Emily Mitton and daughter Mildred St. Johnsbury, Vt„ have been guests
wig and Burnett H. Ludwig; two
of Mrs. Thomas Ashworth.
of Dorchester. Mass.
J. A. Frost of Brockton, Mass., has sisters Mrs. R. J. McKenztie and
The Ladies' Aid held two suppers
Mrs Louise Walsh and a brother
during the month of June. Mrs. Inez been in town a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Gay attend Melvin R. Ludwig. Funeral services
Fogerty being housekeeper for the
will be Monday afternoon at the
first one and Miss Carrie Wallace the ed the official dedication of the Carl
home of his daughter and burial will
second, the net financial result being ton Bridge and pageant in Bath.
Frederick A. Brummitt of Boston be in Lakeview cemetery.”
$23.87.
The next supper will be
The deceased was a son of Lemuel
some time in July, the president Mrs. is in town.
Mr. and Mrs. C. iB. Stahl and Miss and Lucy Ann Ludwig of Tenants
Hattie Orff as housekeeper. Date to be
Betty Stahl have gone to their camp Harbor.
announced later.
at Medomak for the summer.
Movies at Odd Fellows hall Friday
F. Roger Miller of South Berwick
LIBERTY
has been the guest of his mother night. The feature will be “The Gay
Old Bird” with Louise Fazenda; also
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Turner and Mrs. Ida Miller.
daughter Marjorie and Bert Turner
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Pierce of New a Comedy and Fables. Don’t forget
were in Augusta Sunday.
York spent the weekend with Mr. Friday night (not Thursday).—adv.
79-81
Mrs. Elwood Richardson and chil and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney.
dren have returned to Somerville,
Mass., after visiting Mrs. Lolie
Powell for two weeks.
Clifton Leigher was at home with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Leigher over Sunday.
Miss Esther Fuller has gone to
Unity for a short stay.
Mrs. Lolie Powell made a business
trip Monday to Belfast.
Mrs. Delbert Fuller and family of
INew York are with Mrs. Laura Ful
ler for the summer.
Charlie Pinkham of Lynn visited
his brother Roswell Pinkham re
cently.
E. A. Leigher and Howard Leigher
were in Farmington Saturday.
Miss Evelyn Sukeforth was a guest
Friday of Marieta Leigher.
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of these services and ”
, conveniences make a store
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—your favorite store?
FASHION?
Our constant representation in the style centers of the
world enables us to show new fashions while they are new
—to keep step with that ever changing and elusive some
thing called "style”.

Our intimate knowledge of the tastes and demands of our
own Maine people is reflected in merchandise above the
average in smartness, beauty and charm.

PRICE?
It’s surprising how far a moderate sum goes in our new
store. For example, smart, youthful styles in silk dresses
of P. M. & B. quality may be had for as little as $10; quality
footwear for $6.50; full fashioned silk stockings for $1.35.
On the other hand we have dresses for $135, shoes for
$13.50, hosiery as high as $7 pair.

,

VALUE?

Do you like to shop where you find good values day in and
day out? Most people do. For nowadays, its smart to be
thrifty—to judge a purchase by the value it affords. Our
prices reflect better than average values every day in the
year. (The facilities and advantages we enjoy enable us to
do business at a lower-than-average cost.)

ASSORTMENTS?
We are very careful to maintain wide and satisfying varie
ties of everything we sell even to needles and thread. We
know we cannot hope to please one customer with what an
other prefers.
,

CORRECT SIZES?
We can fit you to advantage whether you have a junior
misses' or an average figure—whether you are taller or
shorter than the average or if you are NOT slender. Be
cause we specialize you find fashions made expressly for
your type of figure—styles undeniably smart and youthful
even to size 54.

SHOPPING COMFORT?
You will like the wide, airy aisles and low display cases in
our new store. There is room to move about in comfortably
—in which to lay your bundles down and make selections in
comfort. And our grouping of kindred lines of merchan
dise makes for the utmost convenience in shopping.

CORDIALITY?
The spirit of cordiality and hospitality is always in evidence
throughout the store. You are at liberty to look around as
long as you wish to without being urged to buy. But if you
desire to make a purchase we strive to meet your require
ments with intelligent, courteous, helpful service.

If you shop in our new store
You are familiar with all these shopping advantages. If
you have not yet done so we invite you to come in and visit
us. We believe the services and conveniences our new store
affords enable you to shop to better purpose.

THOMASTON
A special town meeting is railed
for Monday evening, duly 9, at the
selectmen's office to select grand and
traverse jurors for the September
term of court.
Mrs. Orra S. Roney of Portland
was special guest at a supper party
of old friends given at Two Steps
Inn. Ingraham hill. Monday evening.
The fourth annual flower show giv
en by the Thomaston Garden Club
will be held in the Congregational
vestry next Thursday from 2 to 5
o’clock. A special feature will be a
contest in flower arrangement which
anyone may enter. The conditions
of the contest demand that there must
be five stalks of bloom or foliage and
that they shall be in containers. All
flowers must be brought to the vestry I
between 9 a. m. and 1.30 p. m. AI
small admission will be taken at the
door.
Rev. Joseph Strout was happily
surprised last Sunday morning by the
presence in his congregation of a
family named Hanson who attended
bis church when he was pastor in
K i ■ ston, X. 11.. 20 years
Tlie
Hansons were driving through the
town and noticing Rev. Mr. Strout’s
name on the church board decided to
call. It was the first time they had
met during those years.
\V. I’. Strong’s two boys picked
up three mud turtles on Knox street
the other day. The boys are not
versed in the turtle language so
could not learn their history.
Albert T. Gould was in town Wed
nesday to visit Mark Stone who is
at 13r. Hodgkins’ hospital with a bro
ken leg. Mr. Stone was witli Capt.
Gouid on his disastrous trio m the
Grenfell mission boa..
Charles Webster left Sunday night
for the place of his birth and early
home, Hamilton. Ontario, Canada.
He Jias had the visit in mind for
several years.
R. A. Carroll and Ray Kelloch who
contracted blood poisoning while
repairing an automobile several
weeks ago. are improving but still
suffering from the infection.
Peter Hilt and daughter Mrs. Will am Newbert returned Tuesday from
a visit to Matlnicus Rock.
A very quiet Fourth of July in
Thomaston. Nothing doing.
Walter Feyler and Burley Feyler
are visiting relatives in town. Som
erville and Lynn are their home
cities.

Mrs. Emily Mitten and daughter
are visiting Mrs. Beckett, Wadsworth
street.

Edgar Linekin is teaching in a
summer school in Vermont.
Mrs. Susan Strout who has been
confined at home for a week on ac
count of a lame knee is now able to
be out.

Tax Collector will be at the Se
lectmen's office every Wednesday
evening from 7 to 9 until farther no
ticei—adv.
79-82

WARREN

CAMDEN’S NEW

In Everybody’s Column

SPRUCE HEAD

LIBRARY

For Sale

Prof. and Mrs. C. Wilbert Snow
FOR SALE 3 tuns nice pressed hay. E. II.
Advertisements in this column not to ex BURKETT, Union. >!<•86-82
and children of Middletown. Conn., ceed
three lines Inserted once fur 2.1 cents,
FOR SALE—(’ollie tups. 6 weeks old. sable
and Miss Gertrude Snow of Winthrop, 3 times for 10 cents. Additional lines 1 cents
Mass., are at Spruce Head for the each for one time. 10 tents for three times. and white. $5 each. E. L HARRIMAN. R. F. D.
2, Box 75. Bucksport. Me.______________79*8 i
Six words make a line.
sum mer.
FOR SALE—Six can of milk dally. 'Price
Ross Elwell of Wiscasset was over
reasonable, can be delivered. M. LOPMA'X,
night guest Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
Rockville. Tel. 263-11.
79*81
Lost and Found
^Freeman Elwell.
.....
.
a
FOR SALE—Durant Sedan, sport model,
LOST
—
Black
patent
leather
hand
bag
light
condition.
Mill
sell
at
a
bargain
if
sold
Miss Helen Meservey has returned leather
Uher trimmings som -where between Mai n I
<lHXBLES McAULlFFE, 42
home from a week’s visit in Thomas and Lincoln via Grove Sts. Liberal rewaru. pu,|oa S| rity. ,|»i>onv 1079.
8u»|t
80*82
Leave at (XR’RIKK-GAZBTTK Office.
ton and Warren.
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred male, Collie
Mrs. Fred ('ook was in Stonington
LOST—White hag tilled with clothes for pups, 4 wks. old. $'< each. Excellent cow dogs.
80*82
to spend the Fourth with her mother laundry. Monday morning between Rockland AIJ1ERT SHhJtMAN. A| pleton. Me.
Produce Co. and depot. Communicate P. A.
and daughter.
FOR SALE—Long established rooming houSe
WALES, R. F. D. 1, Camden._________80-82
full of good boarders. A gold mine to the
Mrs. Carrie McLoud is making a
LOST—In Rockland Saturday past pres right people who have a large family. Tl»e
two weeks’ visit with relatives in
idents' pin 'D. of V.
If found please notify best location In ltocklmd, on Maine street.
Portland.
Daddy
Of
ISABEL S.PRAtiUE. Waldoboro, Me.
80*82 Cheap rent, with good f.'vulture. Good reason
for selling. Will sell for half price, which Is
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton and son
LOST—Wednesday somewhere on the road worth It. Address COLD MINE, Courier-Ga
Elbert visited Mr. and Mrs. Arthur from Jefferson St. to Kiln Hill a sta» hel of zette, Rockland.
“Fun Of Photography” Unfolded In New Sample Scenario
79*81
Thomas in Oakland over the Fourth. auto tools. W. A. HOLBROOK, 22 Camdeu St.
FOR SALE—Home nade lugs MRS. W A.
Amateur photographers all over frog.
Daddy compromises with
Mr. and Mrs. Howe Hail and fam Tel 139-W.
YOl NG. 120 Thomasto 1 St
79-81
the country are graduating into the fate by playing leap-frog which he
ily hav returned
LOST—Helfer with halter on near Warren
FOR SALE—Three burner Glenwood oil
higher class of movie fans. They follows up by doing his part in
spending three weeks at their cottage ton. Reward. Notify A. B. PACKARD, Rock stove with oven. Practically new. Will sell at
land. Tel. 616 J.
a bargain. L. W. BENNER, 2 Lafayette
make their own pictures and pro8 idea of a really lively footon Hall’s Point.
Square.
79-tf
Finally, utterly ex
LOST—A small black spaniel dog with col
duce their own plays. Great, isn't ball game.
Master Donald York has gone to
FOR SALE—Two-story double tenement,
Has docked tall and answers to the name
hausted he again seeks the refuge
It? Forty thrills a minute!
Truro, Mass., where he will be the lar.
of “Buster." Disappeared June 26. Last seen in modern Improvements, hot water heat, three
Leading film manufacturers' have of the hammock, but is immediately
guest of Air. and Mrs. Guy Morse for East Waldoboro. Tel. Warren 8 ring 3. Reward. car garage. Adjoining lot equipped with oil
called
away
by
Mother,
who
insists
prepared information that will be
the summer.
>, MRS. WM. L. Williamson, Spruce Head. Me. station and small store. L. W. BENNER, 2
78*80 Lafayette Square.
79-tf
invaluable to anyone who owns or that Daddy needs exercise and, by j Camden’s New Public Library Building Which Will Be Dedicated This Month
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Draper of
FOR SALE—Cabbage plants
Daiibh Ballcontemplates becoming an amateur a strange coincidence, the lawn
Canton, Mass., are at their cottage
head and others. OY ERN ESS SAKKESIAX,
needs mowing. By the time the
movie fan.
here for a few days.
Summer Cottages and Board 157 Middle St. Tel. 568-W.
79-tf
The technique of the scenario Is grass Is cut, the children have a
Mrs. Clara Snow’ was guest of Mrs.
Above is a picture of the now pub- liam K. Hatch of Camden was the
FOR SALE—<Set of six volumes “The
new
idea
for
keeping
Daddy
em

4
illustrated in the story of "Daddy’s
If you have a cottage to lev or desire sum World s Best Music.“ PEARL E. RORtJERSDX,
Fred Giles on Hewett’s Island over
lie library in Camden. Work was contractor and builder.
mer boarders advertise the fact In this pa !4 State St. Tel. 1194 J.
78*80
Day of Rest." If you will write to ployed and they decree that he
.The land on which the library the Fourth.
started
on
the
building
about
one
per
where thousands will read of it.
shall
get
down
on
his
hands
and
FOR SALE—All kinds of hard wood. Highest
the Amateur Department, du Pontstands was a gift to tlie town from
quality at an attractive price. Order now for
year ago and it will be formally d d- Mrs. Edward W. Bok of Philadelphia
Pathe, 35 West Forty-fifth Street. knees and be a nlee horsey. The
TO LET—For immediate occupancy cottage immediate or future delivery. Tel. Rockland v
MONHEGAN
at Megunticook Lake lor two weeks. MRS. 67 M. RALPH P. CONANT. South Hope. 78-tfx
New York City, and mention hav horsey soon metamorphoses Into a
icated the latter part of this month. and Camden, in memory of her
Mrs. Emma Stanley is at her home GRACE BLACK. Tel. C!>9 M
78 It
ing seen a story of Home Movies worm and “turns.” He determined
It is of colonial architecture, thor mother. Mrs. Cyrus H. K. Curtis.
FOR SALE—Furniture and household goods
in Rockland for at short stay.
TO LET—7 room cottage at Pleasant Beach. at the T. S. Singer house, Thomaston, Tuesday,
In this paper you will receive, ab ly marches back to the hammock
The
interior
of
the
building
is
of
oughly equipped throughout, and i a
MRS MARIETTA BLETHE.N. 50 Holmes St July 3 beginning ut 9 o’clock.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eldoras
McLain
spent
where
he
finds
Mother
with
a
letter
78*841
solutely free, and without obliga
colonial design and there are read
79 tf
I fireproof building.
FOR SALE—Several 1-undreu R. I. Red
tion on your part, several absolute that "just must be mailed.” Daddy
ing rooms for adults, children and a week recently at their home in
FOR SALE—Maine, beautiful village home, chicks. 5 weeks old. Price reasonable. E. R.
Xew
Harbor.
rushes
Into
his
hat
and
coat,
takes
The shelves now contain 12.000 High School students. Large gifts
ly new scenarios and Information
78-tf
Steamer Gov. Douglass is bringing 14 rooms, 2 baths. 6 miles Poland Spring, also VERRILL, 354 Broadway.
upon the subject of making amateur the letter and gallops down the
| books with accommodations for from the summer residents and an quite a number of passengers daily 250-acre farm, settling estate, priced (o sell.
FOR SALE Lot of land on Franklin Street
DONALD C. CHANDLER. New Gloucester.
path
to
the
waiting
automobile,
I 6,000 more.
movies for yonr own family uses
intensive drive last summer niuler
•
78*85 80x159 ft. ou street. J. W. SMALL, Glencove.
and it begins to look like summer Me.
with any of the new kinds of Moth«r follows with the children
The ai^hitects w^re Charles li. the leadership qf Rev. Ralph H. in spite of the fog which has been
77*82
TO LET—House and log cabin on shore at
whom she wants Daddy to take
cameras.
I Loring of Boston and Parker Hooper Hayden, made such a building pos prevailing.
FOR SALE—Handsome oak bed and oak
Friendship for summer, by week, month or
Synopsis of “Daddy’s Day of along. He Is In the car and away
of New York and the plans were a sible for the town. It is a beautiful
W. MORTON. bureau. Apply at COL’RLER-GAZETTE office.
Keepers Woodword and Talbot' season. Good bathing beach. A.
77*tf
________ 78*86
Rest": Daddy comes home at noon before they reach the gate. The
gift from Mr. Hooper. The build structure and adds greatly to the were kept pretty busy the past Friendship, Me.
FOR SALE—8 room house, all modern,
TO LET—2 camps of 2 rooms each with pi
on Saturday, looking forward to a last scene shows Daddy drawing
ing cost approximately $50,000. Wil beauty of the village.
month
blowing
the
fog
signal
on
double
lot.
fruit
trees,
berries,
good
barn,
etc.
azzas,
furnished,
only
few
feet
apart
at
Hos

quiet, restful afternoon. He Is met up by the side ot a country rgad.
75*81
Manana.
mer's Pond, one $10 per week, $30 per month Apply 19 WILLOW ST
at the gate by two very energetic He gets out of the car, finds a
eral weeks in Maine and sailed Tues
Mrs. Verona Timson arrived last or $75 for seas-^n : other $8 per week, $25
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood : fitted soft
CAMDEN
or $65 f r season. EDWIN A. DEA-N. wood slabs $8 ; also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
youngsters who consider rest of comfy spot beneath a tree, pulls
day in his sloop yacht Etta May f"i week and will pass the summer at month
Rockland. Me tel. II81-M
78-83 P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
any kind an absolnte waste of his newspaper from his pocket and
Miss Esther Morse leaves Satur New York. Capt Hutchings is 8 the Seine Loft.
74-tf
TO LET—8 room cottlge and garage nevt
time. Mother Is waiting at the opens lt up. Mother's nnmatled
day morning for Auburndale, Mas-., years of age but is hale and heart'
Mr. and Mrs. Bogdanore and son of the water. Newly furnished, with fireplace.
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
door, and she also has been looking letter falls out and. though lt gives
where she will attend a summer and made the trip to New York Xew York arrived Saturday and For particulars CALL 188-MK or write BOX
St.. Rockport at a bargain. Hot water heat,
forward to an afternoon of rest him a momentary pang of con
school of music.
opened their cottage on Howes Hill 143.__________________________________ 77-tf electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line.
alone.
now that Daddy Is on the Job to science, he soon forgets lt and fet
Mrs. J. J. Borland has arrived from
C. S. GARDNER. Rockport. Me.
72-tf
FOR SALE—Several articles of used fur
for
the
season.
The
Masonic
Assembly
will
b<
Just the kind lor your cottage or j
look after the children.
After tles down for the afternoon.
Chicago and opened Nodoneyo in the held at the Pioneer Pavilion. East
FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 foot long $6.50.
Capt. Ellsworth Wallace brought nlture.
camp.
TBL.
726
W
19
FRANKLIN
ST
I
Cast of characters:
Daddy, a
Stove
length
$8.
15
bundles
shims
$1
;
also
lnnch Daddy ensconces himself In
Belfast road for the season.
77-tf I lumber. L. A. PA UK ARI), R. F. D., Thomas
Union, tonight with music by Dean’s the Rev. John W. Gunemere and
the hammock with the newspaper tired business man. Mother, Junior,
Mrs. Elvie Gould has - returned
family
Friday
and
they
have
opened
ton.
70-tf
TO LET OR FOR SALE—(ottage house In
orchestra.
and a pitcher of Ice-tea near at Alice Virginia.
from a visit with her sister Mrs R.
Many .from. Camden attended th< their cottage for the summer coming village at Owl's Head : unobstructed view of
FOR SALE—2 5-ft. display show cases, 1
Properties:
An automobile, a
hand. Soon Junior and Alice Vir
Frank Ames in Boston.
bav: seven rooms, electric lights.
E. R. 12-ft. counter; 1 9-ft. counter; 1 large re
horse racing at Rockland yesterday here from Philadelphia.
78*80 frigerator. TRAINER'S BAKERY, foot of
ginia pounce upon him demanding garden hammock, a newspaper, a
The Chauncey Borlands of Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ebert and EMERY Tel. Rockland 1161-Y
L.
Mikla
has
bought
of
(Fred
K
68-tf
FOR SALE—Small Island located in Seal Spring St.
that he Indulge In a game of leap- letter.
have arrived at their summer home. Allen the Quality Lunch on Wash
laughter Betty of Lyme, Conn.,
Harbor.
Hdle from Spruce Head postofflee.
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
Belfast road.
have
arrived
for
the
season.
Two
weir
privileges,
good
location
for
cot

ington street where he will run :
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
Mr. and Mrs. R. Frank Ames are first-class restaurant.
tage.
For further particulars call 853-6. sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
OTTO OLtfON. Spruce Head.
76*81 buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
visiting
relatives
in
Camden.
all
evening
services
will
be
held
in
For the months of July, August
ROCKPORT
NORTH WARREN
67-tf
FOR SALE OR TO LET—' • room furnished JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14.
The steam yacht Lyndonia with I and September the Methodist, C< n- the Congregational church, in Au
Cyrus H. K. Curtis and party arrived I gregational and Baptist churches gust at the Baptist church and Sep summer cottage at Ingraham HUI, city water,
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove, No. 12,
■William Proctor of Lewiston was
elec, lights, 5 minutes to elec, cars, nice view good as new, at half price. C4 Summer stl
Mrs. Charles Mank has been en
from Philadelphia Tuesday.
Mr.1
harbor. Also summer cottage lots for sale. TEL 186 R.
tertaining her sisters Mrs. Nelson thq guest of Mr. anil Mrs. Edgar S. Curtis will spend the season at Lyn- have entered into a summer ar tember at the Methodist. All serv of
Apply to G. A. TARR. Tel. 614-M or 232-W.
arrangement as follows: During July ices commence at 7 o’clock.
Hall Lt Bangor and Mr. and Mrs. W. Bolindell over Sunday.
FOR SALE—H .nse foot Knox St., Thomas
•
76-tf
ton ; 7-roon. Louse «vith bam and 2 large
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Russ. Mrs. Eliza donwood, his summer home.
L. WLliamson of Spruce Head the
TO RENT—Three cottages furnished on hen houses, 7 acres southern side hill, field
Many
from
Camden
attended
the
Jones and Mrs. Minnie Weed re
Lake. Boating, fishing and bathing. Write for for hens, new cellar under house. Very low
past week.
State of Maine pageant at Bath.
particulars, WILLIAM SANSOM, Rockland. price; House at Pleasant Gardens; House lot
Mrs. N. J. Hall returned to her turned Monday from-Roxbury, where
Harry
Earle
of
New
York
is
in
Me.
73-tf second from corner Masonic St. and Broad
home in Bangor Sunday.
Mrs. they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. town, called here by the death ol hi.s
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargains, way; 2-family house Janies St., 2 lots land.
Charles Mank accompanied her for Marshall E. Reed and family.
small and large/ summer homes and resi Small payment down, balance in rent. V. F.
Prof, and Mrs. Robert Steward of three months old son.
the day returning that evening.
66-tf
dences. mountain, river or lakp. Copy free. STl'DLEY. C9 Park St.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wellman of
ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast. Me.
66-tf
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Williamson Lansing. XWch.. who are spending the Rumford have been guests of Mi
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
This
is
the
most
effective
known
way
of
who have been visiting at C. W. summer at Northport were recently and Mrs. Fred Dean.
TO LET—7-room oottage at Owl’s Head, color; storage. J A. STEVENS bt SON, Mc
66-tf
preserving the freshness and flavor of tea.
all modern <,onvenlences. See NELSON B. Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M.
Manks went to Appleton Monday to at the home of his brother Dr. C. W
Hilton,
young
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
COBB,
at Fuller-Cobh Davis.
66-tf
WINDSHIELD and Auto Glass replace
visit their daughter Mrs. A. L. Phil- Steward.
George
Start,
has
returned
from
ment.
Fine
shoe
repairing.
“
MILLIGAN
’S,”
FOB SALE—Cottage at Hobb’s Pond. Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Brainerd Paul of
brook.
66-tf
Portland, where he has been in the
Me., one mile from postofflee, all furnished, >pp. town clock.
Mr. and Mrs. George Tash and New Portland are visiting Mr. and Maine General Hospital for an op
ready to occupy; or will let for the season
G. K. MAYO representing .1. L. Taylor &
at $150.
Communicate with J. F. BURGESS. Co., Wholesale Tailors. All wool suit or overranddaughter of l’ownal and son of Mrs. William A. Paul.
Miss Sadie Estabrook of Man eration on the ear.
Rockland, Me. Tel. 426-R or 1186-M.
62-tf ioat made to measure as low as $25. Best
Wilmington. Del., were at C. W.
Mrs. Lotta McAuley of Portland
linings, trimmings and workmanship. G. K.
Mank’s last Saturday. Mr. Tash is chester, N. H„ is the guest of Mr has been the guest of her daughter,
MAYO. 22 Masonic St. Tel. 304
64-tfj
a brother of Mrs. Josie Cummings and Mrs. Benjamin P. Wooster.
Wanted
Mrs.
Harry
Earle.
The Nitsumsosum Club was pleas
md she had not seen him for 42
At the regular meeting of Mt.
antly entertained Munday evening at
WANTED—Girl at the Smith House. Park
To Let
years.
Battie Lodge of Odd Fellows Tues
St. Apply in person from 1 to 4 p. in. No in
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson are en ' tlie home of Miss Clara Walker. Re
formation given over phone.
89-82
day
evening,
there
was
work
in
the
TO LET—4-room house at 28 Ulmer St. off
tertainlng their niece Mrs. Job. freshments were served
initiatory degree.
WANTED—Missionary salesmen hy manu Park St. Apply on PREMISES.
79*81
Mrs. Washburn Ingraham of Cam
Boyce and son Jack from Amherst.
fac.turer of well known advertised candy. Ex
Capt.
J.
F.
Hutchings
of
the
Sail

TO LET—Tenement of seven rooms and one
perience not necessary. Straight salary, (’all
Mass. Mr. Boyce will join his fam den was the guest of Mrs. Emma ors' Snug Harbor, Staten Island, X.
of three rooms, centrally located. ANNIE F.
Torrey and Mrs. Cacildia Cain Tues
Saturday afternoon. 'Thorndike H<gel. M. M
ily later.
79*81
Y., was calling on friends in town
MOSKOL.
•
80-81 HAHN, 67 Rankin St.
Herbert Mank and father Albert day.
427
LET—Furnished room, all modern at
recently. He has been spending sev
WANTED—At once experienced girl for gen 30TO
• * * •
nigh St. TEL. 768-W or 8’<9-W.
78-80
Mank of East Union were visitors at

Miss Evelyn Berry, Miss Adelaide
Hewett and Miss Bena Rice of the
Bancroft staff were guests Wednes
day of Miss Berry’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. Frank Berry.
A special meeting of Ivy Chapter
O.E.S., was held Friday evening with
supper at G.30, work following
Guests were present from Tenants
Harbor, Union, Rockport Thomaston
and Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Norwood son
Ralph and Mrs. C. Frank Berry at
tended the dedication exercises of
the Carlton Bridge Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gould of
Quincy, Mass., were guests Tuesday
of Mrs. Harriet MacFarland at the
home of F. E. Moore.
W. E. Spear with the aid of Walter
Tibbetts and F. E. Spear has re
shingled his barn since the weathe
improved.
Maurice Sidensparker has been as
Fisting N. E. Moore in laying new
shingles on one side of his barn
and ell this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Starrett and
children of Providence, R. I., arrive
last Thursday at their summer home
here for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Robinson were
business eallers in town Monda,
evening motoring over from Rock
land in their new Whippet sedan
Friends are hoping to see them often
up this way.
Mrs. Ernest Starrett accompanied
hy her sisjer Miss Clara Lermond o
Thomaston spent last Friday
Portland.
“Our Surroundings” is the sub
ject for the Sunday morning servi
at the Baptist church. There will
be special music by the choir. J
, the evening Rev. H. M. Purrington
subject will be “Idle.”
The public is asked to bear 1
mind GraVige Sunday, July 15 and
the annual lawn party for th
Christian Endeavor Society the eve
ning of July 26.
’The past week has seemed rathe
dull to many Warren children sine
Carleton Gregory and his pon
“Twinkle” have returned to I hoir
home in Rockland. Sixteen caller
in one afternoon provided quite
bit of work, but Twinkle obliging
gave them all a ride. Master Carle
ton visited his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. Frank 'Thomas for tw
weeks.
Warren Grange will meet with
Maple Grange, North Waldoboro
this evening. Transportation will be
furnished for all members wishing
to go, leaving Grange hall at 6.4
standard time.

IUS> UKULELE
I TROUBADOURS;
ARE A
NECESSARY
EVIL-"

Every-Other-Day
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“

’s Day

Rest”

Sealed in Metal

"SALADA”

Charles Mank’s Sunday.
While spending a week in this
place W. L. Williamson was so un- ,
fortunate as to lose his pet dog |
Buster, who was his constant com
panion. He is a small black spaniel
and when he left here was wearing
a collar with brass studdings. He
has many knowing tricks and it is
a great loss to his master. If any
one knows or hears anything of a
lost puppy please notify Mr. Wil
liamson at Spruce Head or Charles
W. Mank of this place, telephone
number S—3.
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson at
tended the pageant at Bath Monday
evening.
Lester Mank has bought a Durant
coach of Prescott in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank spent
the Fourth with her parents in
Brunswick.
Llewellyn Mank who has been vis
iting his mother for several weeks
has returned to his home here.

GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were
in Rockland last week.
Mrs. Charles Geele and Miss Addie
Geele visit wl Mrs. (’lifford Winchenbach at West Waldoboro Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah and
son Sherman of South Waldoboro
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Winchenbach.
Mrs. Thomas Kuhn and Mrs War
ren Creamer of West Waldoboro
spent Wednesday with Mrs. Charles
Geele.
Mr. and Mrs. Hector Creamer of
Gardiner and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Creamer and daughter Audrey of
Dutch Neck were visitors at Melvin
Genthner’s and Alden Waltz’s Sun
day.
Mrs. William Gross was in Rock
land Monday.
Miss Edith iMorse of East Friend
ship is spending the summer with
her uncle Ralph Eugley
Mrs C. I.. Eugley. Mrs. Mayhelle
Qenthner and children and Ralph
with Mrs. Frank Morse. East FriendEugley and children sp,ent {Sunday
ship.
McClellan Eugley was a Sunday
guest of Mr. nnd Mrs. Alexander
Drosier in Waldoboro.
Leander Gross of North Waldoboro
spent Monday at Frank Simmons’.
Miss Alice Simmons is visiting
friends in North Waldoboro.

Wall-Lobdell
In Saint Lukes Episcopal church. I

- ... . x. v . June li <lertrtttfe B.
Wall and Emory G. Lobdell were I
united in marriage by the Rev. Rob- I
ert X. Turner, rector of Somers and I
N'.rtli Salem churches. They were
ittenged by Fred <5. Churchill, cousin
>f tlie bride, and Louiee Breer .both I
of Melrose, Mass. The groom is a
very popular business man of North
Salem and the bride has resided in |
t at ,ity :'m tic- past seven years
She was formerly of Rockport. Maine I
After a short trip, they are to be at
home in North Salem and have the
congratulations and best wishes of j
their many friends.

Why Only Eeo

x;

Can Build, a Reo

ROUND POND

Miscellaneous

Mr. an<l Mrs. Fr.-.l I,ano of Melrose. I
\l.iare here for two weeks vaca-|
tion at tl.eir summer cottage.
Mrs. I.aura Poland has moved into]
Asbury Hanna's house.
Mrs. i)ani.-l Mason. Jr., was called I
to Massachuaeus Tuesday of last |
week by tlie attdden illness of her |
daughter.
Miss Vivian Richards has gone to]
Gorham to attend summer school
Miss M uy Nichols and sister. Miss I
Carrie Nichols arrived home from
Massachusetts last week for the sum- ]
mer.
Friends of Mrs. Sophia Gorham, I
who lias been confined to the house |
for a long time, and who recently suf
fered a rejapse of her illness will lie I
pleased to iearn she is sligiitly im-|
proved.
A warm welcome is being extended I
Mis. Beulah I.orenz who arrived here
last week after a years absence at
Berkeley. Calif. She was the guest
of Mrs. Mary E. Thompson for a few]
days before opening Iter home here.
Mrs. Charles Bundy and children I
who have been at Panama for two I
years arrived Friday at the home of I
her mother Mrs. Jennie Nichols to
spend the summer much to the pleasure o f her many friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Ilervey Brown of Ros! linda’.e, Mass, are at their cottage here
i for tlie summer.

OPEN FOR BIDS—Fine power boats Vir
ginia and Sea Gull. These Stale boats may be
seen at Brown Wharf, Rockland, Virginia, 67
feet over all. 75 h.p. standard heavy duty en
gine. Sea Gull 49 feet over all, 49 h.p. Lathrop
4 cycle engine. Apply at Main Street Offlce’of
SEA A SHORE FISHERIES, Rockland.
89-82
WASHING—Wet or dry washing, ironing
extra special care with fine materials. Tel,
424 R Rockland or call at 160 PLEASANT
STREET.
78-89

PAINTING.

VKierever superior quality is
a guarantee of finer performance,
greater comfort, surer economy for
the Reo owner, Reo builds of the
best that money can buy. There
has been no compromise with price.
No other car in or near Reo’s price
classes is so universally constructed
of the finest that money can pur
chase.
I

And no other car, regardless of price,
has built into it the faultlcssncss
of design and the engineering ex
cellence that are peculiarly Reo’s
1 own. Brains are, of course, no com
pany’s mono|K>ly, but the brains
that developed the 1929 Reo Flying
Cloud so far in advance of its time
were inevitably attracted to Reo—

• * ♦ ♦
t James E. Clark

Many will learn with regret of the
death of James E. Clark, CD which ocj curred alter an illness of a few days,
i l’or several years his health had been
undermined hy a rheumatic trouble
involving tlie heart and which caused
| his death. Mr. ('lark who was horn
in Bristol had resided all his life in
APPLETON RIDGE
Shirley Cargill of Whrrep is the this town and was a loyal, upright
j citizen and true friend and will he
guest of her cousin E. Marie Perry.
Mrs. Lola Marston of . ’reeport was missed throughout the community. He
a guest Thursday of Mrs. Hazle perry. was united in marriage to Miss Nellie
Mr. and Mrs. II. C. Stanley and Hall of Bath whom he survived some
daughter were Sunday guests of rela six years. Funeral services were held
tives in Prospect and Stockton ' at the home of his cousin, Mrs. Mur
phy Monday forenoon. Rev George
Springs.
M. M. Brown and A. L. Sprowl have King of Bristol officiating Mr. Clark
taken over the trad“ in the General leaves a brother Otis Clark of AusGrocery Store recently carried on by ; traia and two sisters, Mrs. Manuel
Francis and Mrs. John Butman of this
E. L. Hodgman.
Recent guests of Mrs. Callie Fuller village. His aunt Mrs. Ellen Burns
were Mrs. Byant ha Brown, .Mr. and and cousin, Mrs. Helen Flemming of
Mrs. Mertland Jackson and Raymond Rockland were in attendance at the
funeral.
tWardwell uf Lincolnville.

eral housework. MRS. J. G. CROWLEY, Cam
den. Me. Tel. 57.
79-81
WANTED—Women .'middle age preferred)
to cook and do general housework, small fam
ilv. Meguntirook I..ike. Wages |15 i" t week,
WALTER RICH. JR., Tel. Camden 181. 79*81
WANTED—Lady cook for summer home.
BOX A. Port Clyde. Me.
78-tf
WANTED—Clerk at NAHKAGAN*SeT HO
TEL.
78-tf
WANTED—kit. In n girl al TIKIHMIIKE
HOTEL.
WANTED—Chamber maid at WINDSOR
HOTEL.
76-tf
WANTED—Position as private chauffeur.
Write “Y” care This Office.
76*81
WANTED -Your summer cottage adver
tlscd in this column, If for rent or sale. Try
it and notice the many replies you get.
62-tf
WANTED—Friendship sloop 32 to 35 ft.
long, write details. “M.” care Courler-Ga
zette.
60 -tf

REO

MOTOR

CAR

For Reo engineers are unhampered
hy the restrictions of a vast, immo
bile plant; Reo plans are carried
out as projected without the re
strictions imposed by indebted
ness, and Reo products arc hon
estly built in a plant noted for
having the lowest rate of labor
turnover in the industry.
These arc the conditions which
have made possible Reo’s advanced
. engineering—whieh have attracted
the best brains in the industry,
brains that money alone could
never buy.
Lansing,

MASON

Brougham

i

IMS

Michigan

WOLVERINE
» *.
Cabriolet . $ 1195 Brougham $ 1195
6 0. b. Lansing
Sedao . .$1
|1295.........................

GEORGE n. SinnONS

With Gl Graphotypa and Cabinet
All Complete

As new, in original pack
ings. At a bargain. If in
terested write to

The Courier-Gazette

,23 TILLSQN AVENUE
———-

ply MRS. B. B. SMITH. 16 Lincoln St. Tel.

_________________ 77-tf
TO LET—7-room house and garage at 90
Mechanic St. WALTER SNOW. Tel. 373-W.

ADPRESSOGRAPH

/. a. h. Lmunt

TELEPHONE 4 W

80*82
TO LET—Apartment at Bicknell block. Ap

FOR SALE

For M Platea

FLYING CLOUD
Coup* . jl<2> Sedan . . . $1845
Victoria . 1795 Roadster. . $1685

9

work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor,
TO LET Two furnished rooms at 10
3 Adams St. Tel. 194-J.
64-tf
PLEASANT ST.
76-81
~R0CK AND CEMOlT WORK, cellar walls
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work, , TO LET—2-room furnished apartment at 7:
•
’
amden
St.,
adulls
only.
Innulre
74
CAMDEN
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
ST73-tf
TON, 54 Brewster Rt. Tel. 467-M
64-8
JO LET—Modern apartment of 5 rooms,
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
and estates ; up-to-date property, in the gar all Improrementa, 7 Granite St. Apply XEK70-tf
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write SOX U. COBB at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
JO LET—5 room flat all modern Improve^
fast. Me.
GG-tf merits, furnished or unfurnished. Call at
63-tf
NEW YORK TAILOR comer Summer and premises, PI XORTH MAIN ST.
Main Sts. Cleaning, repairing and dyeing
TO LET—Furnlohed or unfurnished 5Suits made to measure. Fur coats rellned.
room apartment, all modern . Innulre 8 SHM62-tf MKK ST. Tel. 1118-B.
«l-lf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair good*
JOHNSON’S ELECTRICAL Floor Waxer,
the Rockiand Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall 5\p.e.r
CO..
orders solicited. HELEN
RHODES^
CG-tf 408 Xfalp St. HOflKLAXD HARDWARE 66-tf
TYPEWRITERS—$3 down puts a standard
make, Viiderwood or L. C. Smith typewriter in
AUCTION
your home or office. Kxjmrt repair service on
Bankrupt Sale. Mill. Real Estate
all makes. Write, phone or call. TYPEWRITER
The undersigned will sell at public auction
EXCHANGE AND EQUIPMENT CO.. Augusta (unless previously disposed of at private sale)
Me-__________
74*7! at the office of the sheriff at the Couniy Court
House in Rockland, on the fourteenth day of
WHEN IN NEW YORK Remember that July, A. D. 1928. at ten o’clock in the foreyot| pip bu.v cojdes .>f The (’ourler-Gazette. noon, the following property belonging to the
with the home news, ut Hotallng’s News bankrupt estate of Alex. 0. Spear of Warren :
Agency, Broadway and 43 St.
Saw Mill, capacity of about 20.906 fler day.
Boiler and Engine may be seen at Charles
Copeland’s, South Warden.
Edger. at I. L. Snow & Co.’s, Rockland.
Rolls, at Atlantic Wharf. Rockland.
Wood lot, about 66 acres. In Washington.^
Me., known as the John Patrick lot.
Wood lot, about 25 aeries, in Washington,
bounded by Jackson Stream ; Collamore Pond ;
Merl Marr’s laud and Alonzo Farrar’s land.
Further particulars on application.
Standard FI
Terms cash.
July 3, 1928, Thomaston. Me.
JOHN BROWN.
Trustee Alex. O. Spear.
July5-7-12

u place where honesty of purpose
and engineering farsightedness are
sure to bear fruit.

COMPANY,

PAPER HANGING.

TO LET Furnished .apartment on Oak St.
All modern improvements. ERNEST C. DAVIS,
at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
78-80
TO LET—2-rooni apartment furnished at
37 ( amden St. Elec. lights and gas. Tel. 403.
EIJDA (’OLSON.
79*81
TO LET—Building on Knowlton St. Would
make a good storehouse, joiner or paint shop.
J. H MELVIN. 21 (Lay St Tel, 624-M.
79/f
TO LET—Bed room und sitting room to
gether, 1st floor, furnished—with kitchen priv
ilege.
19 OAK .ST.
79-81
TO LET—Furnished sitting room and bed
room : with or without light housekeeping ac
commodations.
MBS. MINA LARSON. 14
Frederick St.
<
79*81
TO LET—Furnished apartment on Main St.,
Thomaston, modern improvements, adults only.
Inquire 6 ERIN OT., Thomaston. Tel. 164-11.
78-80
TO LET—Room, all modern at 39 High St.
TEL. 768-W or 899-W.
78-80
TO LET—Tenement on Masonic street, all
modern conveniences, hot and cold water,
electric lights, etc.
Inquire KITTRDE(iE
PHARMACY.
78-80
TO LET—5-rooin first floor apartment furnixhed wilh or without garage. 69 Park St.
V. F. STUDLEY.____________
77-tf
TO LET—Three furnished light housekeep
ing rooms with lights and use of bath, adults
only. Inquire 5 BAY YIBW SQ. Tel. 180-M.

*

LOANS
FIRST OR SECOND MORTGAGES
ON REAL ESTATE

HARRY BERMAN
423 MAIN ST. ROOM 3
TEL. 426-M
ROCKLAND

_____________________ 113-Th-tf

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Knox County Ceurt Houn

ROCKLANP, MAIN*
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Every-Other-Day

Mliilil

FRANZ JOSEF LAND
Where Russian Expedition i
Hopes To Rescue Gen. i
Nobile.
In addition to personal notes recording depariuren and arrivals, thia department espe- * Miss Rose Adams gave an auction
dally desires Information of social happen party Monday evening at her home
ings, parties, niualcttls, etc. Notes sent by on Berkeley street with Miss Marian
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
Norton as honor guest. There were
TELEPHONE ........................................... 770 two tables of cards, honors failing
to Miss Louise Harrington, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Bert bobbins of Corice Thomas and Miss Marian
Richardson, with guest prize to Miss
Washington, D. C., were guests r ,
x
t
Q,i
in
L.
Beaton
threr
Norton
' Refreshments were ec.ved
Mr. and Mrs. Joh
days this week, while enroute fo
Mrs. Archie IBowley and children
Nova Scotia on a motor trip. Whip
Inez and Grace are in Hingham,
here Mr. Robbins, who is in the gov
ernment service as a draftsman, re Mass., guests of relatives.
ceived the welcome news that he bad
been granted a substantial increase i
Mrs. Ella McMillan is entertainof salary.
i ing the Relief Corps Patchwork Club
-----tomorrow evening at her home on
Mr. and Mrs. Harry P. Burr of Robinson street.
Savannah. Ga., announce the mar- ■
riage on June 12 of their daughter I Mrs. Daniel Cole is in Swan's 1sHelen to Frederick Holmes Chris- land the guest of Mrs. Lewis Stantensen. The married couple are now ley and her sister-. Mrs. Sadie Gross,
at home at Beaufort, S. C.
Mrs. Cole is accompanied by Mrs.
-----i Cora Carleton,
Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell,, Mass. |
-----is visiting at F. M. French's, Gran
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nichols and
ite street.
daughter Barbara of Berkeley, Calif,
were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Gould and Mrs. Lou Mrs. Leroy Chatto, McLoud street.
Ingiobam motored from Portland
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Murray of
Mr. and Mrs. burton Seekins and
thut city and were guests for the day daughter ‘Pauline of Norwood, Mass.,
of Miss Lottie Skinner and Miss were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
Margaret Stahl.
Leroy Chatto, McLoud street.

'.I' 1'SL . ' V, ;

:Z

We Fit the Tall!
We Fit the Fat!

Franz Josef Land, where a Russian
expedition hopes to find Nobile and
his companions, was also the center of interest in a galloon disaster thirty
years ago. This is pointed out in a
-X..
bulletin from the Washington, D. C.,
headquarters of the National Geo
graphic Society.
“After the .Swedish explorer, An
dree. disappeared in his balloon in
1&97, north of Spitsbergen close to the
pfcce at which Nobile’s was recently
MC-CON AUG HY-WENTWORTH
NEW TICKET TAX
:ost, explorers were hopeful that he
had drifted eastward to Franz Josef
Walter
The home of Dr. and Mrs. ciaus All Admissions Under $3 Land.” says the bulletin.
E. Sandwall, 4a Eliot avenue. West
Wellman, assisted by the National
A Fine Line of Men’s Quality Wear can be seen at our store, sold at Prices AB
Are xempt Under the New Geographic Society, led an expedition
Newton, Mass., was the scene of a
pretty wedding Wednesday after
to
Franz
Josef
Iaind
the
following
SOLUTELY IMPOSSIBLE for such Quality Goods in other stores.
Ruling.
noon, June 27, when Mrs. Sandwall’s
year and thought it likely that he j
sister Miss Mary Melvina Wentworth
would
find
Andree
at
Cone
Flora,
on
The now tax rates on tickets to
THE LOWEST PRICES IN ROCKLAND !
of the faculty of Mt. Holyoke Col theatres and other places of amuse one of the southernmost of the islands
lege was married to Dr. James Mc ment is now in effect. Instructions which was known by Andree to he a I
Every Article Guaranteed
FREE Pressing Feature
Conaughy of Philadelphia.
The Ii for the guidance of collectors in as headquarters and a frequent ppint of
We Press FREE Every Suit Bought In Our Store
rooms were artistically decorate sessing the revised rates have been call for explorers. Andree was at
with palms, carnations, peonies, roses issued by the commissioner of inter Cape Flora, however, and no trace
and Held daisies.
)f him or his balloon was ever found
nal revenue.
The bride, gowned in peach geor
The new law exempts from taxation in Franz Josef Land.
gette, and carrying a bouquet of all admissions costing less than $3
Castaway Explorers Spent Winter
roses and lilies of the valley, was The exemption under the old act cov
“Although Franz Josef Land is des
attended as matron of honor by Mrs. ered tickets sold for 75 cents or less.
Sandwall who wore powder blue and A flat rate of 10 percent will he im olate and ice-mantled and has never
been inhabited, it is possible for men
PARK THEATRE BLDG. PARK ST. FREE PRESSING SERVICE
carried pin k roses.
The groom’s posed for single tickets sold in ex
best man was his son. l)r. James L. cess of $3 except in cases of prize to exist there, even through the win
ter,
as
the
history
of
Arctic
exploraMcConaughy, president of Wesleyan
fights. Amounts for admission by F tion proves. The was discovered
IlillliliilllllllHi
University. Rev. Henry F. Smith, season ticket or subscription is taxa
pastor of the (Congregational church ble only if the amount which would cldentally in 1873 by an Austro-Hqngarian
expedition
Pent
on
finding
the
Major Kenneth P. Lord arrived last
at West Medford, Mass., olficviated
Mrs. Irene Pugli is the guest of the single ring service being used. he charged the holder or subscribe^ Northeast Passage.
Their ship,
night and will spend the months of
for a single admission exceeds $3.
relatives in Westbrook.
TACKLED THE JOB
au flit in tlie ice, drifted to tlie south
At the reception which followed
July and August with his family.
Section 411 of the new law. imposes ern extremity of the island group, and
the ceremony, ices, cake and punch
Mrs. William How of Belfast has were served by Mrs. Carl Bjork. Mrs. a tax of 25 percent upon admissions the crew wintered in her fast in the How New Sharon Farm Boy
Miss Louise Tyler who teaches in
been the guest of Mrs. H. H. McIn L. C. Turner, Miss Sadie Johnstone, of $5 or more to prize fights, boxing, ice.
New Rochelle N. Y., was the guest
sparring or other pugilistic matches.
tire. Llnaerock street, enroute to
“In 1881 a British party of 25. its
Found Himself Able To
Oyster River, Thomaston, Me.
of her aunt, Miss Mary Tyler, Cam Connecticut, where she will be the Mrs. Englund and Mrs. John Eng- It provides that a tax equivalent to
ship crushed, winteied on shore, liv
dahl.
den street, over the Fourth. Miss
Go
To
College.
that due on paid admissions be col ing partly on bear and walrus meat.
guest of relatives.
Mrs. McCona’ughy is well known in
Tyler goes to Southwest Harbor
lected on free or .complimentary tick VVl llman and his companions spent
SUNDAY, JULY 7
Massachusetts, not only as a teach
where she conducts a gift shop with
Among the Rockland attendants at er, but as a lecturer on themes per ets or.admission to pugilistic exhibi the winter of 18!l8-'.i9 on shore, and
Drama, in the real s< nse of tlie word,
her sister, Miss Evelyn Tyler.
the dedication of the Carlton Bridge taining to menfal liygiene, and will tions, the tax being based upon the the Zeigler expedition wintered over is not confined to Hollywood, nor are
SPECIAL—GHICKEN PIE DINNERS
amount for which a similar seat or in 1904-5.
Monday were noted tleorge E. Tor
ajl wise heads on old shoulders. Con
Miss Alice Lymehurner is visiting rey, Mrs. Lilian S. Copping. Mrs. S. continue many of her activities along box is sold.
“Franz Josef Land was named by fronted last fall by a choice between
this
linn.
Dr.
McConaugliy
is
edi

friends in Dark Harbor for a few A. Burpee, Mips Martha Wight.
The collectors are informed that if its Austro-Hungarian discoverers going to tlie great agricultural fair
CLARA E LERMOND & MAUDE H. LERMOND, Manager,
tor of Public ations of the American
days.
Bradford Burgess. Mrs, Minnie Cobb, Sunday School Union in Philadel complimentary tickets are used the under the impression that it Was a it Springfield. Mass., the Eastern
TELEPHONE 1G9-11—RESERVATIONS
tux should lie collected at the time of large land mass, perhaps even of con States Exposition, or entering the
L. A. Thurston and family.
phia.
Charles Harden and Mr. and Mrs.
issuance, while if no tickets are is tinental size. Later exploration dis University of Maine for a four-year
80-lt
Among
the
guests
were
Mrs.
Lewis
Lloyd Harden and daughter motored
Orrin Perry Jr,. and family arrived C. Turner, of Isle au Haut. sister of sued. tax must be collected when the closed that it is a group of many course. Lewis E. Parlin, a young
from Boston Sunday arid are guests from New York last night, havii
person is permitted free admission.
islands.
Thirty
of
these
are
ten
miles
farm hoy in New Sharon, who had
the bride; Principal and Mrs. Henry
of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bartlett and, made the journey by motor.
The broker’s tax of 5 percent ap or more in length and tlie remainder graduated from High School tlie pre
Cutler of Mt. Hermon School; Mrs.
Warren Crockett, at The Highlands.
plies
to
the
excess
over
the
established
scores
of
them
—
are
small.
Several
vious June, found it hard to make a
Tyler Bird and daughter of Dor
box office price, plus tax where a tick of the islands are as much as 50 miles decision.
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Gould son of
Mrs. L. E. McRae entertained at Quincy, Mass., are guests of Mr. and chester, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Mil- et is sold at the advance of 75 cents or long. Tlie group lies slightly farther
On one hand was the alluring pros
her Broadway home Saturday eve Mrs. E. O B. Gonia at their Crescent ton Bird of Boston; Mr. and Mis. less and the tax of 50 cents applies to north than Spitsbergen, and its cen pect of a free trip out of the State as
Donald
McConaugliy
of
New
York
ning ih honor of Mrs. E. C. Boody. Jr. Reach cottage.
tickets sold at an advance of more ter is as far east of King's Bay as a meinuer of the annual pilgrimage
City; Frederick A. Libbv and Mrs. than 75 cents.
SOUTH THOMASTON GRANGE HALL
New York is east of Detroit. It is as of over a hundred hustling, eager,
Jar./t
Libby
of
N
w
York
City;
Mrs.
Hiss Eugenia Carver was the week
The 50 percent tax imposed upon far north of the Murman Coast of clear-eyed farm boys and girls re
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Havener and Gamaliel
Bradford of Wellesley
end guest of Mrs. Robert ISnow, Suf- son Harold Jr., motored from New
the amount for which the proprie Russia and the northern coast of Nor cruited from Maine’s 4-Il Clubs. Tills
-folk street, enroute front Somerville, York City to spend the Fourth with Hills; Miss Addie Towne, editor of tors, managers, or employes of any way as Chicago is north of New Gr trip, by the way. is supported by the
the Journal-Transcript of FrankHn,
Mass., to her home in Vlnalhaven.
relatives. The trip was planned es X: H.; Mr. and Mrs. John Phinny of opera house, theatre, etc., dispose of oans. It is about the same distance State Chamber of Commerce and has
7 MEN- KIRK’S FULL ORCHESTRA—7 MEN
pecially to give Harold Jr., the real Cambridge; Mr. and Mrs. William tickets in excess of the estaolished from the North Pold.
been called Maine’s best advertise
Mrs. Earle Ludwick entertained 16 Fourth of July celebration, which
price, applies in all cases where tick
ment. On the <fther hand, young Par
More Arctic Than Spitsbergen
1). Bailey of Pleasantville, N. Y.
MOONLIGHT DANCES
ets are sold in excess of the estab
little folk at her home on Chestnut took place at the home of Mr. and
“Tlie sea between northern Spits lin viewed the great advantages of a
After a honejQnoon trip to Cali
lished rate even though such rate is
street Monday afternoon to celebrate Mrs. Pierre Havener, North Main
fornia Dr. and Mrs. McConaughy
bergen and northern Franz Josef college course. His decision would
“Come On Down"
$3 or less. In other words, the exemp
the seventh birthday of her daughter street. Tuesday evening. Mr. and
Land is usually packed with an al have been easy had not tlie terrible
will he at home after Sept. 1st at
Mrs.
Francis
Havener
and
children
tion
of
$3
from
tax
does
not
apply
in
SUPPER 5.00 TO 7.30. DANCE 8.30 TO 12.00
Marian. Outdoor games under the
most unbroken expanse of ice so that handicap of an entire lack of the
Alden Park Manor, Apartment B,
cases where tickets are sold for
Master Harold
direction of Miss Madeline Rogers were also guests.
106 Wissahickon and West Chclton
navigation northward is seldom pos necessary funds for a colle*g<‘ course
pronounced
the
celebration
suc

made the afternoon a jolly one, nicely
Avenues, Germantown, Philadelphia. prices in excess of established rates. sible. Even tlie bin rower channels beset him.
• ♦ # •
supplemented by refreshments. Mrs. cessful that he never wants to go
Mrs. McConaughy, daughter of the
between the Franz Josef Islands are
I. udwick was assisted by Mrs. Austin hack to New York.
But the scales swung over and,'en
late Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wentworth EXCAVATION IN POMPEII RUINS eternally frozen hut the larger chan
ful words written hv Lewis Parlin to
J. Moody.
nels become ice free in summer. Be couraged by State Club “Leader Les the Portland Farmers’ (’lub are
who resided for many years on
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Gray and
In
the
course
of
the
new
excava

ter
H.
Shibles
who
had
known
him
tween
southern
Spitsbergen
and
Middle street, has a large circle of
worthy of consideration by tlie thou
Mrs. Alice Rich returned this children of Orrjpgton were guests friends and relatives in Rbckland tions which are being made in Pom
southern Franz Josef Land there is from his success in many club pro sands of people better able t opny for
the Fourth of Mrs. Clara B. Emery,
morning from Boston.
peii
under
the
direction
of
Professor
jects,
Including
the
State
Poultry
often
open
water
in
summer.
Farther
who will unit? in tendering congrat
AT
Ltmerock street.
Majuri, director of the National Mu- south, however, the ice is usually Championship, Lewis decided to life insurance than he is; “If you will
ulations.
take out not less than $1,000 insur- 1
William Eilingwood Jr., was op
sueifi at Naples, says “The Christian packed, and this floating harrier mu.it tackle the job anyway.
Pioneer Pavilion
Mr. and Mrs. George Anderson and
erated on for appendicitis at Knox
Science Monitor.” a wall painting of be traversed by ships steaming from
To make a success of a college ance on my life I will stand behind it
ASffcXhi GECRITTER
forever.”
Mark Crockett of Philadelphia are in
great historical interest has been dis
Hospital Monday.
Russia and Norway to Franz Josef course requires ambition, ability and
EAST UNION
This story illustrates how organ!- ,
the city, coming here kith the re
covered. The painting, which is in
determination. But it requires more
There is some belief that monsters the entrance of a house facing the Land.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Howe of 'Win- mains of their brother Cliftor.
than that. Money, cash money, is zations, institutions and individuals I EVERY SATURD’Y EVG
■
Because
of
its
far
northern
posi
of the Jurasic period may yet be alive incoming visitor, is done in mono
are working together to up-build 1
, Chester, Mass., arrived Tuesday to Crockett.
in the jungle regions of Central and chrome, in chestnut brown, on the tion and the greater distance the Arc needed, even at a school where living Maine’s agriculture.
- be guests for a few days of M-s
expenses
are
so
reasonable
as
at
the
tic
arm
of
the
Gulf
Stream
must
flow
Music by
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and South America particularly sinPc the left are two warriors fighting with
Adelaide Butman, North Main street.
University of Maine, and Lewis might
to reach it, Franz Josef Land
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Wilson have been reported finding of the body of a swords, and on the right is the faded marked hv Arctic conditions to a have had a rude awakening had it not
It is not from materialism that our
Dean’s Novelty Orchestra
Mrs. Edith Alice Hicks, accompan in Bucksport over the Fourth on a strange beast at the pert of La Union, figure of a trumpeter signaling. In the greater extent than Spitsbergen. It been for provisions which had pre democracy is in dangei so much as
San Salvador.
center are two riders, one fleeing has been called the world’s ‘most viously been made for just such a
ied by her niece Miss Wynn Shaw, Ashing trip.
from misguided ideali m.—iIh\ Ar
73T&Th-tf
Newspaper reports state that hunt from the ether, his head held back
sailed Monday from New York fo
characteristic solar land.’ Most of the case by the Portland Farmers’ Club. thur Twining Hadl y.
Sherman Daniels came from Bos ers found the monster shortly after it and his great round shield held to the islifhds are plateaus less than 1.000
a summer in Europe.
Through a member of this club, W.
ton to spend the holiday witli his had died. Half of its body was out back against the pursuer; the latter, feet high, covered with domes of ice. II. Hunton of Dirtland. Agricultural
Miss Myrtle Hemenway has ar parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence II side the water and half in the sea. The however, has already won the contest Ai some points the black basalt crags Agent of tlie Maine Central Rail
body, the hunters said, was like that and his lance is seen piercing the fug
rived from New York for the sum- Daniels.
that form the edges of the plateaus road, a helping hand was extended be
of a bull with a head like a-horse’s and itive’s thigh.
• njer, and is the guest of her aunK
protrude from the white ice and snow. fore young Parlin’s dream of an agri
fitted
with
four
jaws,
each
one
with
17
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Perry and fam
While the letters above the fightin
Mrs. S. O. MacAlman.
Coastal lowlands are of small extent cultural education foundered upon the
teetli
as
thick
as
a
man
’
s
little
finger.
ily of New York ar • nt Owl's Head for
warriors on the left side of the paint save on two or three of the western rocks of financial stringency. The club
The belief prevails that the find is an ing
are
indecipherable,
those most islands.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hall and three a few days.
had just establish! d a revolving loan
Ichthyosaurus,
a
monster
of
the.
Ju

above the fugitive's head are of
children of Madison, were guests of
“The vegetation of the few snow fund for the purpose of lending finan
rasic
period.
Its
skeleton
is
being
gjeat interest.
Above the head free spots is scant, consisting only of cial aid to just such deserving young
Mrs. Harly Thompson of Bath and
Mr. Hall's sister, Mrs. E. B. Rich-'
ardson, Warren street over the (laughter Miss M -rlene Thompson of taken to the National University for of the fugitive is the word “Spar it liens, mosses, and several grasses. sters.
study
and
classification.
taks” in Oscan letters, representing
A PUBLIX THEATRE
Non York and Mr. aid Mrs. William
• » • •
Fourth.
If the hunters actually found the the famous rebel slave fc^partacus The animal life is too meager; for the
Vanseoy of Springfield. Mass., were
most part, a few polar hears and fewer
Through
Mr.
Ilunton's
mediation,
beast
while
it
still
had
its
flesh
at

who
at
one
time
had
established
his
2.00
THURSDAY
7.30
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Carleton Fourth of Ju'y guests of Mrs. Ephraim
tached to the bones it would appear headquarters near Mount Vesuvius. foxes on land; walruses and seals in application was made to the club’s
Cool, Cosy and Comfortable
and three children were guests over Lamb, New County road.
the
winter.
The
bird
life
is
tlie
rich

loan committee and after due at
CLAIRE WINDSOR
to indicate that it perished recently, The Oscan characters show that the
the Fourth of Mr. Carleton's sister
est. Great flocks of little auks, doveMr. and Mrs. C. E. Johnson and probably while fighting with another painting was drawn at tlie time of the kies, and other birds frequent the tention to the work done by young
TODAY
Mrs. Roy Taylor.
’’"THE
Parlin in his agricultural club and
Servile YYIar.
niece, Miss LidaTlreenlaw of Vinal- marine monster.
islands from March to September. High School studies and activities,
Elmer Emery who has been at haven, and Mr. find Mrs. H. M. deThere are no reindeer, however, and with careful consideration of the re
tending the Bartlett Tree School at Rochemont motored to Houlton Sun
no hat>s.
WITH
port of tlie college authorities, the
White Plains, N. V., is at his horn? day and were guests of Rev. and
youth received an initial loan of $200,
Plenty of Drift Wood
on l.imerock street for two weeks' Mrs. E. V. Alien formerly of Rock
“One important item for castaways to be supplemented by like amounts
vacation. Mr. Emery has complete I land. They arrived in season to at
is the existence of considerable quan as required until the completion of
JOHN BOWERS
his two years' course with the de tend morning service anil the day
tities of driftwood along tlie shores his course. The amounts paid out
Al„ W,ma OrM, OmM
gree of tree expert, and is to con was a very happy one. The Allens
of the interisland channels. This is are covered by notes, which become
tinue with the company specializing are nicely located and are enjoyin
vidently wood cast out into tlie Arc dye after graduation. Interest and
their pastorate in Houlton.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
in cavity work.
A picture which lingers
tic Ocean by the great northward tlie principal returned goes hack into
HIS charming frock i.< the an
the
fund,
which
will
he
used
to
send
flowing
rivers
of
Siberia
such
as
the
swer to a wumaifi age-old
Fred True spent the Fourth with
in
the memory. You’ll
other boys in the future through the
Mrs. True at their home on Ulmer
question, ‘“.VI.at shall i wear to Obi and Yenisei.
agricultural course at the I’niversiwant
to see it again and
“
The
latest
exploration
in
the
Franz
urope bn Excursions
day?’’ It is cue ci
few gowns
street.
ty of Maine. This fund was built up
Josef aVchlpe.ago was in 1925 by
again.
that can be worn o.i neatly alt oc
British expedition which carried into in part by an appropriation out of the
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fitzgerald
casions, •)> Myiita I-cy fctiud out
—AUSO—
the region the first modern radio Portland Farmers’ Club Treasury, in
anil daughter Norina of West Palm
when site Icit huriicdly on a week
By g<3wir>Rofr»rt Pttre.
equipment.
Tlie party constantly part by individual subscriptions, and
Beach arrived Monday and are
FIVE
VAUDEVILLE
ACTS FIVE
end trip, neglecting to take many
checked its time by radio signal# after this year by a certain amount in
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Ames,
cluded in tlie annual dues of each and
from-the
Eiffel
Tower,
Paris,
and
lis
things
with
her.
Miss
boy
can
be
Lake avenue.
PERRY CORVAN FOUR
IN THE LAND OF PERSEPHONE
;ened to music and announcements every member.
seen wearing Hits very truck in a
Artistic Steppers From the South
Experience with similar loan funds
from
Ixmdon
and
other
stations.
II
forthcoming picture for Warnar
Miss Barbara Wiggin gave a pic
Everyone who knows his classics,
Nobile is safe in Franz Josef Land at other collegiate institutions has
CANARY OPERO
Bros, called, “State Street Sadie."
nic party at her Crescent Beacli cot finding himself in Syracuse in Sicily
with a radio set in commission, it is shown tliat death is about tlie only
Belmont’s Singing Canaries*
tage Tuesday night which was at will do as il did the other morning—
thing that prevents the eventual re
The skirt, made of silver giay
possible,
in
the
light
of
the
British
tended by a large number of the go out by auto and boat and visit
Canton crepe, has three tiers of
KEANE & WHITE
expedition’s experience, that lie may payment of such advances to student
younger social set. Tomorrow eve the fountain of Cyane. as it is called,
borrowers. Young Parlin’s life is in
Magic and Piano
accordian pleating, and ti e blouse,
he able to hear programs from
ning Miss Emma Agee is giving a in the Anapus Valley. It is worth
attached to the skirt, is a delicate
Europe without being able to get vital sured to guard against such a con
darning party at Crescent Beach Inn remarking that on this trip you can
STANLEY
DAIL
tingency. These simple, yet fbreecream lace with tiny sleeves. The
signals to the outside world
for Miss iWiggin and Wilbur Fro- see the Egyptian papyrus growing
Half There
Eton
effect
blouse
may
or
may
not
The
political
status
of
Franz
Josef
hock, who sail Saturday for a year's one of the few places in Europe of
Land is not clear, discovered by Aus
be worn with the outfit. A Milan
CARCINETTI & MILLER
study in France.
its appearance—where they say the
tro- Hungarians and explored by Brit
straw hat and gray kid shoes com
Saracens planted it centuries ago,
ish
Americans.
Russians
and
Italians,
plete this very smart ensemble.
Chester Jones of Waldoboro was The fountain, pool or spring of
L'W
FRIDAY >» TURDAY
it was claimed unofficially in 1914 by
a visitor in the city Tuesday.
Cyane, whichever you call it, is
To say that a gown can be worn
Russia. It is understood that the
JACK HOLT
about 30 feet deep and a spot
PUBLIX THEATRE
on nearly all occasions is what
Soviet government also claims owner
IN
Mrs. Bernard Burns went to Port charged with just such beauty as the
most people think an exaggeration,
ship
of
the
territory.
Tlie
Great
Pow

TODAY
land Tuesday to join Mr. Burns en imagination would voluntarily give
hut
this
dress
of
Miss
Loy's
has
ers
have
not
expressed
an
opinion
on
route from Rochester, IN. Y.. to to the playground of Knna and Per
17/,e
‘The Crimson City’
really that attribute.
With the
tlie validity of this claim, however,
Rockland for his annual vacation. sephone.
According to old Ovid,
and
by
many
the
area
is
looked
upon
jacket
and
the
Milan
hat
it
is
dis

With
Mr. Burns who. is employed by the Enna was the most famous of the
tinctly a lovely afternoon dress, in
as a no-man’s land. ’
Eastman Kodak Co., has been de Sicilian nymphs and the playmate of
Myrna
Loy
place at the most formal teas,' If
tailed on special work in Chicago, tr.e maid kidnapped by Pluto. Here
you wear a small felt sport hat
returning to Rochester only a /hort is the place where he plunged to his
VINALHAVEN
“MARK OF THE FROG" No. 8
and low-heeled shoes with the out
time ago.
underground universe, and the pool
fit, there is no,reason why it should
today, is of course, all that remains
Hopkins-Vinal
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
rot go as a sport dress. In fact,
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton E. Morse of the dissolved beauty of the god
At the parsonage of tlie North
have been in Boston over the Fourth dess. She was qurried off while in
you would say it is a sport dress
WITH
Haven Baptist church Monday morn
with the proper hat and shoes. In
nocently gathering these Sicilian
ing at 11 o’clock Smith B. Hopkins
Representative Herbert Kitchen flowers—violets and irises, narcissus
the evening it can be worn as a
DOROTHY REV1ER
ami Miss Mildred H. Vinal both of
wife and daughter of Presque Isle and crocuses.
Was Zeus in love
dinner frock by removing the jack
Vlnalhaven were united in marring'
Nort an Trevor
, spent the holiday at Crescent Bear with a girl. I wonder, or was it rath
et, or even as a summer evening
From the Novel by—
by Rev. H. F. Huso, The single ring
AND
• us guests of Representative and Mrs er this lovely country?
All tlie
dress. High-heeled silver pumps
BEATRICE
BURTON
service was used. Botli bride and
' George L. St. Clair, and after view- meadows and Greek ruins hereabout
WITH
and an extreme coiffeur would of
“
THE
CHORUS
KID”
groom are natives of Vinalhaven and
A Drama of Thrill-Mad Youth
! ing the moonlight on the water scene are to be fceen for remembrance sake.
WITH
course, have to replace the sport
for many years have been engaged ir 1
AND
" last night were almost converted to Ovid does well to add tlie touch, that
REX BELL
shoes and hat. To make this dress
educational work, tlie groom as prin
• tlie belief that there are other earth- she lamented mbst the loss of her
VIRGINIA FALRE
High Speed Drama of Great
BUZZ BARTON
cipal of tlie Vinalhaven High Scho<*
at home inexpensively, the lace
• )y Edens except Aroostook County. flowers as they fell from her loos
Open
Spaces
IN
and the bride as teacher there. Pap
Mr. Kitchen has served three terms ened tunic as Hades carried her away
blouse may be replaced by a flow
MON.-TU25-WED.
ular and well known Mr. and Mus
in the House, and is so popular and to be Queen of the dead
ered chiffon that contrasts well
“VANISHING RIDER” No. 8
“
The
Fighting
Redhead
”
Hopkins have the heartiest best
influential there that his constituents
Douglas FUrbanks
with the gray skirt and jacket. Inwishes of their many friends.
—Years hence, when the nation is
have nominated him for a fourtl
IN
MONDAY-TUESDAY
MONDAY-TUESDAY
\
asmuch
as
the
dress
has
no
trim

term. He is also president of the bone dry, men will talk about the
ming,
the
making
of
it
should
pre

“
G
a
u
cho”
Night clubs are a waste of time as
Northern Maine Fair Association ' good old bootlegging days.—Toledo
‘TELLING THE WORLD’
“Tragedy of Youth”
Myrna Loy
sent small difficulty.
'
well as money.
£lade.
,x
and a banker.
——-————

Post
Toasties

3 xo

We Fit the Thin!

We Fit the Small!

Wi Fit 'Em All II

Mike Armata

THE HOME TEA ROOM

OPENS

SUPPER AND DANCE

FRIDAY NIGHT, JULY 6

DANCING

‘Diamond Handcuffs’

Frock That Is Suitable For
Afternoon And Evening Wear

Eleanor Boardman
Conrad Nagel

Opening
.Night’
t.

T

V

EMPIRE

Warning

Wild West
Romance

—
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NEW QUESTIONS
Z"-

' Sent Out By Com’r. Thomas
For Pupils Finishing the
Eighth Grade.

A.

Owing to the Trona: demand on

.W

Ini'!
’ft'
“Alone, defenseless in face of the attorney’s
terrible charges, it seemed her hurt, crushed
heart could hear no more. Was this the re
ward of self-sacrifice, true devotion.

the part of superintendents and
I teachers for a State list of question*
i to he given to pupils finishing the
eighth grade. Dr. Augustus O.
Thomas, State commissioner of ed
ucation. with the assistance of his
heads of divisions, sent out this year
a new type of questions.
These
newer .questions have a tendency to
test not only the knowledge the stu
dent has gained in his studies but
his reaction to that knowledge and
how he behaves under this influence
Seven thousand sets of questions
have been forwarded to superintend
ents of schools, and practically all of
them were given June 7.

They called Iter a
soulless 'nold-digqer" but.
D
O you remember the sensa

come of the trial, dismissed the
tional breach of promise
matter as finished and done with
suit a few years ago by a humblewhen the principals in the
flower-girl against her young
tragedy vanished from the
millionaire lover and his
public eye. Even today few
wealthy mother? At the trial
suspect the true history of
many ugly charges were hurled
events behind that tremendous
at the girl. She was called a
drama of intrigue, suffering
“gold-digger,” a blackmailer;
and deathless love.
a shameless creature without a
But now, for the first time, the
shred of honor; one who loved
entire story has been told by the girl
who was the central figure in that
nothing but monev, and the
amazing drama. Told in words that
luxury money could buy.
But when, in a voice broken
by sobs, she told her pitiful
storv-thestory of herpoor little
romance that now was dead—
men hardened to sorrow wiped
their eyes furtively—women
in the court-room wept aloud.

Then came that dramatic and
unlooked-for conclusion. An
unexpected witness was called
to the stand—and in ten words
hurled into the tense silence
of the crowded court-room a
bombshell that reverberated to
the ends of the earth.

w ill bring tears to your eyes—tears of
joy, of sorrow, of understanding and
sympathy.

Don't miss this throbbing narrative
from life. It is entitled “The NoAccount Girl,” and appears complete
in the August issue of True Story
Magazine.

Contents for August

Most people, stunned for the
moment by the unexpected out

[

Men of My Heart
Shattered Souls
My Sister’s Sin
Forbidden Pleasures
I’ve Kissed the Cross
Three Loves
I Played w ith Fire
The No-Account Girl
Her Double Betrayal

—and several other stories

ry —I
Tunc in on the True Story Hour broadcast every
Friday night over W’OR and the Columbia chavn. j
Consult Your Paper for Enact Tline.

August

Out Now!

True Story

“Just now, there is a rather de
termined effort to study the quali
ties and characteristics and behavior
of pupils, looking to a better educa
tional and vocational guidance as j
they proceed with their education”
said Commissioner Thomas. The re
ports that come in indicate that the
students were greatly interested in
this special type of question, which
requires very much less writing but
much more discrimination.
The
questions are booked together so that
the student merely has to go through
and check his answers. Occasionally,
he is required to write out his re
action. The questions included the
Haggerty Heading Test which we
used for Freshmen in the high school
two years ago. On the strength of
those tests, last year was given over
to a stronger emphasis in the teach
ing of reading as the fundamental
subject.
“Some very fine work has been
done in the teaching of reading in
the schools of Maine during the
present year and it will no doubt
result in a higher degree of scholar
ship on the part of students as
reading is tlie most important of all
subjects taught in our schools. It
is the foundation of all informa
tional reading. It is hoped, also that
by autumn a complete new course
of study in reading as well as a few
other subjects will be ready for dis
tribution.
“We shall catalogue the results of
the recent examinations among the
eighth grades and make deductions
therefrom. This is in harmony with
the general policy of keeping a rec
ord of behavior from the beginning
of a school career to the close of high
school, studying the characteristics
of children and how they respond to
instruction, together with the type
of material which seems best adapt
ed to their particular qualities.

And Famous Publisher Inspects New
Swimming Pool at Bowdoin College.

The first big yacht to pass under
the big lift.span of the new bridge
across the Kennebec at Bath was the
Lyndonia, Cyrus H. K. Curtis of Phil
adelphia. owner. Mr. Curtis is no
stranger in Bat.i, for many years ago
when a boy living in Portland he vis
SIXTY-FIVE YEARS AS
ited Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Palmer
and family on Allen street, Mrs.
Palmer being a cousin of Mr. Curtis’
(Continued From Page One)
mother. Mr. Curtis came over from
plaster, painted or otherwise decor- i wages which he receives, I believe Portland Sunday morning in the Lyn
rated, giving a very pleasing effect. to be one of the principal factors donia and his pilot anchored the big
in the great prosperity which this yacht opposite the old People's Ferry
It is claimed that in houses where country has enjoyed for a number
slip.
Celotex is substituted for laths, much of years. At high wages, the work
Mr. Curtis is fond of the water and
less fuel is required in winter and ingman can buy liber,ally of the va he and Mrs. Curtis joined the Lyn
heat is less oppressive in summer. rious wares which the merchants donia at Charleston. S. C., last Jan
have for sale. At low wages, there uary. They passed a few days at Sa
I’lywood panels, made in wide sheets
is a demand for only the barest vannah. thence over to Jacksonville,
of various thicknesses, three or more
necessities of life. It seems to me Key West. Miami. Tampa and St. Pe
plies, is used extensively.
that many merchants do not realize tersburg, making various trips to
in tlie manufacture of all kinds of
the amount of money put in circu
building material great changes lation by the workingman. When other Southern ports including Ha
vana. They came North in April and
have been made, with but one ex
you complain of the increased cost
ception. Tlie making of tlie bricks of labor, remember that a good share for several wteks nave been in New
used locally has remained unchanged of this will return to you. in the in York. Botli of them enjoy the water
and particularly the Lyndonia. where
for a century. In the towns of Or
creased sales of your goods.
they have privacy and many luxuries
land and Penobscot, the brickmaking
So far, the labor problem has not not found on shore.
towns of this section, the clay i:
The Lyndonia was built in 1920 by
shovelled into the hopper by hand been a severe one for us to settle
ground by a horse treading in a With a payroll, which at times in the Consolidated Shipbuilding Corp.,
circle and run into wooden molds by cludes a hundred men, there have on the Harlem River, New York. She
a man dressed in oil skins and cov been but few insurgents. For the is of steel, 230 feet in length with two
ered with clay from head to foot. most part, our men have been loyal Diesel engines of 1,000 horse power
The bricks are dried in r the sun. reasonable and devoted to our inter each.
A sister of Mrs. Curtis. Miss Cutter
packed into tlie kilns and fired with ests. This statement is borne out by
wood just as they were in my grand the fact, that in completing, on April of Pasadena, California, is a guest on
father’s day. Brick plants near the 1st, 65 years of our life as a firm, we board.
The courtesies of the city were ex
large cities are equipped witli mod still have one man who has beei
ern machinery, but tlie “down east” with us for rnpre than 50 years, sev tended to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis by F.
brick manufacturers still continue in eral for more than 40 years, and « B. Nichols of the Times who drove
number of others who have cele them early in the afternoon to the
the footsteps of their fathers.
Since the war, the question of wa brated the 30th and 25th anniversar home of the Misses Hattie and Alma
ges has of course been a perplexing ies of their work with us. We are Palmer of Allen street, cousins of Mr.
one to all employers. Up to that time proud of this record, and are glad at Curtis witli whom he has always kept
all employes were hired as cheaply this time to pay tribute to the loyalty in close touch. He also called upon
Frank A. Palmer. High street, whom
as possible and every dull sea-on and the faithfulness of these men
There are a great many compen he has known since childhood. Later,
served as an opportunity to pay even
less. I believe it is the fault of the sations to be found in a builder’s they motored to Brunswick where
Preside nt of Bowdoin college and Mrs.
employers themselves that the unions profession. One of tlie few whi
came into existence, for up to that I shall mention is the friendly ac Sills showed them the magnificent
time the men had to put up with quaintanceships which have been es swimming pool recently presented to |
the college by Mr. Curtis. He also at- 1
many a rough deal. Since then tlie tablished between many of our pot
organizations have often been man runs ami ourselves—relations which tended the organ recital at the Bow
aged, or mismanaged, by radicals, have been continued for many years. doin chapel and listened to the'strains
who have often gone beyond all Another is the good comradeship o of the wonderful organ which he also
bounds of reason in their demands: the architects with whom we hav> presented to the college last year. By
but today employers and employe, ! hien associated in the past an 1 wh« request of President Sills, Mr. Curtis
played one selection himself. Mr. Cur
are much closer together than in often show their friendliness by in
tis inherited a great taste^or music
the past, and business leaders, es troducing us to new patrons. An
ti er is the pleasure which/come ami was brought up in a musical at
pecially manufacturers, are lookmosphere under the great Portland
] ng more to economies and efficiency ! when (as sometimes happens)
music leader. Herman Kotchmar an
•at her than to lower wanes
householder is thoroughly satisfied
satis
lather
wages to re- ' household
duce the cost -of their products.
f with his new home, and appreciates intimate friend of his fathers, and
part of whose name Mr. Curtis bears.
In this State*and many other.- a’’ our efforts to please him.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Nichols were dinemployers of labor having more than
Still one in ore is the satisfaction
live men on their payroll are obliged which comes with the thought that i ner guests on the Lyndonia Sunday
to take out workingm n’s conip- ’ sa
we have beer able, up to the present • evening.
Monday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. I
tion insurance, which is. 1 bell v . ; n tn
to carry on with increased effi
(xce.i«*nt law in the main, it keeps ciency and larger proportions, the ; ( urtis came ashore to attend the ded- !
the employer out of much litiga Ion, wo k which Tnv grandfather began ication and were driven over the new
and the workman knows jusi hew in his small way more than a him • bridge and also called on Mr. and
much compensation i • wi’l receive dred years ago; and with this Mrs. Arthur Sewall at the Stone
for his injuries.
The expense is thought comes an accompanying i .’louse Farm the home of Maine's first
borne by the employer. For tin so hope, that the business may continue governoi. William King.
Both Mr. and Mis. Curtis are fond
who have a large payroll, it runs into for another 65 years, if my brother’s
thousands of dollars every year.
four boys show the same fondness of Maine and everything pertaining to
The tremendous buying power of for lumber, that their forbears have its early history. At noon Monday
teh.v entertained President and Mrs
the workingman created by the high cherished.
Sills. Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Berry of
Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
I I. Drake of Bath, with lunch on board
the Lyndonia.
The Lyndonia will clear Tuesday I
f -r Camden where the Curtis’ will ,
pass the season at their summer home.
- Monday’^ Bath Times.
/
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WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE SALE

comes to an end in eight days.

If’

you have delayed coming, there is

Grandma sent small Muriel to a
nearby store, says Liberty, to pur
chase some dog biscuit for her new
pet. She returned with a package of
animal crackers.
* Why. dearie," said grandma, “I
sent you for dog biscuits.”
“Yes, I know, gran’ma,” answered
Muriel, “but I thought I would get
something tlie doggie and me could
both enjoy,
_______

Olivers

•clivers

yet time to get your share of the

Any Outfit in This Ad.

great bargains.

’clivers
Any Outfit in This Ad.

Any Outfit in This Ad.

Never mind the cash

Your credit is good

days
left!

1

At this store

Complete Wdtchen
Pin A Dollar To Your Order
And Mail In

«<

COMP1ETE

15 Days Free Trial !

CURTISES VISIT BATH

At All Newsstands—only 25c

Campbell’s Beans

Easterns

Extra !

Feature !

Here’s a chance to completely furnish your kitchen at a
sensationally low price. Think how much more pleasure
you will get out of your kitchen duties if this room is

Here is the Ideal Carriage for
both mother and baby. Baby will
find luxurious comfort and abund
ant room. Ho will be happy and
safe asleep or awake. For it’s
easy to Shield him from sun-glare,
strong winds, or sudden showers
in'this all-weather stroller. Mother
will be both proud and happy to
have this carriage, as it means
more time for both baby and her
self in the healthful outdoors. She
will appreciate the smooth, per

fectly
balanced
motion,
that
makes it so easy to handle. She
will be attracted by the graceful
lines, the sturdy construction, 'the
artistic colors. She will realize
that she cannot be disappointed
in this offer. For she can use the
Stroller for 15 days’ free trial.

Picture shows glass on sides of^
Jhood, this being injurious to
! baby’s eyes.
We have had
Bioods made without glass.

Reg“*ar Value (SA Price 814.98
$30.00

$

Mail Only $1
TEAR OUT—MAIL IN !

furnished modernly and attractively.
THE
FRIENDLY
STORE

EASTERN FURNITURE CO., Rcckland, Maine.
Send me at once the carriage described above. I enclose $1 first
payment. It is understood that if at the end of 15 days’ trial I decide
to keep it I will send you $1 weekly. Sale price $14.98.
Name ............................................................................................................................
Address .......................................................................................................................

SILK FLOSS

MATTRESS I
Here is one of the Big Features in this
•' great Clearance Sale

Lawn
Mowers, of
ixcellent
construcItruction, at this ex
tremely low price.

'MSL-

tl Down, 82 Monthly

GLENWOOD OIL STOVES

If you have been putting off get
ting your oil range, don’t delay any
longer.
These price reductions
bring country's highest quality
within reach of all.
$16.75

$22.50

$29.50

Just $1.00 op«n, an
account

and

delivers

your mattrea, during

thia warehouse sale.

Silk Floss Mattress, 100% Floss—Full weight 30 pounds—
Durable fancy art ticking—Closely tufted—rolled edge—Germproof—cool—sanitary—comfortable. Reduced from $25

Buy several at thia ridiculous price !

FREE DELIVERY

Anywhere In Maine
On All Sales Over

$25.00

Furniture Co.

Sale Conducted at Our Store

283 Main Street, Rockland

0>

